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Sus/pilled h. DrItlfth Market R 
Iluentitt soma.- Neek. Chart upulled 
133 11111huard. Karol Single. by Rh., A 
Soul. l/hteo f 'ha rt r piled fr 
nation. Ida 1M return.. 

UK SINGLES 
1 1 NAME OF THE GAME. Abba Epic 
2 6 WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS, Queen EMI 
3 4 ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD, Status Quo Vertigo 
4 2 YES SIR I CAN BOOGIE. Baccara RCA 
5 5 2. 4. 6.8. MOTORWAY, Tom Robinson Band EMI 
6 3 YOU'RE IN MY HEART, Rod Stewart Riva 
7 14 LIVE IN TROUBLE, Barron Knights Epic 
8 1/ DANCIN' PARTY, Showaddywaddy Arista 
9 12 HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE, Bee Gees RSO 

10 9 CALLING OCCUPANTS, Carpenters A&M 
11 10 NEEDLES Et PINS, Smokie Rak 
12 7 BLACK IS BLACK, La Belle Epoque Harvest 
13 11 VIRGINIA PLAIN, Roxy Music Polydor 
14 21 DADDY COOL. Darts Magnet 
15 16 LOVE HURTS ETC.. Nazareth Mountain 
16 18 SHE'S NOT THERE, Santana CBS 
17 13 HOLIDAYS IN THE SUN, Sex Pistols Virgin 
18 19 FROM HERE TO ETERNITY, Giorgio Oasis 
19 8 BLACK BETTY, Ram Jam Epic 
20 23 I BELIEVE YOU. Dorothy Moore Epic 
21 22 BELFAST, Boney M Atlantic 
22 29 I WILL, Ruby Winters Creole 
23 31 EGYPTIAN REGGAE, Jonathan Richman Beserkey 
24 24 TURN TO STONE, Electric Light Orchestra Jet 
25 25 HEROES, David Bowie RCA 

26 33 WATCHIN' THE DETECTIVES, Elvis Costello Stiff 
27 15 SILVER LADY, David Soul Private Stock 

28 30 GOIN' PLACES, Jacksons Epic 

29 20 STAR WARS THEME, Meco RCA 

30 50 FLORAL DANCE, Brighouse Rastrick Band Logo 

31 35 DON'T IT MAKE MY BROWN EYES BLUE, Crystal Gayle UA 

32 45 BABY BABY M Y LOVE IS ALL FOR YOU, Deniece Williams CBS 

33 39 CAPTAIN KREM MEN, Kenny Everett -Mike Vickers DJM 

34 43 LOVE OF MY LIFE, Dooleys GTO 

35 26 LOVE BUG, Tina Charles CBS 

36 46 MODERN WORLD, Jam Polydor 

37 27 NO MORE HEROES, Stranglers United Artists 

38 40 SHOO DOO FU FU OOH, Lenny Williams ABC 

39 48 GEORGINA BAILEY, Noosha Fox GTO 

40 32 M Y BABY LEFT ME, Slade Barn 

41 42 BABY WHAT A BIG SURPRISE. Chicago CBS 

42 (YOU'RE) FABULOUS BABE, Kenny Williams Decca 

43 ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE, Billy Paul Philadelphia 

44 MARY OF THE FOURTH FORM, Boomtown Rats Ensign 

45 44 DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD, Santa Esmeralda Philips 

40 - WHITE PUNKS ON DOPE, Tubes A&M 

47 47 DISCOBEATLEMANIA, DBM Atlantic 

48 MULL OF KINTYRE / GIRLS SCHOOL, Wings Parlophone 

49 - GETTIN' READY FOR LOVE, Diana Ross Motown 

50 YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN' FEELIN', Righteous Bros Spector 

OTHER 
KING Althea 
CHART 

UPTOWN 
And Donna 

Joe Gibbs 

BLOOD All GO RUN. Dennis MatonhRu6h,,,,, 
Bunn., 

3 GIMME GIMME AFRICAN LOVE, Attic in 

Brothers 
Mainline 

NYAH LUV. Steel Pulse T41111,10,1 

WE PLAY REGGAE, In Crowd Band Cacti. 

SLEEPERS Winston Mown Carib Gen, 

7 FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN, The Naturals Magnum 

6 PEACEFUL WOMAN, Mama. Gntfiths Skynote 

9 ROOTS MAN. I Rov ATA 

'0 RAINDROPS, Dennis Meturnbt Monad 
12m Sm0644 

I FUNNY FEELINGS. Dennis Brown/Ton.. 
Hank eye 

2 HAPPY GO LUCKY GIRL Wayne Wade /Proms 

Pompidou Grow 

3 GIRLS IMAGINATION, IS, 16, 17 DER 

4 YOU MAKE ME HAPPY, Alton Etas /Ranting 
Trey. Strewth; 

5 ROCK, Lloyd Chalmers Chalmers 

6 CHILDREN Of JAM, The Shantells / U Blown 
Phase One 

7 YOU DON'T CARE The Technmuss SS. mots 

8 GET ON YOUR MARK Mansion Ninon ATA 

9 SWEAT FOP YOU BABY. The Taman* Hltba7n71 

10 'WHY WHY Tref tin Venture 

Subbed by Daddy on, Rereads. 44 Planers., St. 

London WI 101-6X 67041 

Record Mirror, November 19,1 

UK ALBUMS 
1 1 NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS HERE'S THE SEX PISTOLS Virgin 

2 2 THE SOUND OF BREAD, Bread Elektra 

3 - FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE, Rod Stewart Riva 

4 28 NEWS OF THE WORLD, Queen EMI 

5 50 OUT OF THE BLUE, Electric Light Orchestra Jet 

6 4 20 GOLDEN GREATS, Diana Ross & The Supremes Motown 

7 3 40 GOLDEN GREATS, Cliff Richard EMI 

8 6 HEROES, David Bowie RCA 

9 9 MOONFLOWER, Santana CBS 

10 8 RUMOURS, Fleetwood Mac Warner Bros 

11 15 FEELINGS, Various K -Tel 

12 5 SECONDS OUT, Genesis Charisma 

13 ELVIS IN CONCERT, Elvis Presley RCA 

14 16 GREATEST HITS VOL 2, Elton John DJM 

15 7 NO MORE HEROES, Stranglers United Artists 

16 21 GET STONED, Rolling Stones Arcade 

17 -- LET THERE BE ROCK, AC/DC Atlantic 

18 14 GOING FOR THE ONE, Yes Atlantic 

19 17 GREATEST HITS, Abbe Epic 

20 10 THUNDER IN MY HEART, Leo Sayer Chrysalis 

21 30 GREATEST, Gladys Knight & The Pips K -Tel 

22 20 PLAYING TO AN AUDIENCE OF ONE, David Soul Private Stock 

23 18 OXYGENE, Jean Michel Jerre Polydor 

24 12 SOUL CITY, Various K -Tel 

25 23 A STAR IS BORN, Soundtrack CBS 

26 22 PASSAGE, Carpenters A&M 

27 11 HOME ON THE RANGE. Slim Whitman United Artists 
28 24 BEST OF ROD STEWART Mercury 

29 33 EXODUS, Bob Marley & The Wailers Island 

30 31 ARRIVAL, Abba Epic 

31 34 FRONT PAGE NEWS, Wishbone Ash MCA 
32 27 ECHOES OF THE 60s, Phil Spector Phil Spector 

33 32 SHOW SOME EMOTION, Joan Armatrading A&M 
34 37 BAD REPUTATION, Thin Lizzy Vertigo 
35 13 STREET SURVIVORS, Lynyrd Skynyrd MCA 

36 41 100 GOLDEN GREATS, Frankie Vaughan Ronco 

37 39 RATTUS NORVEGICUS, Stranglers United Artists 
37 26 ENDLESS FLIGHT, Leo Sayer Chrysalis 
39 38 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY, Donna Summer GTO 

40 43 THE JOHNNY MATHIS COLLECTION CBS 

41 48 HOTEL CALIFORNIA, Eagles Asylum 
42 29 MOODY BLUE, Elvis Presley RCA 

43 19 STICK TO ME, Graham Parker & The Rumour Vertigo 
44 44 THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971-1975, Eagles Asylum 

45 25 AJA, Steely Dan ABC 

46 36 LOVE YOU LIVE, Rolling Stones Rolling Stones 
47 35 MOTOWN GOLD VOL 2, Various Motown 
48 30 TWO DAYS AWAY, Elkie Brooks A&M 
49 45 BOOMTOWN RATS Ensign 

50 42 MOTIVATION RADIO, Steve Hillage Virgin 

BREAKERS 
LIGHTNING STRIKES, Reel Thing 
SAFETY IN NUMBERS, Advert. 
I WANNA SEE YOU SOON. Tenor. 
LA RUN, Carrell. 
AS, Start. Wonder 
A WRITER SHADE OF PALE, Procol Minim 
TANGO IN SPACE, So.u, 
ONYX, Specie Art 
SERPENTINE FIRE, Earth. Wind And Fins 
HIGHWAYMAN, Brotherhood 01 Men 

PK. 
Anchor 
Capitol 
Creole 

Motown 
Cuba 

PY. 
And. 

CBS 
Pa. 

PROCOL HARUM. breaking yet again 
wish Whiter .Shade Of Pale' 

1 7 

2 2 

3 1 

4 9 

5 12 

6 4 
7 6 

8 11 

9 8 
10 10 

11 3 

12 13 
13 5 
14 15 
15 22 
16 23 
17 - 
18 36 
19 24 MAKE IT 
20 17 

UK DISCO 
2. 4. 6. 8. MOTORWAY, Tom Robinson Band EMI 

121nCA 

BELFAST, Boney M 

BLACK IS BLACK, La Belle Epoque 
YES SIR I CAN BOOGIE, Baccara 

DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD, Santa Esmeralda 

AtlantiC 

State tifprts 
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD, Status Quo 

Vpehri BOOGIE ON UP, Rokotto 

BEST OF M Y LOVE, Emotions CBS 

SHOO 000 FU FU OOH, Lenny Williams ABC 

BRICK HOUSE, Commodores Motown- fik 
DISCOBEATLEMANIA, DBM 
DO YOUR DANCE, Rose Royce Whit 

STAR WARS THEME, Meco 
Atlantic 121n. 

RCA, 

DADDY COOL, Darts 
a LOVE BUG, Tina Charles 

RUNNING AWAY, Roy Ayers Ubiquity 

WITH YOU, Whispers Soul Tr eirttl 
GETTIN' READY FOR LOVE, Diana Ross Motown 

GOIN' PLACES, Jacksons 
WIK 

NEEDLES AND PINS, Smokie 

wsimewewslesilselansill. 
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'teeteeteottell LOC_ 

I wonder who's 
kissing her now? 

FAR BE It for me to 
comment, so as usual 

Just fill y'all In on the 
details. Draw your own 
conclusions, my dears, 
but I happened to spot 
none other than Bianca 
Jagger In the close 
company of old flame 
Ryan O'Neal on several 
occasions in London this 
past week. 

One of these was In a 
darkened box at the Four Tops 
concert Blanca. you will 
recall. once stated that since 
her 1973 marriage to Jagger 
she had been unfaithful with 
only one man - Mr O'Neal. 
What can all this mean' 

Delightful reports roach me 
from the United States where 
young Daryl Hall and John 
Oates have been touring 
After their San Francisco 
concert they were attacked by 
many hundreds of girl fans 
and John lust a substantial 
amount of his clothing and 
some of his hair And in 
Louisiana 50 girls stormed the 
lads' dressing room and 
attempted to debag the boys. 
Such fun. 

While on the subject of 
losing trousers, it was 
amusing to see Eric Thompson - you will recall he was hung 
naked from the Rainbow In 
Paris Pother week - lose his 

at the Rainbow hash at 
Friends restaurant The poor 
lad was also nil the receiving 
end of the Rainbow cake 
Harvey Goldsmith has fled the 
country 

Still with Rainbow, nice to 
see Itliehlee mum, brother 
and ex wife taking in the 
show plus a few bevvies at the 
ludicrously priced backstage 
bar of the Rainbow theatre. 

And, oh dear here we go 
again, more violence 
Friday night outside the Roxy 
Club In Covent Garden 
members of the Depressions 
hand and entourage were 
accosted by skinheads Eric 
Wright and friends were not 
seriously hurt as they dived 
Into the club for cover 
Patrons at the Roxy claim that 
this set of skinheads have been 
attacking punks outside the 
club due to their having been 
banned by the Roxy's 
management. 

The Bus:cocks were some. 
what concerned at the 
Greyhound, Croydon, (Other 
night - the manager of the 
place kept popping his head 
around their dressing room 
door to make sure they weren't 
smashing the place apart 
ApparenUy the Heartbreakers 
had been there the previous 
week and done L250 worth of 
damage, naughty boys. 

Meanwhile up in Sheffield 
999 did not enamour touring 
partners The Runaways. I 

AR! UP from the Slits Our Page Three girl Isn't she lowly? 

understand that drummer 
Pablo, rather the worse for 
drink. stumbled upstate. 
the hotel and put his fist 
through Sandy's door and 
entered neither Sandy 
nor the Runaways' manage 
ment were over amused at 
the lad's drunken exploits 

My old pal Wank. 
Maxie has been up to his 
tricks again. Ills latest 
and most commendable 
publicity stunt was to 
send a copy of an Elvis 
Presley single to The 
Queen al Balmoral 
Castle. Max was re- 
turned the record plum a 
letter from a lady in 
waiting. saying the 
Queen did not accept 
presents from firms. 
Nice try, Max. 

Football News we've been 
asked by Rocket Records to 
point out that last week's 'Spot 
Brian Moore' picture com- 
petition was in fact A JOKE 
Sorry if you were misled 

Paul and Linda McCartney 
made a rare social appear- 
ance when they attended a 
reception to mark the release 
of their single 'Mull Of 
Kintyre' at the Dial 9 Club in 
London. While they were there 
they collected an armful of 
awards for sales of 'Silly Love 
Songs', 'Let 'Em In', 'Venus 
And Mars', 'Wings Over 
America' and 'Wings At The 
Speed Of Sound' 

As the new single Ls about 
Scotland, where the McCart- 
neys live, the menu was 
suitably Scottish The portions 
were traditionally !according 
to critics of the Scottish 
characteristic of meanness) 
small The starters were: 
Avocado James I or smoked 
Scotch salmon. To follow was 
haggis, poached salmon with 
salad, Scottish cheeses, fruit 
salad and coffee Goes without 

\\\ \ 0117 A A A%\\ 

HORSLIPS drummer Eamon 
Germany. 

working. What were the rest 
of us doing, I wonder. 

Paul was asked what he 
thought of Liverpool council', 
decision to refuse funds for a 
statue of the Fab Four as 
heroes of their home town He 
replied that he agreed, that 
the money could he spent a lot 
better for the city 

Publicity stunt )another 
one) Radio Stars will be 
making a tour of London this 
Saturday. playing material 
from their new album 'Songs 
For Swinging Lovers' on the 
back of a lorry. They plan to 
give away quantities of 
badges, records. stickers and 
posters at each of several 
stops. Watch out for 'em. 

Still with football, Al 'We at 
Virgin think' Clark refereeing 

Carr disobeys a road sign in 

a match between Chrysalis lei 
and Virgin (21 skulked off in a 
huff at North Acton Playing 
Fields when one or two 
players began to question his 
decisions Late score Yachts 
And Rich Kids R. Rig In Japan 
7. 

Guests at a party for Chris 
Spedding after his London 
Lyceum gig included Malcolm 
McLaren, Steve Jones, Paul 
Cook and Captain Sensible. 

And those who have 
promised to appear In the 
Sergeant Pepper film include 
Elton John, David Bowie. Rod 

3 

.. .. Stewart, Eric (Lipton. Stevie 
Wonder, Nell Sedalia, led 
Zeppelin and The Beach Boys. .1%." 

That's about It for another 
week, see y'all soon Byeeee 

..- 

saying there was plenty of Questions: .. 
..-- 
...-- 

plonk 1 Full line-up of Generation X" ..-- 
..-- 
..--- 

2 Title of their first single' - , 
When one journalist asked 3 What band was Billy Idol in before Generation X' .--- 

...- 

..- 
Answers to Freebies 118) Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre, ..4 

London, WC2 ..., 
...- 

Winners of the David Bowie (Freebies No 161 competition ..-: 

John Savage, High Wycombe; Warren Mace, Bexleyheath; Etta '..%.,' 

Stewart, St Andrews, Scotland Your prizes will be despatched ,..5%,.. 

I% 
this week. 

Linda why she was only 
drinking coffee and not the hot 
punch la wise decision under 
the circumstances) she 
answered that she couldn't 
drink because she was 

FREEBIE OF THE WEEK No 18 
WIN SIX Generation X singles (*Wild Youth'), six T - shirts and 
six badges Usual rules apply, first six out of the hat win a set ,%.. 

each. 

Kenny Williams 
Single 

Fabulous Ba49 
DECCA 
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FIVE DATES 
FOR MILES 

icoiry mn Es Is topiary nee selectee dales thin year, supported by Trickster. 
The dates will preview material erelmikki NOW album aircently being recorded 
New Vast. A major tit tour Is gisoned for abs new year to coincide with the 

reamer, ends third album. 
Daum Croydon Fairfield Balls welcher Leicester Poly 10, Plymouth 

Car beware II, Nr211111101111M Lik IS. 

NEWS 
IN 

BRIEF 
Burlesque. whose second 

album 'Burlesque' is 
released this week, 
have a new Arista 
single out on November 

221 The A side will bean 
edited version of 'Space 
Age Blues', whilst the B 
side will be an unedited 
version al 'Steel Ap- 
peal' 

Motorises& who are 
currently half way 
through a mini UK tour. 
announce a new data. at 
Scarborough on Decent. 
ber 23 and a major 
London show at the 
Music Machine on 
December I 

French heartthrob Sachs 
Motel turns disc jockey 
with a new series on 
Sunday lunchtime on 
Radio 2 David Ham- 
ilton move-, to Radio 2 

with an afternoon 
weekday slot. 2,30 to 
4.3n pm 

Four piece rock band 
Fury have signed to 
Arista and will be 
playing support on the 
upcoming Irish Beep 
lour which opens at 
Edinburgh on Monday 
Fury's first single Is 

MIsdrinvitnor' 
W EA Records have 

signed a world wide 
licensing deal with 
Target Records. First 
release is to be 'Love 
Bandit' by the Nolan 
Sisters. Also on Target 
are Blue Mink and 
Marmalade. 

Mahogany Rush 

four gigs here 
CULT HAND Mahogany Rush, fronted by the 
eccentric Frank Marino, are coming to Britain. 

They play four dates as follows, Manchester Free 
Trade Hall December 2. London Hammersmith 
Odeon 3, Birmingham Town Hall 7. Newcastle City 
Hang Their new album 'IV' Is released on December 
2. 

Lone Star, the Welsh six piece, who themselves 
have just completed a headlining tour of their own, 
are special guests on the Mahogany Rosh tour. Lone 
Star recently released an album 'Firing On All Six' 
and later this month tour In Europe before playing the 

States for the firs! time. 

Kinks concert 
at Christmas 

THE KINKS are planning a special l'hrlstrins 
concert at London's Rainbow Theatre on Friday, 
December 21. 

Released neat Friday (25) Is a new single called 
Fa ther Christmas' which, deriplte Ibt ti tie, writer Ray 

Davis'.. Is adamant is not "just a ( hrIntrnas single." 
Commented Davies: "Father Christmas Is 

basically a good rock 'n' roll recordfather than a 

novelty Christmas record." 
Details of the Rainbow concert are still being 

completed. Meanwhile the Kinks lease for the lSA at 
the end of this week for a short merle. of concerts. 
During the tour the Kinks will play several dates with 
hall And Oates. 

A new Kinks album Is scheduled for release early In 
the new sear 

GIBBONS AT 
DRURY LANE 

STEVE Gibbons Band headline a concert at the 
Theatre Royal Dairy lane, London, with Bethnal 
supporting on Sunday, November 27 The band are 
not playing at the Hope And Anchor Festival - they 
were never officially contracted to do so and they also 
have prior recording commitments. 

Motors' party, single 
THE MOTORS who left List week fur a six week coast to roast tour of the United 
States play two London dates on December 22 and 23 at lorickwia Marquee Club 

Billed as 'The Motors' Christmas Party', tickets go rwi sale at the club from 
December?, price t 1.25. 

A new single 'tie What You Gotta Be' / 'You Beat The Hell Chita Me' Is released 
next Friday 1251 

The band are to record a new album In January and plan a major British tour to 
coincide with its release next April 

STEVE WINWOOD 

MOTOR 

Winwood backs Martyn 
STEVE WINWOOD 
makes his first stage 
appearance for nearly a 
sear when he joins 
liansford Rowe, Danny 
Thompson and Perm 
Shorten backing John 
Marlyn at London's 

Rainbow this Sunday ' 

(20). 

The concert crews as a 

prelude to Use release of 
Martyr's new album 'One 
World'. Full track list 
inn: 'tine 

Joni double LP soon 
JONI MITCHELL is completing her new album called 'Don Juan's Wreckless 
Daughter', tentatively scheduled for mid -December release world -wide 

A double LP set, recorded in New York. Los Angeles and London. the tracks 
include a I7 -minute piano opus recorded with a symphony orchestra. Among the 

guests on the album are Glen Frey of the Eagles. JD Souther, and members of 
Weather Report. 

Buzzcocks' new 
boss player 
THE BUZZCOCKS (cur 
rent single 'Orgasm 
Addict') have found a 
new bass player In l9 - 
year -old Mancunian 
Steve Garvey who has 
been playing bass for five 
years. He replaces Garth 
who was sacked a month 
ago 

Commented Steve- "Oh 
God, I don't know what to 
say, well, I was a fan and 
now I suppose I still am." 
And lead singer Pete 
Shelley said. "Steve used 
to work in a repair shop 
mending instruments, but 
now he's blowing his own 
trumpet." 

Extra Parker 
OWING TO the sell - out of 
their first London Rain- 
bow date, Graham Park- 
er and The Rumour have 
added another on Sunday, 
November 27. Their tour 
started last week at 
Aberdeen's Capitol 
Theatre. Their 'new 
album 'Stick To Me' 
released two weeks ago is 
already high in the 
charts. 

Quo add Brighton 
STATUS QUO have 
added another date to 
their British tour They 
play the Brighton Confer. 
ence Centre on December 
12 This is a brand new 
venue holding 5000 people 
and Status Quo will be the 
first rock band to play 
there 

World'. smiling strung. 
er'. 'Rig Muff caddie. 
lose Vast More'. ( ertak 
Surprise', Dneingru 
Small 

Martyn' tour winds lip 
at Newcastle Poly ea 
Nos ember :m, 

JONI MITCHELL 

Heartbreakers' Bonnie band Vortex gigs 

tour, album 
BONNIE T1 LER has formed her first band and a UK 
tour is being planned for December. A new album is 
set for January release featuring a number of Scott / 
Wolfe compositions, the team who wrote her previous 
hit singles 'Lost In France' and 'More Than A Lover.' 

lier current single in 'Nothing Rut A Heartache. 
The hand are (left to right in picture) Taff Williams, 

Roger Rare, Pete King, Mickey Gibbins and Kevin 
Dunne. 

RONNIE TYLER: with new band 

r I f E HEART- 
BREAKERS who have 
admitted that "Meatiness 
phere at their recent 
Rainbow gig was oppres- 
sive" plan two gigs at 
London's Vortex Club 
next Monday and Tues. 
day 

A spokesman for the 
band said they intend to 
remove some of the bad 
feeling left by the actions 
of over . zealous bouncers 
at the Rainbow 

Tickets for the Vortex 
(which holds around rack 
people) are 11.50 and will 
be available an the night. 

Alessis back Essex 
THE ALESSI Brothers, 
who last week cancelled 
their British tour, will be 
coming over after all. 

They are to be special 
guests on the upcoming 
David Essex tour at all 
venues except the Landon 
Domininion Theatre. The 
Brothers cancelled all 
their American cont. 
mItments when Essex 
asked them to join the 
tour. 

Dury's dozen dates 
Dates, West Hanlon Paving* 

December 2, Croydon Greyhound 
Sheffield Top Rank S. Edinburgh 
University X, Manchester Rafters 9, 

!Loughborough University It, 
pool Erie's II. Leeds Poly 12, 

Birmingham Harborellas 13, Dun- 
stable Queensway flail I 71. Rath 
Pavilion IL (London Roundhouse IS. 

IAN BURY' who will be touring with 
The Blockheads through December, 
is to release a single 'Sweet Gene 
Vincent'. 

Full line up of the band: Norman 
Watt - Roy bass, Charlie Charles 
drums, Mirky Gallagher keyboards, 
John Turnbull guitar, (has Jankel 
keyboards and guitar, Davey Payne 
saxophone. 

Soul single and March concerts 
A NEW Tony Macauley song called 'Let's Have A 
Quiet Night In', recorded in America this month, will 
become the 'A' side of the next David Soul single. 

Produced by Macauley, the record will have one of 
Soul's own compaillions on Use 'IV side. Release date 
is scheduled for December 2 The initial pressing of 

the single will he sold in special bags featuring a new 
full colour photograph of Soul. 

Soul's next concert dates In Britain will be in March 
and will be part of a world tour to Ue in with the 
opening of his feature film 'The Stick - Up' which was 
made in the West Country earlier this year 

RADIO ONE'S 'Rock On' 
programme on Saturday (19) 
at I 30 pm features an 
interview with Jonathan 
Richman plus an exclusive 
preview of his new live 
album 

TOUR of new wave bands 
featured an the 'newly 
released 'Streets' album is 
being set up 

Dates so far confirmed 
are Dewsbury Pickwicks, 
November 21, The Lurkers, 
The Doll, The Art Attacks, 
Keighley Knickers, 22, The 
Lurkers, The Doll, Art 
Attacks; London Rochester 
Castle, December 3, larkers 
and The Doll, Luton Royal 

7, larkers. Brighton 

New Regent, 9. Lurkers, 
Doll. Art Attacks, Blackburn 
lode Star, 14, Lurkers, Doll, 
John Cooper -Clarke. High 
Wycombe Nag's Head, 
Lurkers, Doll, Art Attacks. 
Further dates and bands are 
lobe added 

SCOTTISH new wave band 
The Jolt are to open 
Glasgow's first punk venue 
on December 7 The dub, at 
Giro's Disco, has been set up 
by fellow Glaswegian band 
The Exiles. 

WARNER BROTHERS are 
scheduling The Band's 'The 
Last Waltz' for January 6 
relent. A three -record set. 
the LP documents The 

Band's farewell concert in 
San Francisco's Winterized 
last Thanksgiving 

Featured guests on the 
album include Bob Dylan, 
Joni Mitchell. Van Morrison, 
Neil Diamond and Ron 
Wood 

THE HURRICANES. Floe 
land's leading band, are to 
tour Britain tandem dates 
are Hammersmith Red 
Cow, November 19, Rock 
Garden, 21, Nashville. 22, 
Golden Lion. 23, Middlesex 
Polytechnic (with Mott), M, 
North-East London Pol- 
ytechnic,M, lame. Se 

Other dates' Cambridge 
Blimps 29, London Music 
Machine, 30, Fulham 

Greyhound, December I. 
Scarborough Penthouse 
(with Mott). 2, Wigan Casino 
'with Mott), 3, Sheffield To9 
Rank. 4 

STEELEYE SPAN are to 

play a special Christmas 
show at Ham 
mersmIth Odeon on Deters 
her 17 

The band release a mingle 

'The Boar's Head Card'. an 

Pnday (16) 

Each ticket for the 
Hammersmith concert will 
include voucher for 11 off 
Streleze's new album -Shaw 
Force Teo' from Viral.] 
Record Shops 
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NEWSDESK...NEWSDESK...NEWSDESK...News 
Editor...Jim Evans...01-836 1522 

Clash fans' "havoc' 
in Bournemouth 

.T II!. OF I ciedon for The lash were *is lio be announced this lbw& Rol after arum Shir 
reports MI a I madam 

110,110 per Ow 
meat has hew.. 

bock 
Aorording te One report 

bas omit lometi 
a theatre on the swath 

leaving a Wall of 
raw behead them. They 

caused hundreds of 

pound. worth of 
at nee mention the 
Goren. by ripping op 
twain during a wrest by 
punk group The Chink_ 

In the same report 
theatre manager. Mr Ray torments, is reported hi 
have said. "The leant 
said about Incidents like his the beaker. Publicity 
is what thaw, herberta are add, for Their mesa - teary. deem and bees". 

lour lease a lot to br 
desired I ma ashamed 
to be anywhere near that 
lot lost night." Pollee 
ejected several fans but 
no enrols were made. 

A spokesman fur (TIN 
Keened. told II.: was actually at the 
Bournemouth Winter 
Gardens and all I ran .as 
is that this stars ti highly 
exaggerated. The laud- 
fence was extremely 

mild. Mont of them were 
long haired denim clad 
kids - 

"tine kid upfront was 
ripping out a few seats 
and hr was ejected his 
security guards. I sass no 
police and very little 
damage Perhaps I was 
at the wrong gig or 
perhaps Bournemouth 
has never seen a punk 
band before. I tend to 
believe the Wier." 

ES 'ONE' 
SINGLE 

RUSH - RELEASED 
this week is a new single 
Rum Yes - an edited 
version of the title track 
from the album. 'Going 
For The One'. The 'B' 
side is 'Awaken Part L 
edited from the same 

album 
The first 30.000 copies will be available in 

limited edition 12 -inch 
form in special coloured 
bags. The single will then 
revert to seven - inch 
form. 

Kursaals 
disband 

THE KURSAAL flyers have disbanded. A statement 
from CBS Records said "Various members of the 
band felt their particular musical energies could no 
longer be contained within the framework of the 
group and because of this the group have disbanded 

"The Kursaal Flyers will be fondly remembered by 
their public for their unique sense of humour, their 
cryptic lyrics and dynamic stage act which has kept 
audiences both in Britain and Europe happy for the 
last three spectacular years " RIP. 

Aretha pulls out- 
sued for damages 

ARETHA FRANKLIN 
refused to fly to Britain 
for her planned concert at 
the London Palladium on 
Monday night. Ticket 
holders can get their 
money refunded at the 
Palladium Box Office. 

A spokesman for the 
Ember Concert Division 

who arranged the shows 
said, "She told us she just 
couldn't be bothered." 
Ember are planning to 
sue her for breach of 
contract and damages. 

Ms Franklin would 
have been paid more than 
[50,000 for the two 
concerts on Monday and 
Tuesday. 

TOURS../. TOURS 
XTC have cancelled their dates at Paisley 
November 23. Falkirk 24 and Edinburgh 25. Instead 
they headline at London's Marquee on November 
23. Other XTC dates: London Imperial College 
November 19. Liverpool's Eric's 26, Nottingham 
Katie. 27. Swindon The Affair 20. 29, 30, 
Middlesbrough Teesside Poly December I. Stoke on 
Trent, North Staffs Poly 2, London Hope & Anchor 3, 
Redea.r Chatham Bowl IL Keighley 'Stinkers 13. 
Scarborough Penthouse 16. Croydon Greyhound Ill, 
Helloed Haven °allege of Education 20, Barnstaple 
Chequers 22. Brighton New Regent 23. 

NO DICE: Coventry Georges November 19, 
Plymouth Castaways 20, Leeds Fford Green Hotel 
December 4, Wolverhampton Lafayette 7, 
Chelmsford City Tavern it. Dudley ,IBS 9, 
Scarborough 011ie's IS, Burton on Trent 76 Club 16, 
Bristol Granary 17, London Roundhouse Ill. 

DOCTORS add: Abertillery Metropole Theatre 
December 2, Birmingham Kabes 4, Birmingham 
Rebecca's 15, Newbridge Memorial Hall January 2. 

a1lii0 JOHNSON adds Norwich University of 
East Anglia November 25. Wellington Shropshire 
29 

RACING CARS: London City University November 
25. Northampton Cricket Club 26, Oxford Poly 
December 2. 

TRASH add: Hemel Hempstead November 24, High 
Wycombe Nags Head December 9 

DEPRESSIONS add Eastbourne East Sussex 
University November 26. Brighton Buccaneer 27 
They also support the Heartbreakers at the London 
Vortex on November 21 

BRITISH LIONS cancel Middlesex Poly November 
25 and support Status Quo at the Brighton 
Conference Centre December 12 

HOILSLJPS add: York University Central Hall 
November 26. 

PENETRATION additional dates: Warrington 
Carlton Club, November 24, Woolwich Thames Poly 
December 3. London Vortex 12. Hackney Spooky 
Lady 14. Coventry Mr George' s 22 

SALT AND PEPPER: M Wham Cumbria Club 
November 19, Egremont Tow Bar Inn 20, Ryhope 
Sunderland Puplers Club 21, Swinton Duke of 
Wellington 23, Nottingham Langley Mill 24, 
Totmorton Talk Of Tot 26 

YACHTS: Liverpool Poly November III, London 
!lope & Anchor 19, London Nashville 22, North Staffs 
Poly 25, Hatfield Poly 26, London Nashville 29. 

From December 2 the band tour with the Boomtown 
Rata 

Land of Hope and glory 

Hope: Stranglers 
first band on 

AS WE told you last week, London's 
Hope And Anchor pub is playing 
host to a major festival featuring 
the best bands to emerge In 1977. 

The festival, which will feature 19 
bands and KO musicians, takes 
place during the last week of this 
month and the first week of 
December. 

Here are the full details: Stranglers 
November 22, Pirates 2:1, Stuart& 
Stevens 24, Steel Pulse 25, Saints 
26, Tyla Gang 27, Philip Bamboos 
28, 999 29, Burlesque 30, John 

Ohms December I. Roogalator 2. 
XT(' 3, Plummet Airlines I. Tom 
Robinson Band 5. Only One. 6, 

Meal Ticket 7, Wilko Johnson 8, 
Deke Leonard 9, X -Ray Spex 10. 
Special Guest II. 

Tickets are CI for each night and are 
available at the Hope And Anchor 
during pub hours up to next 
Tuesday I 22 I. The only exceptions 
are the Stranglers who will be 
giving away the bulk of their 
tickets via a national newspaper- 
competition. 

LOVE AFFAIR have re- 
leased a new single 'Private 
Lives' It was written and 
produced by Philip Good - 
hand -Tail who was respon- 
sible for three of the Love 
Affair hits in the late sixties - 

Philip plays the Collegiate 
Theatre, London, on Novem- 
ber 22 Love Affair, who 
have just finished touring 
with Guys 'n' Dolls, headline 
at the following dates 
Andover Country Bumpkin. 
19, Workington Slypt Disc. 

24, Workington Down Under place will be taken by 
Club, 25 and 26, Huddersfield drummer Roc k in' Louts 
Top Of The Town, 30 when he is unavailable 

WITH SIIAKIN' Stevens 
committed to his role as the 
'middle period' Elvis in the 
musical of the same name 
due to open in London on 
November 28, his band will 
be playing several gigs as 
Shako' Stevens' Sunsets 

Although Shaky will play 
on some of the dates, his 

Deputy drummer will then 
be Peter Lee Wenger, late of 
Gene And The Blue Suedes 

Dates are 11 AEColtishall. 
November 17, West Bunton 
Pavilion, IS, Loughborough 
Town Hall. 19, London Hope 
And Anchor, 24, Bristol 
Badock Hall, 25, Nottingham 
University, 26, Manchester 
Belle Vise. 21, Carmarthen 
Civic Hall. 30 
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Retard MIRO!. November 19, I 

ON THE WHITE 
LINE TO BARRY 

TT WOULD have been so 
lonely In the bedsit by 
herself If It hadn't been for 
one thing her stereo Even 
.1 she never had another 
boyfriend again it wouldn't 
matter because she could 
sit by the gas fire and be 
serenaded by anyone she 
those 

I.ast night she was 
feeling a bit down so 
Leonard Cohen sang to her 
all evening The night 
before It had been Rod 
Stewart She settled herself 
more comfortably on the 
fur rug Who would it be 
tonight" She felt as though 
she needed some . . 

love Who better than 
Barry White' 

She looked aura couple of 
his latest albums, put one 
on the turntable and let 
his gruff. sexy voice float 
over her. With the light 
turned low she almost 
Imagined he was singing 
only for her. She moaned 
softly and writhed In 
pleasure. 

But when the album was 
over she didn't have the 
-rose of peace and 
satisfaction that she usual- 
ly had at the end of one of 
those sessions. She was 
restless. Unfulfilled She 
needed more than his 
singing, she had to talk to 
him. She decided quickly 
and picked up the 
telephone. Directory In- 
quiries for Los Angeles 
please 

It was surprisingly easy 
to get his number; she put 
the call through before she 
lost her nerve 

When he answered his 
voice sounded very close 

. . and very sexy. She 
was so overcome she 
couldn't talk but she was 
breathing heavily. 

"Hello there, angel." 
said Barry. 

This was better than 
shed hoped. 

I've been listening to 
your album.. Mr White, 
and I've noticed they're all 
about love. . . 

"Yes angel, they've all 
been about love because 
that's a very positive way 
of thinking about fife," 
growled Barry. 

But haven't you ever 
been disappointed In love? 

"Never. I've never not 
got a woman I wanted. But 
It depends on what you 
mean by disappointed 
What I call disappointing Is 
Just having ups and downs. 
I've written about that on 

my album. 'Let The Music 
Play' " 

Her nervousness had 
gone, she was eager to 
press on with her 
questions. Even though he 
couldn't see her she drew 
her silk dressing gown 
more tightly around her 
slim body and stretched out 
her long legs The fur rug 
felt warm against her 
naked skin. 

When did you first fall In 
lose. Barry? 

"I fell In love in 1989, I 
was 24 years old. That was 
with my wife Glodean. " 

Isn't that a bit late? 
mean, were you never la 
love with ANYONE before 
then! 

"I know love Is not a 
thing you can play with, 
angel." he answered. "You 
can tell the difference 
between infatuation and 
love It's a feeling you get; 
things you are willing to 
tolerate to make it work. 
Love is truly divine It's 
the difference between 
having 500 dollars and 
20,000 dollars 3 Just knew I 
was in love. There are 
things I'm willing to do for 
her and with her that I 
couldn't do with any other 
woman " 

What kind of things? 
She almost whispered the 

question, she was so 

excited. There was a 
pause. Oh dear, had she 
gone too far, would he hang 
up' 

"That's a good question, 
angel," he said eventually. 
"Er, making love to her. I 
had no desire to make love 
with anyone else." 

What, ever? 
She squawked the ques- 

tion In surprise. 
You've never been with 

another woman? 
"No. what I mean is I 

was making love to a lot of 
women when I met her but 
since then I've been 
faithful." 

Bow many women? she 
anted. 

"There's no way I can 

NO DICE. Fresh from the triumphant 
Dice. the world's premier 
for the release of their new 
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BARRY WHITE personably, charm and conversation. 

Barry cools down a heavy breathing ROSALIND 

RUSSELL, a bit more than arms length away 
count, honey. Quite a 
few" 

She pressed the point. 
She could hear his voice 
rumbling in his throat as he 
tried to remember. 

"You can say about 85 or 
90 before I was married," 
he answered 

Why do you think all 
throe women are attracted 
to you? she asked, 
wondering if they felt the 
same way as she did. 

"I think they're attracted 
to personality, charm and I 

am very conversational I 

had the personality long 
before I started singing." 

'Him old were you when 
you first went with 
woman? 

"I was 10 - and It was a 
girl She was a year 
younger than me " 

Surely you must still 
have a soft spot for your 
first girl? she asked. 

"No honey, I have no soft 
spot It was nothing You 
really got to know what 
you're dolls', sweetie, and I 

know I didn't know what I 

was cloth' " 
Were you nervous? 
"I was never nervous If 

I was nervous I would 
never go on the stage " 

Well what attracted you 
to your wile! 

"It was the way she was, 
the things she said, her 
Intelligence. I love a 
woman who Is bright, 
smart, intelligent. Most 
pretty women are dumb 

Oh, her spirits dropped 
If he was looking for 
Intelligence he wouldn't 
think much of her. What 
Intelligent woman would 
ring up a perfect stranger 
4,000 miles away and ask 
him questions about his 
love life? 

"I was a young man who 
was trying to start his own 
business There was the 
charm and all that stuff 

But the charm is still 
working (well, It's working 
on me, she thought), surely 
you must still be getting a 
lot of offer. from women? 
. . 

"Yes, I get a lot of offers. 
I try to deal with them in a 
very gentlemanly way 
What I usually do is say to 
them 'If it was your man 
who got this offer how 
would you feel if he went 
ahead?' That -usually 
works 

"Sometimes Glodean 
gets jealous. She's still a 
woman. Women are very 
cautious about other 

women. But women are the 
same everywhere. They're 
only different as far its 
they're Italian, American, 
British . . they all just 
use their brains differ- 
enUy. I don't care what 
anyone says, they all want 
to be cared for, to be loved. 
To have a man who'll look 
after them." 

Surely that idea wouldn't 
go down too well with 
Women's Libbers!. . . 

"The Women's Lib 
groups are there because 
men have tried to keep 
them classified as stupid, 
backward and dumb. 
These kind of men think 
they should be behind the 
kitchen sink, kept preg- 
nant, all right to go to bed 
with but otherwise of no 
value. Women had to make 
a move. A woman should 
have a man who loves her, 
who will acknowledge her 
mental ability, who consid- 
ers her beautiful " 

You must have had very 
enlightened parents to 
think this way . . . 

"I am self -aught, angel 
I didn't have a father " 

Well what about your 
own family, do you have 
any children! 

"I have three boys and 

four girls. The eldest is 
16 " 

It most be odd toe Magna 
see their father as a sea 
symbol, she suggested. 

"1 don't see myself as 
that," said Barry "I have 
to have an image of myself 
for my children I am a 
man bright enough to know 
which side of the road is the 
right side " 

But do you always take 
your wife when you to 
go away? she asked 
hopefully. 

"A lot of men like to leave 
their wives behind but I 

prefer to have mine with 

When they are at home, 
Barry told her, they live in 
a large house with two 
swimming pools - one Is 
for the guest house where 
they can accommodate 14 

visitors. But he doesn't mix 
with other stars in Los 
Angeles. 

"I don't socialise with 
singers. My friends are 
everyday working people." 
said Barry. "Singers get 
too locked up in them- 
selves The people who are 
my friends I've known for 
years. The few friends I 

had then I have now " 
And were you the only 

person in your family to go 
into the music business, 
Barry? 

"I was the only one who 
was successful, sweetie " 

It's funny not being 
friends with other artists 
though - and surely your 
daughters would like to 
meet other famous artists! 
And besides, what does 
your family think of the 
women who would give 
anything to get close to 
you? 

"I treat these women in 
the way I'd hope other 
singers would treat my 
daughter. My eldest 
daughter is 15 and I would 
hope any singer would not 
try to take advantage of 
her, knowing that she 
would want to get close to 
him. I wouldn't like singers 
to make love to my 
daughter." 

Barry's daughter likes 
the Jackson, and Stevie 
Wonder, but with the kind 
of background she comes 
from it shouldn't be too 
difficult to meet these 
people, she thought 

What is your home like 
Barry? she asked, booklet 
around her own comfort 
able, but poor surround 
Inge. Ito you have a large 
staff to run it? 

"I have a big home. And 
I have eight people working 
for me I have two 
cleaners, two cooks, a 
huller and a waiter and so 
an " 

An English butler? 
"I wish to God I did 

have," he said with 
feeling. 

Shame I couldn't dress 
like a man, she thought 
looking down at her own 
voluptuous body. No. 
there's no way And it was 
obvious now that her heavy 
breathing on the phone 
hadn't worked either. 

Thanks very mach foe 
talking to me Barry. she 
said. 

"It's been a pleasure. 
angel," he replied 

Oh well, It was better 
than listening alone to the 
stereo She turned it back 
on 

"It's ecstacy when Yct 
lay down next to me. 
growled Barry She 
stretched out like a eat sad 
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New filbum... 

...includes chart smash hits 

Needles and Pins 
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Record Mirror, November 19. 

Leo milks LP shock 
But still comes 
the single of 
LEO SAVER: 
Isn't An j thing ((bey- ., sans CRS Stan). Beet 
produced and most beautifully sung cut . from the 'Thunder In 
My Heart' album A hit 

.2.- reminiscent of When I 
Need You', but more 
hard core bluesy and 
soulful Note the strong 
and well arranged 
backing 'Thunder In 
My Heart' was an 
album where every 
track was a possible 
single so be prepared for / many more 

WINGS: 'Mull Of f; Kintyre' /'Girls' School' ,: 

(EMI 14110101). Sing. 
alongamacca on the / first track 01' flat voice 
just saved by the chorus 

-;:f: and none other than the 
Campbelltown Pipe 
Hand Somehow it / reminds you of the 
everlasting 
'Girls' School' changes 
the atmosphere corn- 
pletely, rock and roll 
from Abbey Road 
studios. 

;21 GENERATION X: 
.1::;1 'Wild Youth' (Chrysalis / CHS 2119). New wave 

refined and watered 
down so that it sounds 

,::% like a younger, faster / version of Slade Good 
piece of stomperama 

THIJS VAN LEER: 
'Pavane Op 50' (CBS 
SUSS 534111). Wonderful / As cool as Italian 
marble or a cold bath on 
a Saturday night. Ex - / Focus flautist joined by 
string orchestra on a 
classical piece of music. 
Beautiful. 

AVIHEA: 'Golden Old- / 
/-'' le' (DJM DJS 10818). 

Sally James' stable - 

mate (they've both 
probably been 24 for the 
past 10 years) exercises 

up with 
the week 
boring ballad. 
2ftsaasztasaes 

SUTHERLAND BROS 
AND 2/IIVER: 'Every. 
Tear 1 Cry (CBS SCRS 
MUM. It could almost be 
Smokie The brothers 
attempt to get out of the 
doldrums with a piece of 
very commercial pop. 
But it's a good single 
and extremely well 
constructed. 

VILLAGE PEOPLE: 
'San Francisco You've 
Got Me' (DJM djs 
10017). Possibly DJM's 
best signing for the past 
two years Above 
average disco cut with 
good pacing. 

GENE PITNEY: 'Love 
On Our Hands' (CBS 
Epic SEPC 5733). Over - 

plus of some weird 
effects Middle -of the - 

road style attracUve to 
Pitney's legions of fans 
but not chart stuff. 

JIMMY DEAN: 'The 
Cowboy's Prayer (CBS 
SCBS 5301). It's awful 
Old timer rattles on 
about life on the plains 
before craftily turning 
into a Christmas num- 
ber It's the sort of thing 
Blackburn will prob- 
ably choose as record of 
the week. 

LEE ARNOLD: 'A 
Trucker's Christmas' 
(CBS Epic SEPC 5103). 
See above 

THE EMOTIONS: 'I 
Don't Wanna Lose Your 
Love' (CBS SCBS 5819). 
Distinguished back-up 
like the last single. 

Vocally they've got 
more complex although 
the last segment sounds 
somewhat like a Su- 
preme!' oldie 

LEO SAYER or Bob Dylan? You deride 

GEORGE McCRAE: 
'Kiss Me (The Way I 
like ID' (TK STKR 
8005). He was spent of 
ideas years ago. Play 
anything else by him 
and it would sound 
almost exactly the 
same. 

SAILOR: 'Romance' 
(CBS Epic SEPC 5758). 
So over -produced and 
sleeked down that it 
misses their former, 
rather tacky romantic 
prowess Sailor are 
panicking, trying to 
come up with something 
that will change their 
bad fortunes. This Isn't 
It 

STEVIE WONDER: 
'As' (Motown TMG 
1091). Perfectly con- 
trolled as ever. 
Seemingly everlasting 
back-ups and criss- 
cross harmonies. But 
can't we have just one 
single not taken from 

'Songs In The Key Of 
Life'? 

WINDOW: 'Bandit' 
(Rive 12). Window area 
pane in the . oh 
sorry. The opening is a 
rip-off from Lizzy's 
'Don't Believe A Word', 
the rest is a well-worn 
rock cliche. Maybe 
Window have turned up 
four years too late. 

STEVE JOLLEY'S 
PLEASURE ZONE: 
'Love Made A Fool Of 
Me' (Pye 7N 25754). 
Forgettable tune and 
lyrics. It's BAD 

MICHAEL HOWE: 
'Cheek To Cheek' (EMI 
2721). Supermarket mu- 
sic 

THE MOPPET SHOW: 
'The Moppet Show 
Music Hall' (Pye 7NX 
3004). It's fantastic! 
Adorable! Great! More! 
Miss Piggy leads the 

chorus from the Edwar- 
dian music hall. She's 
also written a sleeve 
note 

DAVE CLARK FIVE: 
'Everybody Knows' 
(Polydor 2053 953). Ten 
years old but still a good 
'un. From the ex- 
ponents of the Totten- 
ham sound, a tender if 
somewhat naive ballad. 

FRANKIE MILLER: 
'Frankie Miller That's 
Who' (CHS 2 1 114). 
Something of a tribute 
single to Scotland's 
answer to Robert Plant. 
Cuts are 'Jealous Guy,' 
'Fool In Love', 'Brick- 
yard Blues' and 'Sall 
Away' I like all the 
tracks except for his 
massacre of 'Jealous 
Guy' which doesn't even 
improve at a live 
performance. 

BOB MARLEY AND 
THE WAILERS: 'Pun- 

ky Reggae Party' 
(Island WIP 8410). 
Maybe a plea for punk 
and Rasta to get 
together but Marley 
isn't exactly stretching 
his capacities on this 
Maybe he's finding 
success too easy. 

ROBIN TYNER AND 
THE HOT RODS: 'Till 
The Night Is Gone ( Let's 
Rock)' (Island WIP 
61418). Recording 
sounds as if it was done 
in a barn. Really 
dreadful drums and 
guitar work not to 
mention the vocals A 
waste of time. 

BLUE: 'Women' (Rock- 
et ROKN 534). Easssy. 
Simpler than their other 
two singles, almost West 
Coast In concept. I 
really hope this one does 
it for them, they deserve 
R. 

THE BABYS: 'Isn't It 
Time' (Chrysalis CHS 

2173). All the hail 
of an American 
Grandiose rock 
seems to he un 
noble over here Rehogir 
of Foreigner in places 

WILLIE BARRETT:: 
'Return Of Kneel( 
GO 105). WillielAga lif 
unfunny to the point of 
embarrassment. OM., 
(lions are born and nog 
made 

MINK DEVIII.F.: '(a- 
dillac Walk' (Capitol CE 
159521. Disappointing 
after the par excellence 
of 'Spanish Stroll' 
Vocals too overdone, 
Willy sounds ridiculous 

DON McCLEAN: 
'Prime Time' )EMI 
International INT 642), 
Pretty awful really 
when you consider what 
he's been capable of 
musically and lyrically 
in the past. Comparing 
the lyrics of this with 
'Vincent' makes you 
want to weep 

AIRLOOM 'Every- 
body's Singing Our 
Record' IMAM 
Sounds like one of those 
David Dundas adverts 
trig jingles turned Into 
single It'll flop 

PENETRATION: 
'Don't Dictate' (Virgil 
VS 1921. ''Don't tell me 
what to do" etc. Haven't 
we heard all this before. 
Still, the lady does have 
a voice like Sonja 
Kristina of Curved Air 
Remember them" 

SCOTT FITZGERALD 
AND YVONNE KEE- 
LEV WITH THE ST 
THOMAS MOORE 
SCHOOL CHOIR: 'If I 
Had Words' (UA UP 
36333). According to the 
press blurb it's an 
adapted tune written by 
19th Century composer 
Saint Seans. It's wort 
of ethereal reggae but It 
gets very dull 

lathmiles Meets from 

The Art Attacks 
Cane 
John Cooper Clarke 
Arthur Camus 
The Dogs 
The Doll 
Drive 
The Drones 
The Cole 
The Lockers 
The 
The Nosebleeds 
Pork Dukes 
The hearten 
Slaughter And The Dogs 
Tractor 
The Zeros 
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Mk Ter, November 19 1977 

Calla MI 
Mad Oa 54 t (tree '( 

Wilt( a gag tr. 
Please 

SIMON 'George 
Tango) Part 
7 257371. 

lInd a good 
about this one Ms 
's votes is limp 

the arrangements 
nig sluff said' 

8111411 ALL HENDER 
N 1 Coal Help It' 

4Pye SPN (411) What a 
By 

(MR% 
Growth" I Arleta Hansa 

'AH4 MIS) This week's 
inner of the RECORD 
THROB Silver Rup' 

ured Tortoise Award 
ANDY LLOYD: 'Sher 
Rah Sher Wiggle (I've 
Had HY I Arleta Hansa 
AH 4592). (lose runner 
u p 

ROGER RHITTAKIF.R: 
-Seagull' I EMI 2712). 
Possible symbolism 
about a seagull and a 
woman All sounds 

_ rather Freudian and 
unpleasant. 

ADVERTISING: IJpst 
Ink' (EMI 2710). To me 
It sounds like a fast Lou 
Reed Next 

J. A. L. S. Rand: 'So 
Good' (Magnet MAG 
195). With good produc- 
tion this would have 
been a good contender. 
Lacks sharpness. 
SILVER CON- 
VENTION: 'The Boys 
From Liverpool' (Mag- 
net MAG 1011). Dehuma- 
nising Teutonic produc- 
lion Showroom duns- 

YER AVERAGE singles week left to right exciting newcomers Abloom superstar McCartney with 
young friends /Dope) and gorgeous Orly Ayshea. Fun. doncha think? 

inlet might sound like this if they could sing 
INTERGALACTIC 
TOURING BANDS: 
'Love Station' (Antonia 
CB Me). Snoresville 
RIKKI AND TIIE 
NUN VIERS: 'The 
Heartbreak Kid' (Rain- 
bow RATS 10011 See 
commentator Window 
SOY HARPER AND 
BLACK SHEEP: 'Sall 
Away' (Harvest HAR 
5140). Sunsets and lazy 
days. waves on the 
shore, meditative 
single. 

RADIATOR: 'isn't It 
Strange' (Rocket MKS 
533). Lindisfarne should 
reform and stop wasting 

their time in various 
obscure bands. 
BARCLAY JAMES 
HARVEST: 'Hymn' 
(Polydor 205A 904). 
Pomp rock equivalent of 
Abba. BJH are a band 
who have always been 
unfairly slagged off by 
the Press largely 
because they don't go in 
for wrecking hotel 
rooms. Study the 
careful attention to 
building up a theme on 
this single. 

MEMPHIS SOUNDS 
ORCHESTRA: 'Sleigh 
Ride' (RSO 2090 212). 
Old songs reggae -hied, 
funk ised and maybe 
even punk ised. For 
Christmas. This is one 

of the better ones 

SURPRISE SISTERS: 
Rancho' Man Gotta Get 
Up' (Track 20!415$). 
Damn I thought the 
world's ugliest band had 
split up and signed to 
Hammer Films Films. 
ERIC CLAPTON: 'Co- 
caine' (RSO 2090 M). 
Definitive Clapton style 
and cool vocals. 
Sm0000000th 

GREG KIHN: 'For You' 
(Beserkley BSERK 9). 
Bathed in shades of 
mediocrity. 
JESSE GREEN: 'I 
Believe In You' (EMI 
2718). With that amount 
of orchestra why bother 
with Jesse' 

THE PANIK: 'Modern 
Polities' (Rainy City 
Records Shot t). Thump 
thump thump etc. 
Boring 
MIKE HARDING: 
'Christmas 1914' (Phil- 
ips 9006 565). Mawkish 
story of Krauts and 
Tommies getting togeth- 
er on Christmas Eve 
before blasting hell out 
of one another the 
following day. Will 
there be no salvation for 
mankind? Will we never 
learn the follies that we 
are all brethren under 
the skin? Will we never 
learn to live in peace 
with our neighbour? 
What are these men 
doing in white coats' Go 
away please 

9 

Black Magic 
Night If you were there - 

rf you'll remember It was one of 
those nights when there was a little magic in the 
air- the magic of Osibisa Live. 

Black Magic Night. 
gm. A double album at only 

£5.70 rrp. record and cassette. 
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THEIR NEW NEW ALBUM 

50 
- RokottoRacord 

EP 
Derek Hill, Burscough, 
Lancashire 
M Webster, Wst Bridgford, 
Nottingham 
C Nash. Newtown. Titer lie - 

ley. Clot 
clive Knowles, Hull 
N Ashford. Poole, Dorset 
Andy Bailey, London 
Paul Phillips, Swansea, W 
Glamorgan 
J Martin. Sligo, Eire 
Mrs J Edwards, Walsall. 
Staffs 
N R D Webb, Bath 
R Crowther, Salisbury, 
Wilts 
J W M McCarthy. Bootle, 
Merseyside. 
M Bulldock, Douglas. Isle 
of Man 
Miss E Combos, Middle - 

ex 
P Williams, Trowbridge, 
Wiltshire 
Miss A Walker, Lyme 
Regis, Dorset 
G Simons, Peterborough 
R L Cochin, Doncaster, 
South Yorks 
Miss W Hindle, West 
Moseley, Surrey 

winners 
The prizes will soon 

be on their way to 

the lucky winners! 

D Bee, Chesterfield, B Phillips. Slanmore. 
Derby Middlesex 
P Wearden. Blackburn, J E Ayling, Brighton, 
Lancashire SUM, 
P Pearson, Keith Antell, Beverley. 
Knaves borough Humberside. 
D Critchle) Bus hby William J Morgan, Birken- 
Leicestershire head. Merseyside 
R Smith, Addlestone, G R Gibson. Bront Road. 
Surrey Lincoln. 

P Hing, Glasgow. T Eastham, Trine. Herts. 
K P Money, Stanford. Miss C Allen. Ipswich. 
Lincolnshire Suffolk 

Pirftro F De Reit*. I 
W14 
Philip Merchant. iii 
Sussex. 
G Justice. Brae 
Berks 
Mark Withey. Aylesbury, 
Bucks 
K J Houghton, PorteM11110i, 
Hants 
Del Thorogood, Obit 
Essex 
Paul Bartlett, Binds* 
ham 
Paul Canton.' Tdford, 
Shropshire 
D Singleton, Mar& MiC 
N P Baron, Fordingbirkgrt 
Hants 
Susan Bailey. P-sind, 
Lanes 
Miss K Robinson, Fulwonel, 
Sheffield. 
Marlyn Chapman, Nee 
cooessy, Norwich 
Alan Thomas, Ply 
Roger Russell, Epsom, 
Surrey 
John Winter, H 
Notts. 
Philip Mancini, 
Scotland 

HIT THE TILES! 
WITH OUR 
Record Mirror 

SUPER SKATE -BOARD 
RECORD MIRROR is making an 
exclusive offer to our readers. It's a 

high quality skate -board and you 
can order it only through RM at a 
special price! 
It's an ideal Christmas present and 
you'll find it difficult to find anything 
as high quality in the shops, for the 
same price. 

GENERAL SPECIFICATION 
* High technology polypropylene deck 
* High speed wheels with sealed 

precision bearings 
* Manufactured in West Germany 
* Guaranteed against all 

manufacturer's faults 

* Dimensions. Length 575mm. 
Width 150mm. Wheels diameter 
50mm 

HOW TO ORDER: Please send £10.50 
plus 75p post and packaging per skate- 
board to RECORD MIRROR SKATE- 
BOARD OFFER, 40 Long Acre, London 
WC2E 9JT 

Please allow 14-21 days on receipt of 
order for delivery. Offer open to readers 
while while stocks last Please make sure that 
you fill in both name and address 
sections on the order form 

Jiffy and Nina of Blonde on 
Blonde tested our skate - board 
and declared it a runaway 
success' 

(7._ sand me Ms. boards f 10 a0TSP post 

ORDER FORM RECORD MIRROR SKATE BOARD OFFER 

end packaging each I enclom rns chapir Pueml Order for the sum 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Iniel..1.611.11.1.11.11.111.11.10 
Please repeal nerve end address for return 

NAME ......................... 

ADDRESS ...................... . 

.......................... 
I 

SIGNATURE ............................. 
MEMO. MIIMIIIIIIMISIB1111111610 
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. MOVIRTIElef 1 .2 rile 

Sheila Prophet plucks up courage - 
embarrasses the boys and finds that it's.. 

All Change 
For Charles 

TINA CHARLES is a 
Changed woman 

',rice she the 

le=reshof the CBS press 

ammo -.e.,,anly singer 

sharper than atnhre 
... s scalpel Grown 

'l' lists normally 
perturbed by Black 

Sabbath. Moto head Motor - 
even The ('lash- paled 
istbly at the very 

nsention of an interview' 
with her 

So, after much hum. 
nun . g and hawing 
Warning 

n 
fearsome 

it looked 
by 

as If 
the 

task was to be 
A phone 

interview 
((Safer - with Tina. 

than face to face 
she'd threatened me 

physical violence 
reading my review 

last 
single) 

) Steeling myself, 
picked up the receiver. I 

"Hello' Tina here," 
Tina" Hello. nice to 

to You (creep, - let's get her in a 
good mood>. Hey Tina 

what's that strange 
noise In the back- 
ground' 

vvho0.h. that's Max 
Who's making funny 
noises, then' He's such 
a good baby - I've put 
him in his bouncer and 
he'll stay there quite 
happily all afternoon. 
He's no trouble at all 

"He's five months old 
now. It's funny - when 
I first got him home the 
midwife warned me not 
too get excited because I 

was in for a lot of hard 
work 

"But really I'm 
surprised at how good 
he LS He's a very 
contented baby. He 
usually sleeps right 
through till 11 o'clock In 
the morning, so I can 
have a long Ile -in." 

Get the picture' These 
days Tina is positively 
mellow. All homely and 

umsy and blissfully 
domestic 

You take junior 
around with you then. 
Tina' 

"No, ):don't believe In 
carrying him around 
with me Normally my 
husband Bernie would 
be looking after him but 
we're going to Israel 
this week so he's gone to 
sort out his passport 
today. 

"We don't take Max 
abroad with us - 
Bernie's mum or my 
mum will look after him 
while we're away Yes. 
I hate leaving him 
behind but there' 
always the coming home 
again to look for, a . r 1 

to That's half the fun of 
going away - coming 
back 

Now this isn't what I 

expected at all - or 

what '.expected led you to expect. 
come to that Not a 

sharp word, not a hint of 
Abuse In her tones 
Everything Is sweetness 
and light 

Let us proceed 
going You're to Israel. 

Tina (let's stick to safe 
subjects. just in case, 

. "Yes. this Thursday 
Are a feeling I'm going 

to disappoint them. 
because I think they're 
expecting me to b.. 

swish. I look quite 
swish because I'm 

h but I'm not - 
hope they don't mind too 

singles 

Instead of 
rtmua- mt straight disco 

Insteads.e.e 

years 

'm deal not 
sure exactly 
going tobe yet - but tris 
producer Biddu has lots 

I've 
on the subject 

for 
working with 

togethery 
now 

we're very happy 

marriage doesn't It' 
it sounds like 

what it' 

c going atrii b en ga bit heavier 
Y next single's 

a 

which is 
and I ehavething 

me because 

never once 

very argumenta- 
tive person " 

In fact, the two are so 
happy together that 
they - plus respective 
spouses of course - 

are off to South America 
together In the near 
future. 

weeks - going for two 

Id 
always 

of days 
se 

you a days 
for sightseeing but when 

there there's 

Beyond the Brazilian 
never time." 

trip, Tina's plans for the 
future are more vague 
But she intends to carry 
on singing - "I'd get 
awfully bored If I wasn't 
working Besides. I love 

then and there's 
the family Yes, Tina 
intends to have more 
kids - "I want to have 
another baby in a couple 
of years. another little 
boy I'd like. I have to 
wall two years because 
01 the Caesarian 

lion -" (further 
gynaecological details 
censored). 

That all sounds pretty 
good to me, Tina. Well, 
good luck and bye for 

Bye Max. 
"Gurgle " 
Wonderful what mar 

riage can do for a 

woman, Isn't It' 

- two weeks ut 
solid work probably. 

much' I'll be doing 
concerts there 

four 

"I was doing concerts 
In Scandinavia last 
week so I've hardly had 
time to unpack I think 

to try 

my cases will just have 
to stay Packed and I'll 

"Yes,Iigo 

get 

"Yes. I could do with a 
maid 

things 
as along 

cleaned 

but 
the thing is don't want anyone 

living in I think It 
would our 

Could 

mi 
around nude 

hardly 
mean, you 

was some old lady in three 

house, could you' 
"What I'd really like 

is someone who could 
just come In and do 

washing 
some 

us 
ironing and 

people like that are feu 
. 

But 

and far between." 
Whoops, here we are 

on domestic matters 
again. This won't do at 
all. Back to music. 

How about Scandi- 
navia. Tina? I hear 
you're big there 

"Yes. I have 
a number one album 

there I play concerts to 
2,000 people at a time 
over there They call me 
the Disco Queen of 
Sweden. Disco's differ- 
ent over there it's 
more Important. It's 
difficult to explain but 
It's classed as a 

different thing from 
other pop music 

"The thing Is, I don't 
even do all disco music 
on stage - there's some 
disco and some slower 
stuff as well. Still, I 

seem to pull the people 
in " 

It seems Tina Is 
getting a bit tired of the 
disco thing anyway 

"No. I'm not really 
tired of it, I just feel I'm 
personally capable of a 

lot more I've been 
doing it for a while now, 
and maybe I've got Into 
a bit of a rut - but It's a 
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Last week you had the picture, 
,--- 

.-- this week it's The Jam review 

This IS the 
modern world 

THE . 'This Is The 
Modern N arid' I tool 
,der MS 4751 
FORGET THE sixties 

Forget comparisons 
Forget Jam = The 

Who, The Beatles, The 
Kinks 

Forget the naive 
neurosis of the plaglar- 
teas. 

The Jam are here 
And now They've 
carved out amain a 
formidable future In 
three pronged mono- 
mania Here comes the 
weekend 

'This Is The Modern 
World reflects a defi- 
nite PROGRESSION 
remember that) a 

definite identity mould 
In The City' was 

perhaps a little too 
eclectic Sure. It was 
raw but there was an 
undoubted underlying 
sense of vacillation 
which left too many 
rough edges 

But here Weller is 
making an obvious 
attempt at creating a 

Jam SOUND He 
succeeds BrillianUy It 
Is in fact a ceremonial 
uncovering of the post. 
pubescent metropolitan 
veil - moth eaten, 
grubby but nonetheless 
sacrosanct 

It's also fun to listen 
to. 'I Need You (For 
Someone)' is one of the 
prettiest love songs to 
come out of a new mind 
in 10 years The name of 
the game Is simplicity 
and you can't get mare 
simple than. 

"I need you to keep 
me straight 

When the world don't 
seem so great 

And It's hard enough 
you know " 

The guitar is straight 
off 'Rubber Soul' and. 

don't mention the 
sixties Sorry. I forgot. 

The theme of the 
system and the perpetu- 
al battle against it 
pervades "We'll throw 
you out of your houses if 
you get too much If we 
have to we'll destroy 
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your generation," from 
'Standards' which bear 
the acerbic and catchy 
chorus "Standards rule 
OK " 

"I warns breakaway 
but the ties are too 
strong Wanna go cm 
holiday but the crowd 
says I can't," on 'The 
Combine'. a Ken Kesey 
word for system The 
vocals are not as harsh 
as before It's not that 
Weller is softening, It's 
just that he's learning. 
Flattery will get you 
nowhere. Like young 
love, he's picking up the 
turn cm techniques hit- 
and-miss fashion, al- 
though thankfully there 
are more hits than 
misses 

His cracked pavement 
voice has often been a 
cause for concern in 
certain circles, which I 
could never under- 
stand It's perfect for 
his songs and anyway, 
who ever heard of street 
songs ('cause the cliche) 
sung so sweet' That 
would be Implausible 

HARD TO GET 

RECORDS 
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He sings like he looks 
Freddie Gently could 
never /say that 

Hut strangely enough 
two of the album's 
highlights don't have 
The Jam true -grit ring 
of confidence 'Tonight 
At Noon' with more than 
a little help from 
psychedelia poet Adrian 
Henri Is the band's first 
lullaby 

"Walking in city 
squares In winter 
rain, 

Walking down muddy 
lanes or empty 
streets, 

Arranging Arranging a time and 
place to meet 

And 'Life From A 
Window', a cleverly 
constructed alfresco 
feel, skyline smoke, Is 
again another avenue 
Weller explores 

"Staring at a blue 
sky, try to paint it 
blue - 

Teenage blue " 
Bruce Foxton has 

made two contributions, 
'London Traffic' and 
'Don't Tell Them You 
Are Sane', the latter a 
perceptible insight into 
the constitution mind. 
Both numbers Indicate 
Foxton has a future in 
bass playing. Just a 
Joke Honest, he's got 
prospects this lad 

Rick Buckler plays 
the drums Like that' 

And these lines from 
'Modern World' hint at 
the growing confidence 
and drive of The Jam' 

"Say what you like 
cause I don't care, 

I know where I am 
and going too 

It's somewhere I 

won't preview 

Don't have to explain 
myself to you. " 

BARRY 
CAIN 

r. JEFF' RECK GROUP: 
'Got The Feeling' (CRS 
F,rnbaesy CRS 315411 

THIS IS the album Jeff 
Beck recorded after 
recovering from his 
severe car crash at the 
turn of the decade 

Originally titled 
'Rough And Ready' It 
was first released In 
1971 with a a line up of 
Beck, vocalist Bob 
Tench, bass player 
Clive Chama, Max 
IMIddleston on piano and 
drummer Cozy Powell 

It wasn't Beck's ideal 
band - he wanted Tim 
Bogert and Carmine 
Applce from Vanilla 
Fudge but had to wait 
another album before 
laying his hands on 
them So 'Rough And 
Ready' was very much 
a transitional album 
between sickness and 
full musical recovery 

It's essentially an 
ersatz soul R&B 
album, more of a 
showcase for Bob 
Tench's vocals than 
Beck's tremendous gui- 
tar innovation 

Occasionally Beck 
shows traces of glory 
past and glories to come - on 'New Ways Train 
Train' for instance - 
but the overall quality 
level rarely pokes 
through the mediocre 
level of material and 
lack of coherence 

Still, it's only 11 99 so 
If you're a mug you 
could call it a bargain 
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PAUL SIMON bionic? 

Greatest it it 
certainly is 

PAULSIMON: 'Greatest Hits, Etc.' (CRS 1007) 

PAUL SIMON Is simply a guy who transcends any 
of the spasmodic pitfalls Inherent In contemporary 
music thanks to a bionic eye which sees through the 
dirt and an undeniable talent actually to sculpt 
songs 

His cherished axioms - sentimental without 
being maudlin, an ability to distinguish between 
what's tasteful and what's Waltonish. a rigid sense 
of the laconic - are without doubt an oasts in the 
barren wastes 

This collection serves to illustrate only that 
Garfunkel was no loss despite opinions to the 
contrary 

There are the expected '50 Ways To Leave Your 
Lover,' Take Me To The Mardi Gras.' Mother And 
Child Reunion,' Loves Me Like A Rock.' Me And 
Julio Down By The School Yard' etc., plus two new 
songs, 'Slip SWIM' Away' and 'Stranded In A 
Limousine ' 

One of the few albums DESERVING the name 
'Greatest Hits. ' + + + + + BARRY CAIN 
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Ahem. November it 1117I 

Little ladies of 
the night 

THE RUNAII1 AYS: 
Wallis' For The Niger 
(Mercury SAM I 

THEY'VE DONE IL 
little ladles !intrust 

the chauvinist piggery) 
have come up with one 
hell of an album. 

It's expanded rock 'n' 
roll rasping out of the 
speakers Let's face it, 
no other band could 
sound quite like them. 

Let's begin with 'Little 
Sister', based around a 
strong riff, overworked 
briefly by some tingly 
notes. The flow Is 
maintained by 'Wasted' 
with a memorable 
guitar hookline but it's 
the drums on this that 
make the cut However 
I feel they could have 
developed the guitar 
solo more. 

I can't help thinking 
that 'Gotta Get Out 
Tonight' sounds like 
vintage Bolan but I 
won't hold that against 
them (but we'd like to 
hold something else 
against them . oh 
sorry, just being a bit. 
naughty! Compared 
with the opening tracks 
'Walt For Me' is 
relatively slow but it has 
an underlying amount of 
macho- sexiness 

'Wait For Me' is 
mellower and fora while 
!t looks like developing 
into an uncharacteristic 
tender love song. 
Fantasies' is the most 

atmospheric track on 
the album. Written by 
Lita Ford. it probably 
recounts one of her 
demonic experiences. 

'School Days' the 
Current single, opens 
aide two Not very 
pleasant memories of 
what are meant to be the 
nest years of your life. 
Trash Can Murders' 

features good juxtaposi- 
tion of all the in- 
struments. It contrasts 
with 'Don't Go Away'. 
an urgent plea for 
affection 

Vl'altin' For The 
Night' is a ballad, lone 
irultar and voice before 
.n irresistible crash of 
drums To me at least 
they could have in 
vested In another ballad 
but 'You're Too Posses - 
:Owe' is straight rock 
with refined alley cat 
harmonies. 

Ah. the little Run- 
aways. ROBIN 
SMITH 

LITTLE: BOB STORY: 
'Off The Rails' ((blew. 
Irk WEBS) 

ALWAYS FIGURED It 
strange that the French 
couldn't produce any 
decent rock 'n' roll 
bands. At the recent 
Mont de Martian Punk 
debacle I had a golden 
opportunity to find out 
,.. l, y Sitting In a 
deranged all - night bar 
I struck up a satisfying 
conversation with a 
French rock fan. After a 
few enlightening hours I 
approached the vexed 
question with typical 
English aplomb - "So 

come you Frogs 
Offal got any good bands 
then?" 

.2/....-.Weit.,/...../ ,'' 

JOAN JETT put the talons away, it's a good review 

in Little Bob Story. At a 
recent Nashville gig this 
most unlikely figure 
(he's like a cross 
between Paul Williams 
and Billy Bunter) 
certainly removed any 
doubts that the French 
couldn't cut it with a 
real hunchback swing- 
ing set 

While 'Off The Rails' 
doesn't quite convey the 
'I wanna tell you a Little 
Bob Story' cycle of 
excitement it does 
succeed In showcasing a 
very capable, all - round 
band who can write 
good and occasionally 
memorable songs. 

At times Story's 

"I sink It's our, er, 
language. It ees too, er, 
poetical, too romantic 
rock." He then pro- 
ceeded to make obscene 
gestures with his right 
hand somewhere be. 
neath his abdomen 
"What you Engleesh 
call thees?' 

I said the first word 
that came Into my head, 
"Er. . pavement." 

"You and me, we 
pavement all night long, 
our" I made an excuse 
and left 

Maybe he was wrong, 
but I've since dis- 
covered that France 
does possess one hell of 
a good rock 'n' roll band 

ULTRAH! HA! HA! 
HA! HA! HA! VOX 

VI-MAY.0 Hal Hal Hal Hal' (Island Records FLUB 
SOWS 

THEY'RE AS new wave as a MacDonald's 
hamburger. 

They're as old wave as a bowler hat 
Their classification escapes me but they're 

reminiscent of the Doctors Of Madness 
'Hal MOHR,' is an odd album but likeable. John 

Foxe's vocals are broken as crazy paving and about 
as uniform, but they fit It's a road croak: too, too 

Intense. 
They have sax sometimes ion 'Hiroshima Mon 

Amor' cree-py) and synthesisers and violins, all 
pepping up a basic rock 'n' roll approach. 

If there Is a fault It's corn. Melodrama, but It's 
good corn, intentional overkill. 

There's huge energy here too, spurring down all 
sorts of channels, balladeering popop but mostly 
r'n'r 

The sound Is as rough as toasted rye bread and the 

grills great. 
The titles suggest the atmosphere - life, set - ft, 

death: 'The Man Who Dies Every Day,' Artificial 
Life,' While I'm Still Alive,' Hiroshima Mon 
Amour,' 'The Frozen Ones. The other titles miss the 
category but not the ambience. The best track Is the 
crass but beautiful 'Fear In The Western World.' 

Also check out the single, Young Savage ' It 
beats anything here hollow, and this is a good 
album + TIM LOTT 

vocals come on too 
strong - a fault that 
may have since been 
rectified in the final 
pressing but producer 
Sean Tyla's efforts are 
Grade B acceptable 

Right. let's get Into -,; 

some highlights like the ... 

opener When The Night 
Comes.' a live cut and 
'Little Big Boss' which 
with Its tumbling, out - 
of control vocals and - 
force five guitar Is 
highly reminiscent of 
The Rods 

..." 

Then there's a pain 
pause ballad 'You Make 
Me Crazy' and what 
about 'Riot In Toulouse' - "Rock 'n' roll gigs 
turn Into riots all the 
time Get out! Fat 
little freaks." 

You can check out 
Little Bob on his UK tour 
right now You ain't 
gonna be disappointed. that's for sure 
+ + + + BARRY 

CAIN 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
'Streets (Select High- 
lights From Indepen. 
dent British Labeler 
(Beggars Banquet BEG 
At 

"1977 was the year that 
the music came out of 
the concert halls and 
onto the streets; when 
independent labels 
sprang out of the 
woodwork to feed new 
tastes; when rock music 
once again became 
about energy and fun; 
when the majors' 
boardrooms lost con- 
trol. Suddenly we could 
do anything " 

That's the philosophy 
behind this album - 
reasonably accurate ex- 
cept for the big business 
prople's losing control. 
They haven't quite, 
they've still got the 
money. 

Anyway, to the al- 
bum. It's a compilation 
of punk tracks from 
bands that haven't so 
far come Into the 
hierarchy. 

The album opens with 
'Trash' by The Doll, 
which Is a pity because 
it's not too strong. 'Be 
My Prisoner' by the 
Lurkers Is probably the 
best song they've 
released so far, the 
energy from their stage 
set being well trans- 
posed to record. 

The most startling 
song from the album Is 
'Isgodaman' by Arthur 
Comics, showing some 
thought and perceptive 
wit. Well worth listen- 
ing to. 

Other tracks are by 
the Art Attacks, The 
Dogs, The Reaction, 
Cane, Slaughter And 
The Dogs, The Nose- 
bleeds, The Drones, 
Pork Dukes, The Exile, 
John Cooper -Clarke and 
The Tractor 

The album shows a lot 
of potential for new 
wave bands who might 
shake the established lot 
and is also a great deal 
more Interesting and 
enthusiastic than other 
compilation albums on 
the same subject 
++++ ROSALIND 
RUSSELL 
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WE'VE GOT 100 OF THAT 
ALBUM EVERYONE'S TALKING 

ABOUT, WAITING TO BE TAKEN AWAY! 

Here's all you have to db Simply fill in the 
bubbles below with what you think each 
.group member might say Mind, none of 
'vet foul moot trash' - we're after some it, 
really witty cracks 

Make sure you NI in the name and address 
coupon, then send to Record Minn, 
Never Mind the Cash Competition, PO Boll 

Harlow Esse. CM17 OJA 

All entries will be fudged and the best and Normal comnixite, ride+ army 
-,,pnal 100 will be the winners ditor s ders. teal 
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Look for stars in the making, and soul! 
see Stardust - the new fresh hand who 
took the Cannes musk testis al ht storm, 

and just Messed the glittering new 
Stardust album. Stardust, it's magic, 

they've magic. 

And seeing is believing. 
ON TOUR 

rowan i 166. Bat -4..... Sow. 
61/.61.o. Club. t. swots 
HAI of 111661dowrs. Rowing 
Sold. swam, Sln-rno. 
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It an,n. Prot 1 re. I .An 16 . 

(1 66. 1.66.4 nd 
sisoiso ( ( Sonismsrown 

-It's It's been a 
bad Summer 

SUMMER: 'Once Upon A Time Happily Ever After' 
o :,:11,11111C11 PAID Sakti) 

1;11.: MIGHT well have won their 
temporary injunction in their case to 
prevent GTO releasing a 'Greatest tills' 
compilation - the less than darling 
Donna Summer has yet to prove hers 

In a word, or several, the 
transference of the absolutely mortal 
Miss S to her new label has resulted Ma 
double album of the most grandiose, 
tedious and uninspired monstrosity. 
She's let loose, she's terrible. 

Coo! That hurt And what &pity. 
The triumvirate of Munich macho 

maestros (as were), composed of 
Giorgio Moroder, Pete Bellotte and the 
far from exciting Donna Summer have 
dedicated themselves to turning an 
instant disco -funk chart snack Into an 
unbelievable blow-out that is 
immediately bloated and bilious. 
Together. 

Alternately this could be the first 
successful experiment in turning a silk 
purse into a sow's ear 

Donna sighs, grunts, groans, 
impersonates Shirley Hassey at le rpm 
The orchestra cum computerised 

backing track plods relentlessly along. 
synthesises pedantically, comes and 
goes like a scum -filled tide. 

She's trying to tell you a story 
Heavens' Does that mean this is a 
concept album' 

Not once, anywhere, Is there a hit, a 
hint or a flash of humour. Not once does 
the coy, tongue - in - cheek, mature - 

singer with a message approach 
actually work. 

The components of this particular' 
fairly tale, indeed, would be hard 
pushed to topple 'The Greatest Hits of 
Road Drill Noises' from the charts 

Sorry, but that's it Titles like 'Say 
Something Nice', 'If You Got It Flaunt 
It' and 'Queen For A Day' give no 
inkling of the horror in store or even 
how long that horror lasts 

And yet what was once great 
may rise again The perpetration and 
dissemination of this massive slice of 
dreadfulness can only mean that the 
next (next" I will be better, or that this 
Rhineland phenomenon will disappear 
forever + JOHN SHEARLAW 

CAFE JACQUES: 
'Round The Back' (CBS 
Epic SEPC82135) 

PHIL COLLINS of 
Genesis has sung their 
praises. Listening to 
this album I'm sure 
you'll agree. U things 
go the right way they'll 
probably be as big as 
Genesis 

They were formed in 
ScoUand, not Paris as 
their name suggests, 
owing their title to a 
particular brand of 
alcoholic coffee served 
up by their friend Jack. 

'Meaningless' Is the 
opener, a pretty basic 
drum beat joined by 
truly wonderful noises, 
keyboards, violin (?) 
and vocals. It treads a 
strange path between 
funk and symphony but 
how It works. 

'Ain't No Love In The 
Heart Of The City' 
features keyboards be- 
fore another build - up. 
Cafe Jacques have a 
great capacity for being 
able to embellish on 
ideas, a guitar in perfect 
empathy with the vocals 
being one example. 

'Sands Of Singapore' 
has some deep piano 
notes before a more 
orchestral feel and 
delicate guitar. 

The vocals contrast 
well with the heavy 
opening to 'Farewell My 
lovely' and then there's 
'Eberehtel' delivered in 
honey tones. The most 
commercial track on the 
album has got to be 
'Dark Eyed Johnny' but 
none of the quality has 
been sacrificed and the 
remaining tracks of side 
two maintain the groat 
style of the first side. 

For posterity the band 
have written "We like to 
veer away from any 
classifications, we pre- 
fer our audiences to 
make up their own 
minds about the band 
without any pre 
conceived Ideas." Be 
good to yourselves and 
go out and listen 

ROBIN 
SMITH 

THE KARTS: 'Broken 
Heart' (fitrysalle put 

ISO) 

A BRITISH band 
making certain waves - 

in the United States 
where they are cur- 
renUy riding high in the 
singles charts 

This is their second 
album and It's certainly 
an Improvement on 
their first effort. Their 
music is pop rock, a 
level above teeny bop 
and on vinyl it sounds 
pleasant enough. 

In this selection the 
superior cut is 'Isn't It 
Time' which features 
strong female backing 
chorus - they ought to 
try more of this sort of 
thing They could well 
catch on here - perhaps 
filling the gap left by the 
Bay City Rollers. 

But the Babys - if 
their record company 
are to be believed - 
aren't into this bag: 
"The Babys have aimed 
their sights for the 
ionosphere of contempo- 
rary rock currently 
being produced by 
today's most respected 
groups and they execute 
it well, as the thousands 
who have seen them 
perform Stateside will 
attest " 

Having seen them 
perform live Stateside I 

reserve judgment, pre- 
ferring to think I caught 
them on a bum night. 

But, folks. The "The 
Babys have no intention 
of directing their musi- 
cal attention toward 
teeny bopper pre 
pubeacents, regardless 
of how often their 
picture appears in teen 
magazines." 

Still, better try it for 
yourselves, but don't 
say I didn't warn you 
+ ++ JIM EVANS 

CHRIS MPEDDING 
'Hurt' (EAR Records 
SMARMS) 

MUCH AS just about 
everybody in the world 
respects Chris Spedding 
for his instumental 
genius, as a solo artist 
he funks out. 

His debut solo album 
Motorbikln" was fair 

but corny: pre -punk 
half -hearted It was 
marred by weak mate- 
rial and lousy vocals 

'Hurt' suffers from the 
same faults, only worse 

It's a bit laughable, with 
Spedding's so-tuf image 
in mind, to hear his 
reedy, almost feminine 
voice over the top of 
such instrumental 
muscle. 

Even that muscle isn't 
as developed as it might 
be - the production 
makes the whole record 
sound like it's heard 
through a three - inch 
thick wall. Obviously, 
Spedding's made an 
attempt to play down his 
guitar superstar per- 
sona, but he's ignored 
the fact that It seems to 
be the only thing he's 
truly good at. The feel of 
the record should be far 
more upfront, more 
macho punchy; why 
stop at image? 

'Hurt' is really no 
more than a collection of 
harmless pop songs 
Even the one standout 
track on the album 
'Silver Bullet' can't 
make up for the 
slaughter of Garland 
Jefferies"Wild In The 
Streets' or the limp take 
of Bo Diddley's 'Road 
Runner' 

The lyrics, by the 
way, are about loners, 
motorbikes and women. 
They don't help much. 

+ TIM LOTT 

DONNA SUMMER. tedious monstrasir1 

ALFALPHA (EM(' 
9219) 

DOROTHY MOORE 
(EPC 82358) 

HEY, WHO is this' 
Shirley Brown? No? It 
must be Natalie Cole 
Patti Austin then? I give 
up Guess I'll have to 
sneak a look at the 
cover 

Oh, it's Dorothy 
Moore Isn't she the one 
who did that lovely 
'Misty Blue' song' Most 
of the material on her 
latest offering is much 
in the same vein, 
particularly her current 
single 'I Believe You' 

You know the for 
mule: classy produc- 
tion, smooth, rich husky 
vocals. However by the 
time you get to the 
fourth number you 
begin to wonder where 
one song ends and 
another begins 

Even the one or two 
faster numbers fall to 
dispel the general 
sameness 

Still, great for parties 
and seductions. File 
under bland, easy 
listening. + + + MARY 
ANN ELLIS 

Man, it's really The End 
MAN: 'All's Well That Ends Well' (MCA Records MCE211151 

I'VE NEVER had anything that 
amounted to more than a healthy 
respect for Man. A fair number of 
people like theme lot - I should think It 
was about the same number through 
most of their career, strictly medium 
time - and they could put together an 
exciting live show In their era, I. e. early seventies twin lead fanaticism. 
But their studio albums were never perfect, marred by poor material or 
insipid production. 

They spilt up early this year, which 
was the best thing they could have done; it was overdue, in 1977 they were 
redundant. Before they fell though, 
they recorded their concerts at the Roundhouse, In December 1976. The pick of thine recordings features' on 'All's Well That End's Well'. Man's absolutely final album. 

It's good, like their live albums Invariably are. It tends to go on a bit as usual but that's what their true fans were Into and they accomplished It Immaculately. 
They lacked really just one thing: a 

WHEN IS a song not a 
song' When It's written 
by Nick Laird-Clowes, 55, 

who I'm afraid must be 0, 
held largely responsible 
for the dullness of this 
debut 

got a nice 
musical rapport with his f...*" 

chums Sam and Andy 51' 

Harley as they strum fit 
through the thin and 
pretty harmonies of sub ...;;;; 

- sub - country - rock .5.1 

Nice arrangements. 
nice breaks, nice friends 
like David Hackney 
doing the cover shots ,<..% 

But these songs. / 
heavens! They've got 
lyrics, melodies, verses 
even, but they simply 
are not there - they're 
so faceless, I./E. / They pass you by lass 
dreams you can't Ii 
remember on waking 
As if to prove their / 
existence there's a lyric- ;...1 

sheet but on inspection 
It's a random pattern of 
unadulterated cliche 
and doo doohs 

Sure, there's a place 
for prettiness but to be 
this insipid is a sin ++ ." 
JULIAN BELL 

/./ 

decent vocalist. Throughout their - 

career they've been unable to roma 
outside Instrumentals with a few word 
into songs because they had no one aMl 
could sing well enough. The hull lap' 
apparent here, so they bow out without 
solving that consistent problem 

.0 

Still, I mourn their passing at 
the usual reasons when a loalt 
suffering, hard working band dies - 
they were determined, they neser 
out' to try to get rich and leave their 
fans high and dry, they did exact! 
what they wanted to do. ft's not alertly* 
a recipe for success bat It's a measure 
for respect. 

The track Hating - boring. but 

relevant all the same - 'Let The had 
Times Roll', 'The Welsh Conn, don'. 

'The Ride And The I iew'. 'Hard Way T. 

Live'. 'Born With A Future', SpU85 

Kock' (or course!) and :Barrio'. 
It's not as good as 'live Al 11.74 

Padget Rooms' but then meet ef 
stuff wasn't, so lilt !Wining,. 
memorial. 

+ + TIM Len 
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ETING a lady is her dressing 
ran, sounds proenisang enough. 

especially when the lady is that 
lovely bundle of southern 

mess Crystal Gayle. But It ain't 

Of course you're there with the 
Most serious of intentions tracking 

n an triter-, trey that's been 
shining you an both sides of the 
Atlantic for several months Or Is 
years' And the lovely Crystal 
rushing around with a steam Iran is 
her hand. smoothing out her stage 
Rear before making her appearance 
at London's Rainbow 

What's more. the dressing room Is 
like the tropics The heating 
system's taken over and, being a 
true gent, you offer to take action 
with radiator tap Result Instant 
burnt fingers. 

Crystal Gayle's the latest of the 
Nashville lovelies to arrive in the 
British charts. making it with style 
with It Make My Brown Eyes 
Blue'. the single that s given the 
lady her first gold disc hack home in 
the I'S of A 

Rut then Crystal is pretty hot 
property there these days A couple 
of weeks ago. she also scored gold 
status with her current album 'We 
Must Believe in Magic'. 

She's one of the fast growing breed 
of new country entertainers, one of 
those people who is termed 'country' 
but. In this day and age, covers a far 
wider musical held and frequently 
fringes on both rock and easy 
listening It's a movement that's 
gaining more and more of a 
stranglehold with pop record 
buyers 

"Country is definitely broadening 
its appeal these days and more 
people are turning to the music." she 
agrees. now delicately tackling her 
white blouse with the steam iron. 

"I think that's due to people like 
Waylon Jennings. Willie Nelson. 
Olivia Newton -John and F.mmylou 
Harris 

"They've made people aware of 
country music even though. like 
Olivia, it's been in the sense that she 
shouldn't be country People started 
asking 'what is country"' and, as a 
folios, through, started listening to 
the music " 

Crystal's own country roots are 

CRYSTAL 
CLEAR 

TONY BYWORTH gets 
a Gayle warning but 

burns his fingers 
just the same 

beyond question. She's the younger 
sister of Loretta Lynn, who la the 
music's biggest selling female artist 
and soon to be the subject of her own 
movie biography So you imme- diately wonder if the family 
connection has been an advantage or 
disadvantage 

"Naturally I was compared with 
her at the beginning and. 
undoubtedly. I'm sure people came 
to see me because I was Loretta's 
little sister But I didn't let that 
worry me In fact I'm very proud of 
it after all, she is a legend." 

Crystal Gayle's first recordings 
came out on Germ, big sister's 
label. But although her voice 
carried Its own unique dis- 
tinctiveness the material very much 
ran the Nashville country music 
gamut and she hardly kept her head 
above water in a highly competitive 
situation 

Then, some three years ago, she 
moved to United Artists and, shortly 
afterwards, met up with Allen 
Reynolds. a producer just beginning 
to seek out stakes In the Independent 
realms after having worked 

successfully with Don Williams and 
Jack Clement among others. 

"Allen Reynolds is the best thing 
that's ever happened to me in 
country music," she quickly 
acknowledges "What made us click 
right from the beginning was that we 
were both on the same wavelength 
musically " 

The partnership brought new 
directions - and created a learn 
intent on drawing on a liberal choice 
of material within the recording 
sessions To illustrate the point. Cole 
Porter's 'It's All Right With Me' and 
Jim Lowe's golden oldie 'Green 
Door' can both be found on the 
current album 

"We never had any intention to 
widen the field . we just sought 
out songs that we liked, songs I liked 
to sing and that Allen liked to 
produce. That's the way we work 
"If either of us doesn't like a song 

we won't try to talk the other into it. 
Once we've selected the material we 
get down to record it the way it feels 
best, whether that's as a country 
sound or a little more poppish " 

CRYSTAL GAYLE: hot property 

Now Crystal Gayle is a success on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Of course 
it's also brought an Increased 
workload for her and her band, 
Peace 'n' Quiet, the former backing 
group of a certain Ms Buffy Sainte - 
Marie And it continues when she 
gets back to the States . . at least 
for a couple more weeks. 

After that, she confesses, she'll be 
taking some Ume off. If she doesn't, 

hubbie would soon forget who she IN 

That I'll never believe. Who could 
ever forget that petite, lovely lady 
rushing around in domestic fashion 
with steam iron in hand' 

And there it all ends The tropical 
heat has proved too much and she's 
off to find the management to lodge a 
complaint We beat a hasty retreat 
out of the dressing room. Shame, it 
was an all - too- brief encounter 

"The more you want, 
The more you please, baby, 
And I can show you how... 
...Now your baby is a lady, 
Can I lay my body down for you:" 

STEPHANIE DE-SYKES 

Her new single 

YOUR BABY 
IS A LADY 

Telling it like a woman really feels -Stephanie De -Sykes 

on her beautiful new single "Your Baby is a Lady" 

Sensual. Sophisticated. Super cool. 

Surrender yourself it today. 
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Tickle my arse with it 
feather - PARTON 
Particularly nalp 
weather 

Kenny Rogers got are 
Single Award for 'tar 
cute' Don Williams got 
the Album Award tor. 
'Visions'. 

Your correspondent 
had been nominated In 
the short list for CoUntry 
Journalist Of The Year 

was not surprised te 
find that he didn't wilt. 
He dimly remembered 
turning up at the 
Wembley Festival last 
Easter armed with a Ku 
Klux Klan hood 

There was even a 
category for Promoter 
Of The Year. Mervyn., 
Conn (no relation lora 
Mile) walked it. anal 
hardly anyone else 
promotes country 

Kenny Rogers played 
a 25 -minute set for the 
assembled throng and 
was judged to have 
played better than at the 
Rainbow last week 

The punters started to !'. 
look at their watches 
and realised they'd / 
missed the Tubes on the 
OGWT Doesn't time fly 
when you're enjoying 
yourself' 

Hank Williams and 
Tex Ritter up there ta 
hillbilly heaven were 
probably looking down 
benignly, nignly, only I 
it was all Co 

obscured by *nos 
cigar smoke. DAVID 
REDSHAW 

Sarne 
goes 
Punk 

M AY not have (aught 
the attention of his ex. 
headmaster, hut 'The 
Punk', written by the 
first authentic 'punk' 
novelist Gideon Sams - 
(trig Ina fly . you may 
remember. as a school 
project - is already big 
business 

For not only have 
Cbrgt bought the paper- 
back rights - guaran 
teeing national dis- 
tribution - but ex 
sixties' 'media person- alit,' Mike 'Come 
Outside' Same plans to 
make a film based on 
the scanty novelette 

Young Gideon. aged 
15. was prompted to 
leave school and become 
a pizza chef shortly 
after the novel was 
published by Polyantric 
Press at the, shall we 
say, inflated price of 
f1 50 (including a 
perfectly ordinary safe- 
ty -pin stuck through the 
cover). 

And as reported in the 
Evening Standard, 
Sarne regards 'The 
Punk' as "a natu- 
ral ' 

His first step In 
getting the film off the 
ground has been to 
place the above adver- 

ernent in the theatri- 
cal world's worthy 
organ, The Stage. Any 
takers? 

Since ex - pop star 
Sarne's last In- 

volvement with the film 
world was the not 
entirely successful 
'Myra Iireckin bridge' 
(with Mae West and 
Raquel Welch). we can 
only suppose that he 
hopes to line up Doris 
Day as the punk's ever 
loving mum. Unless 
you've got any better 
ideas? JOHN SHEAR - 

LAW 

EDITED BY JIM EVANS 

WANTED 
ACTORS to take part in feature film about PUNKS 

Must be prepared to stick safety pins through nostrils, earlobes, 
etc. 

Please apply to: 
BOX No. 157, THE STAGE 

Snore -a -- 

bye 
Becket 

A FRINGE 'rock musical' that has 
apparently been collecting half - decent 
reviews. It's hard to understand why 

Conceived at Cambridge (where 
else!) 'Rock -A-Bye Becket' is a limp 
spoof apparently aimed at grannies and 
godchildren, one which needs even 
more than the divine hand of Ralph 
Reader to make more than a couple of 
bob at the end of the 

Rupert Gavin and Jeremy Jones who 
devised and wrote the script have had 
the stunning wit to cast a tax -exile 
superstar Tom Becket (geddit' who 
returns to Canterbury Cathedral after 
seven years away only to be beleagured 
by his manager, a few punks, even 
more monks, a reggae liberationist and 
the old tart from the disco. 

A backing band, led by Bill 
McGillivary, attempt to inject some 
rock fervour into the pitiful footlights 
slapstick. They fail. 

The cast is made up of experienced 
singers, experienced actors, and totally 
amateur dancers. The jokes are old, the 
jibes weak, and the concept creaks with 
uncertainty 

Nothing, they proclaim. is sacred, yet 
the staggering ability of the 'play' to 
tread the safe line of a village hall 
dramatic night while attempting to 
retain a pretension of 'hard - hitting 
modernity' made me almost literally 
weep 

Send stuff like this back to where it 
belongs! Back to the ivory tower chaps! 

Perpetrators of this excuse for 
serious entertainment include Sol Raye 
(a singer), Colin Anthony (a singer) 
and Linda Finch la singer) Music is by 
a group called Tiger. That's Justin case 
somebody sends you a ticket . or if 
it ever gets off the hinge. That I doubt, 
but you have been warned. JOHN 
SDP ART . 

PALE ALE TALE 
BOOZE IS the only answer. That, friends, is my conclusion after 

listening to the double album 'Tale Of Ale' (Free Reed FRRD 

021/17rA). 
Harken, all 3e, to a collection of songs and readings about 

drinking in England during the last Sati years. Hic, thank you, 

barman, elev enteen pints of best hitter If you please. 

The Pump And Pluck (and that's not rhyming slang) Band 

provide olde English.. 1441p a pint and guaranteed to knock you out 

after three halves) backing to the songs of Peter Bellamy, Robin 

Dranefteld, John Foreman and %lc Gammon. 

And jovial William Rushton gets in on the act with such 

masterpleoes of reading as 'The Drunkard's looking lass'. 

Who me officer? What bag? Thanks boys, this review OK? Mine's 
a pint. I. P A. Lott. 

SEE THAT GANG& 
AmpAscod fig Avis ALL) 

RAVE ESPLXICALT OUT AN 
ALBUM CALLED 
V4U5/CA 
JNEINNATA" 

A SCENE from 'R ock-A-Bye Becker. with A nine (Linda 
Finch). "It's the fringe theatre maaaare This is serious 
art! Nothing not even rock music is sacred . Who 
turned the mike off? 

PERSONALLY, I SHALL U SURPRISED 
IF THEY SELL ANY COPIES /WALL. 

I THINK tiara AILED 
TA FORESEE ONE 

MAJOR 
SNAG! 

..m/wwewses THERE ARE TWO 
TYPES OF PEOPLE 
WHO Buy RECORDS 

11 

Record Woos November 4 
a 

Country 
cocktails 

I IT WAS country music's 
night of the year It was 
the night on which all 
who subscribe to the 
faith of the fiddle and 
the steel guitar gathered 
to kick ass and rattle the 
moonshine still Table 
after table of poshly 
dressed muslchlz folk 
slapping one another on 
the back for propagat- 
ing the gospel of 
Nashville this last year. 

It was the Country 
Music Association (GB) 
Awards Dinner at the 
Grosvenor House Hotel. 
A glittering occasion for 
glittering people. Only 
one punk was present 
and she was In tow to a 
penguin. She didn't win 
an award anyway 

Stella Parton (Dolly's 
sister) was there, 
wearing a big hat with a 
tall pink cockade 01' 
Slim Whitman was there 
looking like an Ameri- 
can football quarter- 
back and Kenny Rogers 
was there, staying over 
In Britain specially to do 
cabaret for the occa- 
sion. 

The heads of record 
companies were there. 
the BBC were there, 
Journalists were there 
and promoter Mervyn 
Conn was there, in- 
dulging some of the 
180,000 he makes on the 
Wembley Country Festi- 
val with a cigar the size 
of an elephant drop- 
ping 

A seething cocktail 
mob gradually merged 
Into a rah -robing, hip - 
hipping dinner mob. 
Grace was said (a true 
touch of southern 
gentility this, even if 
half the startled corn- 

*pony were still stagger- 
ing to their feet 10 
seconds after it was 
over) and toasts were 
drunk 

"To the Queen'" 
"The Queen'" 
"To the President of 

the United States"' 
"Long may his pea- 

nuts swell," some 
uncaring souls were 
heard to mutter. 

Speeches were made. 
ice buckets tinkled, 
cocktail chat spluttered, 
an aura of unrelenting 
good 'ol boylsm pre- 
vaned. 

Stella Parton stepped 
up to present the Single 
Of The Year award. 
Suave host David Allan 
of the BBC asked: "How 
does it feel to step into 
Dolly's shoes''' 

"It's not the shoes I've 
got trouble with." 
responded Stella. 
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By James Johnson and Kevin Murphy 

A RECORD -SHOP manager was 
arrested this afternoon in connec- 
tion with the display of a contro- 
versial new punk rock disc by 
the Sex Pistols. 

The record-entitled Never Mind the 
Bollocks, Here's the Sex Pistols-is already 
at No 1 in some charts, and earned the group 
a gold disc. 

ALBUM 

Unanimous i 

Mr John is,ttoei of the Th- 1 

dependent TrleIston Jena. 
ponies /,..tortatior. said yester- 

day 'it Is not the nor -dins or , 

the form 't the a ri$ nit the 

product itself a, abort to The 

decision sus unaniniona, 

However 
a detailed Shake., 

ilaaarean n 1 appreciate thebe 
needed n"""Ye MaY Implies tlons of the hedruli title. For In Henry' V 97-IcTI.;!3 

Ehnen:sit P1slni ,a,,Isnudr"ithed, 
the solos in thy 

For. For,/ tan take, and lva/ s rnek is up. And flashing fire ail} follOW." 

THE ALBUM WILL LAST . 
THE SLEEVE MAY NOT . 
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BARRY (my eyes had orgasms) CAIN 
talks to The Tubes' FEE (new valves 

installed) WAYBILL 

IT WAS raining In Manches- 
ter that night . . . 

What night? 
The night The Tubes put 

the SF back Into San 
Francisco. the PPP into pre - 
public palpitations, the GR 
Into gosh really, the VW Into 

visual wipe-out, the B Into 
bananas, the E into epic, the 
RR into rock 'n' roll. 

As I stepped out of the Free Trade 
Hall through the mob - visibly 
shaking with a kinda incredulous 
admiration - into the subtler rain 
Leon city, the past calendar page 
flicked before my eyes In true shot 

t dawn tradition 

I thought of the fifties - Elvis 
rock, roll rock; I thought of the 
sixties - Mersey rock, limbo rock, 
heavy rock; I thought of the 
seventies - singalong rock, glam 
rock, ? rock, punk rock and I 
realised I had Just seen the whole 
Joblot through the eyes of a bunch of 
TV generation nomadic Spartans In 
two fun -filled, action -packed, don't 
miss next week's Instalment, here is 
the news, good night and don't forget 
to switch off, hours 

The Tubes make you think like 
that Weird I love you got outta 
here. 

Hut. contradictorily, In their 
efforts to squeeze every pimple on 
the rock fare, they eventually end up 
parodying nothing 

Dilemma" Nab Because their act 
is so immaculate. so eye -orgasm 
popping that you begin to forget the 
parody and just enjoy The Tubes 
simply because they're The Tubes 
and not some multi million dollar 
lascivious Barron Knights or a Mel 
Brooks extravaganza. 

They are THE American band for 
years - maybe ever. Britain with 
Its neatly packaged spontaneity 
could never produce such an 
animal Only the Yankee - 

manufactured lust for glory Is 
capable of creating The Tubes. 

Describing a Tubes show is like 
describing a Frankenstein mish- 
mash monster - plagiarism 
personified A bloody leg here, a 
severed arm there, a massive 
overdose of electricity and voila' a 
two-hour Boris Karloff cataclysm In 
glorious crackling black and white 

Anyway there's TV sets, dancing 
girls, kendo, trampolines, Tom 
Jones, gigantic cigarettes, colossal 
cameras, chainsaws, bondage. 
motorbikes, fellatio. Quay Lewd, 
drum solos,. The Osmonds (eat yer 
heart out), 'West Side Story', 
basketball. fire-eaters, dwarfs, 
smoke, cinema. two -foot platform 
heels. Apache dances, 'White Punks 
On Dope', 20 -foot tall collapsible 
speakers, fights, The Sex Pistols - 
oh and Fee Waybill 

Now Fee Waybill Just happens to 
be the centre of The Tubes' 
particular universe flek a takeaway 
tall guy with a distinguished nose 
(why don't you say It's big and be 
done with' Ed) and a shock of red 
hair. 

He looks like one of those 
Infuriating school chapples who 
always got to be prefect or attained 
the dizzy heights of head boy after 
seminal successes as captain of the 
cricket, football, hockey and chess 
elevens. 

In fact you'd swear he was an old 
Etonian until he actually opens his 
north and south. Accent circa mid. 
sixties, Phoenix, Arizona. The 
Desert King 

Don't he look swish in his shaken 
not stirred white whistle. Don't he 
look positively dangerous but 
sniffing in his leather jock -strap and 
black hood, whipping that poor 
defenceless girl. 

Don't he look like hell Itself on that 
motorbike. Don't he look flasher 
dirty In that raincoat and trilby 
Don't he look glim glam In that 
glitter gear. 

Don't he look straight backstage at 
the Free Trade chatting to Hugh 
Cornwall, long-time Tubes adulator 

"Hey Fee, I loved your show " 
"Thanks Hugh. I loved your 

Roundhouse show too." 
"Thanks, Fee " 
Enough of this Intellectual banter. 

The two continue to talk late into the 
night over beef stew in the band's 
hotel and a sociable blitz In Fee's 
room And they ain't homosexual 
either 

If The Tubes committed 
commercial homicide In Manchester 
It was a haemorrhage holocaust in 
Hammersmith The hyper critical 
cool London audience forever on 
their guard against THE HYPE 
went overboard. Didn't they just 

GASP' at Mingo Lewis's bongos, 
CRY! at Michael Cotten's bizarre 

synths; 
LAUGH' at Bill Spooner isms, 
SHRIEK' at Prairie Prince's 

snares 

Record 

And after ',arts rd lunacy?, 
ha! better way to Male 

unwind than with your 
neighbourhood RECORD 
hack Just two minutes 
theatre 

"Hullo Fee loved your show.e 
"Gee thanks I like your paper 

too " 
"Thanks. Fee " 

HA HA Fooled yes. Thought Mat 
was the end. huh? Thought VIA, was 
the interview. huh' Well ., 

wrong We here at R Kt' oft b 
MIRROR like to throw In the 
occasional shock tactic. especially la 
Tubes features Just a test Male If 
you're still with us 

Right, Fee's hotel room. 
Throughout our little tete-atete 
Dick le Davies's Goldilocks smile 
curls quietly In monochrome at one 
end of the room 

"I Just love your Ii hope he alert 
gonna say 'wonderful country'. 
That's a definite zero rating mei 
old credibility scoreboard, advert* 
(phew!) 

So how come a band that's sold 
such a pitiful number of records 
cause a roller -coasting CO 

over here' 
"Don't ask me. I never e 

anything like this. People kaki 

'I sometimes wish 
I could be an Eagle 

and just stand on 

stage, play and 

not move' 

this would happen but I never 
believed them I thought It would be 
Just the same reaction as the States 
I mean, they go nuts too but not like 
this 

"People used to describe our 
audience as made up of those who 
came to see The Tubes to be seen 
seeing The Tubes. They'd wear all 
their silly clothes and pose " 

Ah ha. that dreaded word. Current 
score - it's actually IN to be a 
poseur, kids Sorry Fee, where were 
you' 

"We've probably been better than 
we've ever been. The only place 
where people used really to go nuts 
over us was Cleveland They go for 
the real weirdos in Cleveland; Ales 
Harvey broke first in Cleveland 

"America is just getting w! 
computerised and the people are 
reflecting that computerisation 
Radio stations even choose their 
play lists by computer survy., 

"And we never get on the radio. 
So why ain't your brand of 

pernicious paranoia sold vinyl -wise 
"I just don't think we've ever 

succeeded in putting what we Carl do 
on record It's just the natured the 
band - everyone sees us as *visual 
act and nothing more It's Worse 
sometimes wish I could be an Eagle 

Support Local Talent 
KIHN 

GREG KIHN'S DEBUT SINGLE 
TOR YOU' - THE CLASSIC 

SPRINGSTEEN SONG OUT NOW! 
The Obligatory First 10,000 are packed in an Extremely Tasteful Yellow/Black Bag 
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aid Just stand there on stage. play WI not move. Just sell millions of 
Mkants Naturally I don't wish that 
Me long I mean who really wants to 

an Eagle?" 
'ME ALBUMS - Fee Waybill's 
mortal view 
Tie Tubes' - Al Kooper produced 

it tie was a nice guy but he kept 
king us out of the studio We were 
.Just babies and didn't know what 

going on He combined 
merits on the same tracks so It Impossible to re max 
guess the record was way 
of Its time All we knew was 

we had a pile of money and an Opium That was all that seemed to 
r then 

The album was just one headache after another We had to put a sticker on the front saying 
Thee album has been cleansed of dirty words for people who don't like the word F. Rut that was censored to 'nasty words' ' 

'Young And Rich' - "When this 
me out we were hailed as an art and People called it just too v ird 
But strangely enough one track Proud To Be An American' won us the best Country and Western band award for 1976 Amazing 

'One song 'Don't Touch Me There' 
was a big single hit but thanks to 
Come bad timing we were sent out on 
tour before the album was released 
soft never took off. " 

New' - "At the same time as we 
recorded this we were playing two 
two and - a half - hour gigs a night 
at the Whiskey It just wasn't on 
Nobody would buy our albums 
because we were too visual, right' 
So we decided we wanted people to 
think of us purely as a musical band 

"We got more serious, fired all the 
dancers and managers And what 
happened' The Din wouldn't play It 
because they thought there wasn't 
enough rock 'n' roll and it flopped 
completely." 

At this time it looked like curtains 
for our heroes The recording 

'company were thinking of giving up 
the ghost and a split was imminent 

'It was June 5 this year 
Everyone was burnt out We were 
doe to play the biggest gig of our 
lives - a 56.000 seater baseball 
tadlum with Alice Cooper, The 
Kinks and Flo And Eddie. There 
was also a guy who jumped 80 feet 

,into 11 inches of water and an 
escapologist It was that kind of 
show 

"Alice was terrible. pathetic. He 
was just so drunk He had to be 

ally surrounded by people so 
wasn't possible to see him falling 

about Anyway we knew this might 
our last gig so everyone went over 

top. There were 50.000 people 
along with 'White Punks On 

'. man. It was incredible 
'After that the company had a 

wed interest and we got Rack! 
to manage us " 

Bo how would you describe the 

"A unique fusion of rock 'n' roll 
and, theatre and dance and hey Is 

rugby"- He points to the TV 
Wow, look at those guys, will ya? 
ow What was I saying?" 
And 
"Oh yeah. See, everyone in the 

was raised in Phoenix and 
when, you're raised there you can 

er be normal. It's a city with one 
million people slap bang in the 

dye of a desert The temperature 
!no at 1(0 degrees 24 hours a 
and everyone's blood gets so 

You just can't take cold 
threat all. 

All people do is watch TV and I 

typical 

"Phoenix was also a testing place for new commercial products The companies figured that because it was so away from any major city the inhabitants were not affected by external stimuli 
"The very first MacDonald's in the world was in Phoenix. They put It right on the main road where all the guys would cruise central looking for chicks so you always stopped and bought one 
"The very first Kentucky Fried Chicken was cooked in Phoenix They also developed these colossal slides for people to slide down for 10 cents a throw. But after your fifth slide you got to thinking 'Jeez, this is f boring.' 
"They also had a trampoline city A huge area was covered in trampolines but they could be fixed only into cement. I used to know so many people that broke their legs on those trampolines The company got sued for millions and went bankrupt 
"We all knew each other at high school and it developed from there. Our show could never be straight We're all too full of cynicism. 
"That's why we make fun of everything and everybody. Put it down to a media overload " 

Our show could 
never be 
straight. 

We're all too full 
of cynicism' 

How did 'White Punks On Dope' 
evolve' 

"It doesn't have anything to do 
with us. When we moved to San 
Francisco It took us two years to 
become a happening. We began to 
attract a certain type of kid, a real 
heavy SF clique 

"They were mostly from Pacific 
Heights and were stinking rich. We 
let them hang around with us 
because they kept turning us on. 
They could buy all the coke they 
wanted, all the Quay Lewds. 

"They used to get so fried they'd 
make total spectacles of themselves 
dancing on tables. fighting. They 
could always buy their way out of 
their fifth drunk - driving charge. 
One guy totally smashed his brand 
new Mini Cooper one night and just 
went out the next day and bought 
another one. 

"They're still there. Some are still 
burnt out. some have straightened 
out their act " 

Fee's definitely straightened out 
his act He's up there with the greats 
like Sophie Tucker, Ion Chaney, 
Eddie Cantor. Errol Flynn and 
Barnum and Bailey 

He's a natural and I love you get 
gotta here . 

We've got Four Killer Albums up and coming from 

9 

ti 

called YACHTLESS, LEVELED, THE RUBINOOS and and GREG KIHN AGAIN 

not necessarily in that order P.S. Jonathan's got a trick up his sleeve. 
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SGT. PEPPER 78 
I N( I I .1%1. pi. Mre from the 

'\.t repgrer' lAmely Heart. 
Club (land'. nuts filming In 

11,dly al oral The film inspired h. the 

Ilealle.rlhorn. will feature to of the 
Fah Four,. tort known ...mg. 
and, farina tar In the 
latra o berry Fleld' to -flounce with 
Peter I rambles. plyIng 
%hest. rampton and the Rev Ger, 

nu -other. of the Lonely Heart. 
Club Band and Paul Nichols play. 
the part of Bill' brother Bougie. 
The flint will he rel.-shed Inward. the 
end of next year. 
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Cordially invite you to celebrate 

Bow -ties, champagne and poseurs are out. 
Just bring a bottle (beer will do). 

Come to: Highgate Community Centre. Starts 10.30 

YOU'RE IN a pop group with a big 
hit record. It's your birthday. 
You're having a party. 

You choose . . a sumptuous affair al 
Friends. Caviar and smoked salmon. 
Wall - to - wall poseurs. Right' 

*rime. Wrong. that Ia. If the pop group you 
happen to be a member of is the Torn 
Robinson Band. 

Let's start again. 
You're in pop group currently having its 

first hit single with Motorway'. It's 
your birthday. A surprise party has been 
planned for you. 

The venue Is . . . a community centre In 
Highgate. A church hall. posters on the 
wails, termite tables, bare floorboards. 
Basic. 

There's a birthday cake. There's beer. And 
bottles (we brought our ow 0). 

There's the band - Tom. Danny and Mark. 
We're still waiting for birthday hay Brian. 

And there's the guests. Fans. Muslim 500 of 
them. from all over London. They come In 
all shape. and sizes - mini -punks. nasal 
punks. Robinson look's likes In schoolboy 
shirts and blazers, pretty 16 - year - old 
glen. 

Anyone who reckons the TRR mean Gay 
Power would be surprised by tonight's 
turn out. Maybe these days It's just people 
power. 

But then all that stuff was crap anyway: you 
don't hark to be gay yourself to appreciate 
'Glad To Be Gay' for the great song It Is. 
And that's exactly why the TRB have won 
through to a much larger audience than 
their lyrics might suggest: their sheer 
quality. 

There are no music biz people here tonight 
except for their agent and manager. No 
hustlers with insincere congratulations. 
No EMI people standing around laughing 
nervously at the prospect of putting out 
'Glad To Be Gay' as a single. 

It seems the party was a lad minute 
arrangement, planned on the spur of the 
moment the Tuesday before. 

Invitations were Instantly despatched to 
everyone who'd written to the band in the 
past three months. And It looks like every 
one of 'em turned op. 

There's a darkened disco through the back 
of the hall. It's silenced temporarily its 
everyone crowds to the front to wait for 
Brian. Tom is perched on the windowsill, 
directing the proceedings. loving It. 

Tom, It seems, has planned the whole thing, 

from the big secret to the note left on the 
front door of his flat (just around the 
corner from the centre) about going to a 
'recording session'. 

Brian finally appears, In classic surprise 
party style, to the accompaniment of 
flashing cameras and a TRIM singalong of 
'Happy birthday dear Dolphin' (the 
nickname he gained when he revealed to 
the others that he'd once worked in an 
aquarium). 

Tom presents him with a pair of giant 
drumsticks, he giggles, says he's never 
seen so many people at a recording session 
and goes off to have a party snap taken 
with his family. 

Another 'star' turns up behind him - Midge 
Cm, ex -Silk, now a member of Glen 
Mattock's Rich Kids, looking happy and 
waxing enthusiastically about the hand. 

The two groups are long time friends - the 
Rich Kids used to support Tom and Co 
back in the pub -playing days of the 
summer, Glen (ex -Pistol of course) used to 
jam with them onstage and at one point he 
reputedly tried to lure Danny away Into 
his own band. 

These days they're both signed to the same 
company and there's been talk of further 
support dates. (An idea, Incidentally, 

Record MI1,01, November 19 1977 

which the TRB reject simply because they 
reckon the Kids are too good to go out as a 

support act). 
Musically it would seem the bands have a lot 

in common. Says Midge: "We've been 
rehearsing hard and it's going really well. 
It's just pop music, great pop music. " 

Ile disappears Into the crowd (as does 
everyone else at this party), the birthday 
cake is cut, the whole band pose for a 
family album snap with Dolphin's mum, a 
fight (the first of a few as the night wears 
on) breaks out In the corner. 

And so It goes on. . 

The community centre leaders are chatting 
to the band's manager, asking if the group 
themselves have paid for everything. 

The answer's yes. 
"At the moment," he says, "This band are 

worth a lot of money but they don't have it. 
But it doesn't matter because we know 
they will have soon." 

You het they will. 
But when they do, will they still throw booze 

ups for fans in Highgate youth clubs? 
Or will they, like all the others, end up In 

Friends among the Ice -buckets and the 
bow ties? 

Somehow, I can't see It . . 
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HERE IS 
A GAYS 

WARNING! 
JOHN SHEARLAW tunes into a TV Special and 

finds The Adverts better than the programme 
RARELY I)lt paint adhere., In green 
trickles to wrap around, clear, plastic 
backdrop. a smoke machine 
belches out thick, grey fumes with a 
noise like a badly lien Iced chain 

fresh faced cameramen in loafers 
home in on strained and !meeting 
countenances for take after take 

Two hours. Four songs. The heat between the are lights and the fag ends 
on the floor. 

And Smalls the break: "OK. Thanks 
for sour help. Everyone back at two e'rlock sharp." 

Everyone except the Adverts. 
They're gigging in Manchester that night. They,. e done their bit. They're 
in the ran. They're gonna be on 
tele% ision. Join us in a IEV/ minutes 

. . 

M A Y BE a fool for trusting/Maybe a 
foci for following/The God of wisdom 

of love -But I'm riding with the New church Relying on the New 
church And a new word. 

I The Adverts: 'New Church') 

It was a trying process. Filming was 
due to start at 10. but Gaye Advert's late 
arrival, a malfunctioning bass and a 
power cut did little to help matters. 
Nobody's happy. Nothing's helping. 
After two hours on the sidelines the 

manager simply says: '11 you want an 
interview with Gaye you go and ask 
her." Easy as that. We do. We do it. 

Turns out it was the last thing she was 
expecting. Or wanted to dol It's Tim 

) Smith's band, in a way, you see. 
He writes the songs, he does the 
serbals. They don't want Gaye, you 
see, to be mistriderstood . . the 
wrong emphasis placed and so on . . . 

you see, 
"Me never know what's going on," 

she complains. "I never know what's 
going on. Everything gets so 
confusing. There's never time to get 
any thing right. Oh . . . It's always the 
tame." 

Well be back after this. . 

THE GREAT British mistake. Was 
looking for a way out/Was getting 
,rtiplacent/ Not noticing the pulse was 

raring The mistake was fighting the 
!hang,. Was staying the same. 

The Adverts: 'Great British Mistake') 

After two hours under the floodlights 
and makeup the fun Is over. Or maybe 
it's just starting. 

"We don't want to be famous. Or 
rather I don't want to be famous. All 
those pop bands are great at posing 

leave it to them. I hate having my 
photograph taken too. I always feel a 
right idiot, especially when someone 
tries to make you a sex symbol . . . 

)(inset furious." 
Success never changed things. But 

you've had a chart single, you've been 
on Top Of The Pops, you've just done a 
T% special? (Incidentally. under the 
untatve title of 'The Beat Of British'. 
the aforementioned lea Mike Mansfield 
special featuring the Adverts, Rich 
Kids, Damned and (itineration X, being 
filmed . . now). 

"No. I Just want to get on with It. I 

hate all the other bit - except playing. 
It's all the little things that I want to get 
right: I'm some sort of perfectionist I 

suppose. 
"There's so much technical stuff to 

worry about, so much more I want to 
learn about bass playing. I like 
discussing musical Ideas with friends 
more than anything . . . how to fit in 
chords and things. I want to keep 
Improving my technical ability " 

Rack - after the break. 

WE'RE JI :ST bored teenagers, Looking 
for love, or should I say. emotional 
ragesilored teenagers -Seeing our 
selves as strangers 

(The Adverts' 'Hared Teenagers') 

t:r, are you conscious of It stage 
Image, For instance, you don't smile a 

kit 
"I don't because I'm never that 

happy. It's all those technical problems 
again. Or stupid people shouting 'get 
'en, off'. Then' are a new occasions 
though . . she smiles. Rather it's a 

scatterbrained, nervously diarniwilve 
grin. 

GA YE smile plea,e 
Gaye doesn't talk a lot about the group'. songs, or shall we ray the 

group's 'stance'. She'll refer you to Tim 
(TV) Smith, Adverts' mentor, singer 
and songwriter. 

Instead she seizes even opportunity 
to return and gabble about bass 
playing. About strings and frets and 
things. About her new "expensive" 
bass, apparently tome custom-built for 
Slade. 

"I'd like to think I had musical 
influence, although the songs are 
Tim's. I like the style of lead bass 
playing. I like the new single ('Safety 
In Numbers') as a musical song. I don't 
worry much about the words." 

Join us again after this. 

TO THINK you could change 
things/Here we all are the latest 
craze/Stick with the crowd, hope it's not 
a passing phaseiTo think you could 
change things/It's Just safety in 
numbers 

(The Adverts' 'Safety In Numbers') 

Gaye flits about, conversationally 
speaking. A series of breathless, half. 
swallowed sentences tumbling out. 
More anecdote than explanation. 

And a lot more about bass guitars. 
She hadn't thought about the thought 

of being a 'selling point' of the band and 
dismisses the suggestion. "I just want 
On play." She denies the suggestion that 
she appeared naked In u 'girly' 
magazine but read the letter anyway, 
talks instead of the rush of getting to 
Manchester that night, not being able to 
get home to change and "my parents 
going beserk not knowing where I am, 
what's going on or anything . . 

She talks about her admiration for 
Iggy - "he Is to me what Elvis was to 
some people" - about meeting him and 
displays her studded collar, In fact a 

present from the Ig himself. 
"I hate hotels on the road," she slips 

in "No record player - no 'lust For 

She talks about Tony Sales - you 

guessed it, boss player on the Iggy 
tour. About a had back which 
necessitates the odd visit to the 
osteopath. 

She's not rich - "I still need a warm 
jacket for the winter, I'm still wearing 
this one I borrowed last January!" 

She may he on the serge of being 
famous but doesn't want to be. And she 
doesn't - and perhaps why should she, 
or perhaps again why does anybody - 
have a quick reply about that dogeared 
old question: how do you align 
professionalism In 'music' (pure and 
simple) with all the other time 
consuming, hardworking, sweat -guts 
and )showman ship effort Involved In 
getting it to the people? 

'I'd just like to have some time to 
practise," she afters. "To expand some 
musical ideas . ." 
TUN PRESS are looking for their own 
answers 'Cos theie's no safety In 
numbers anyway Oe in the new wave 

(The Adverts. 'Safety In Numbers') 

And that's all for today. Well be back 
at the same time tomorrow night. Don't 
forget to switch off your set before you 
go to bed. Thank you and goodnight. 
Normal Gaye Advert will be resumed 
&stone as possible. 

Nov 
15th 
18th 
19th 
20th 
21st 
22nd 

COMING YOUR WAY 

BARBARELLAS Birmingham 
ERIC'S Liverpool 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION Ilkley 
TIFFANY'S Shrewsbury 

MARQUEE London 

END OF TOUR NO. 1 

TOUR NO.2 STARTS SOON. 
AGENCY ASGARD PAUL CHARLES TEL NO 734 3426 
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* * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SUCCESS SPELLS 
SHOWADDYWA 
SHOWADDYWADDY - please spell the name right - are the people's band. Showaddywaddy - please get the country right - are an English band. Showaridywaddy - please get the figures right -- are a very successful hand. A owdel of efficiency from the slick seventies combined with a passably affectionate nostalgia for the rock ' n roll of the fifties, no leas. They come from Leicester They return home as often as possible, eschewing the bright lights for the 'country boys at heart' philosophy 

Their eight -man line- 
up. featuring such dark. 
brooding and romantic 
characters as Malcolm 
The Duke' Allured and 
Romeo Challenger. has 
remained unchanged 
since they with New Fares 
In liT73 

by JOHN SHEARLAW 
They're also in the 

running for some official 
unofficial world record or 
other for keeping up a 
staggering average of 
over 200 gigs a year 

"TRUST WHAT 
YOU KNOW" 

Just learning about something is really enough. 
You have to trust yourself to use the knowledge That's 
having confidence How use could I do something as 

compkated as dins - 

And if you haven't used tampons yet. knowing 
more about Tampa.: tampons' protection can give you 
another kind of confidence That's why youll find 
instructions and answers to the questions young 
women most often ask nude every packet 

&impels tampons The more you know about them. 
the more you trust them 

The internal protection more women trust 

And, wait for it 
they sell records by the 
barrowload! Millions 
can't be wrong, as they 
say. Showaddywaddy 
are a delightful, home- 
grown phenomenon fit to 
rank with pasteurised 
milk. National Health 
glasses and chips with 
nippy sauce' 

Who cares - they don't - if brothel-creepered 
Teddy Boys dance glee- 
fully around funeral 
pyres of burning Sho- 
waddywaddy singles' 

Singer Dave Bartram 
and drummer Romeo 
Challenger wrestle with 
their Image and toss out 
their answers with the 
well -drilled efficiency of 
their stage set. 

Like ''We don't want to 
recreate the past," 
asserts Bartram_ "We've 
always felt we can 
revitalise oldies - if we 
do them - and give them 
the Showaddywaddy 
style That, after all. Is 
what the public wants . 

and It's been proved 
time and time again 

"We've never slagged 
off Eddie Cochran or 
anybody and we'd be the 
first to acknowledge the 
debt we, and everybody 
else, owe to the music of 
the fifties But It's us - 
our successful formula - 
that gets the hits_ " 

Romeo Challenger Is 
even more emphatic: 
"We've never tried to be 
too clever and we know 
what we want out of our 
business. And it does, 
sure, get harder and 
harder to keep coming up 
with something new for 
every single; you always 
think 'will the public want 
the same" But it's the 
eight -man team that 
decides what is right, 
what the mixture will 

Since the merging of 
Cholse and the Golden 
Hammers to form the 
group in Leicester in 1973 
that mixture has been 
decidedly right, with a 
stringahlts on the old Bell 
label, the first four of 
which were their own 
compositions The group 
feel many people have 
forgotten this 

Right from the start 

they've been as much a 
'live' act as a hit -record 
machine. 

"You could say It was 
half and half, stage and 
studio," says Bartram 
"But it's our stage art 
that keeps our audience 
so strongly behind us. 

"We don't represent 
stunning musicianship, 
we don't retreat Into 
ourselves or anything like 
that. We're just pure, 
straight -forward all- 
round entertainment 
always have been " 

"And that's where the 
people's band bit comes 
in," adds Romeo with a 
smile. "You're working, 
you're getting from the 
audience and they're 
getting from you.. 

"Let's face It, It's a 
warm feeling You're 
doing your job as well as 
possible All the tensions 
come out on stage " 

The continued success 
of Showaddywaddy live 
is, seemingly, as enthu- 
siastically relentless as 
their chart success Via 
Baileys, Batley and thus 
to Mecca they've deliv- 
ered a happy, mostly 
healthy dose of pop'n'roll 
to audiences ranging 
from those born the year 
Buddy Holly died to those 
old enough to be his 
grandparents. 

They're not theatric, 
outrageously flashy or 
even particularly authen- 
tic. But the combination 
of 'fun' music and fast- 
moving action - which 
never relies on just one 
front man - has earned 
them a sizeable niche In 
the British pop fan's 
heart. 

And perhaps It's one 
they're never fully given 
credit for. 

Opines Bartram 
"We'd like to go down as a 
band who had their own 
style. One who livened up 
Britain a bit when It was 
in a sorry state 

Even as the mother 
country picks herself off 
the canvas Bartram and 
Romeo Challenger reveal 
the exciting future ahead 
of Showaddywaddy. 
This, indeed, before their 
first major London 
concert for some time - 
almost an unusual occur- 
rence for the band. 

"We've cut down on 
cabaret a bit recently," 

eve never 
slagged off N 
Eddie Cochran' 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

they chorus "And we're 
playing a lot more 
concerts now. We've 
never reached a situation 
where we can relax 
there's so much still to 
do " 

The group have actual- 
ly 'cracked' the market in 
Europe record -wise but 
they confidently feel there 
Is more Income 

"We can't stop now, 
there's still half the world 
to reach yet," ventures 
Romeo. 

"And I've always felt - 
and yes, you can print 
this - that the record 
company never did 
enough for us," Bartram 
continues 

"It was fine In the old 
Bell days but with Arista 
we ARE their top -selling 
act and we're not well 
regarded - and some- 
times not even men- 
tioned. 

"We can't be an 
embarrassment to them 
because we're successful 
and we sell records. Yet 
we've never been given a 
decent crack at the 
States, and this despite 
other people 'reworking' 
oldies. They don't give us 
the right incentive. And 
remember that our last 
flop was an Arista choice 
and not ours. See what I 
mean' 

"Anyway, we're happy 
within ourselves, so we'll 
always come bouncing 
back." 

Just you watch_ 
Don't be too clever 

Don't be too self- 
indulgent. You'll get 
there In the end. The 
formula for success the 
Showaddywaddy way... 

Even the 'oldies' leave 
Teddy Boys baying at 
'Under The Moon Of 
Love', even if the 'newles' 
are production -line pop, 
even if . . bah' 

A million people can't 
be wrong. And they've 
got their own band to 
prove it. Here's to the 
next 250 gigs, chaps. 
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Record Mirror. November 19, 1 

Write to Mailman, Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre. 
London WC2E 

Pull the 
other one 

ON THE way In the dentist the other day I picked up a copy of your rag' Yea' Rag"' I laughed so much I didn't need nio °came when the doe drilled I got a load dental work coming over the next two months - I I II get a "'Ascription to help keep your ."- mag above oily vial( rs Marten 441041.1-e. Shelton, Stoke -on -Treat. 
5.1. where's your dentist - off the coast of r.r: Aberdeen 

Forgotten 
5-; Feld') 

i AM very much fed up 
and disappointed with 
the TY There dies in Britain the biggest 
superstar Marc Bolan 
and nothing happens 
About the two Yankees. 
Ring and Elvis they are 
making that big story. 
Showing flints Is it that 
Mare Bolan is already 
forgotten by the TV society' The whole 
thing is very sad. A 
showing of 'Born To 
Boogie would not only 
please me but many 
other Bolan tans and 
am sure a lot of neutral 
people trio Get It on 
Roll. the Swiss Bolan 
freak. A viemore. 

Raglan Rolf. 

Omission 
%' HAVING BEEN stupid 

enough to sit down and listen to Radio 
Luxembourg's Teenage 
Raves 1957-1077, I was 
astonished to find that 
Marc Bolan was omitted 
from the early seventies 

.c*.= 

MARC BOLAN 
period Bolan and T Res 
were the innovators of 
glam rock and were 
followed by the likes of 
Slade. Sweet and Gary 
Glitter. Yet here was 
Barry Midis playing the 
following through Bo- 
lan's peak years, 1971- 
1973 Slade, David 
Cassidy. Osmonds 
What did Marc have to 
do to gain recognition, 

ACROSS 
A hit single In The *Ley 
Of LAP (7.4. 
Sable idt from Pin-Vgal 
(11) 
sal Montane' hit (3.3) 

II Jews.. or Pelee tai 
IS Wirer.. the Player 

come from (4) Il The, recently em- 
barked on another 
might time night (4) 

lu Mr %Lune 
IS Made chart comeback 

last year with 'Leal 
Without four rise' (11) 

LS The *eight of Tree's 
sots 13 

19 a IS .true 11/62 VrdbIrd' hit. 
rail) re. performed 

the by Money M (6.2.3 
Mrs John Unman 13 

21 See 14 Donn 
LA Mee 8 Dow 
24 Rod's producer Mr 

114(4111. (2( 
16 -Treble. or Murray III 
21 35 down left hit 

single for Sonny and 
thee, mlaleadlnr. like 
a Iota years Wier they, 
were d l e °reed 
(3.1.4,4,2.3) 

30 bealle firs) Apple 
angle (3,41 

SS tarry pop group 
3$ See 10 Arrow 
$4 filacies' Mirnaker. fern 

laming Ha, heed 
S7 so Boon Modern 

lessors' leader *lib the 
ra.410 on 10,1 I 

$6 /4errnan Hermit.' 
leader (3, 

! Ste, 3 Dowe 

(DOWN Rubin. Muri,e end 
Harry'. Mother just 

11. 1 114 your 
everything (4.4/ 

1 LIM -supporting hit 
Masi. 11 I 

3 Left The Incredible 
flag 'bind and gabled 
mined Reputation 

1St 
4 Double 'A' aide with 

Maggie May (6,2,7, 
8 15 arecni 1973 Midi 

The 11100ple clsaalc 
14,4,3.11, 

He made a mighty mark 
pop hktory whether 

you like g or not Stroll 
on 
A disgusted T Res fanatic. Hayward. 
Heath. 

Stinker 
I THINK Keith Althorn 
from Epsom stinks 
How dare he say Rick 
Paean Is a dummy. I 
think he is the sexiest 
thing on two legs 
Gill. Manchester. 

I ou'U get mer It. 

Propaganda 
AM disgusted to find 

that RECORD MIRROR 
has now become another 
propaganda element In 
the British war machine 
to suppress the Irish 
Sayler, Eire. 

Eh? What? It's been 
a strange morn. 

fog . . . 

Why Oh 
Why? 
WHY ARE The Jam so 
brilliant? Why Isn't 
Paul Weller God' How 
can he be so AWARE so 
OBSERVANT and so 
YOUNG' Why is Rick 
Buckler (hi babe) so 
Incredibly supremely 
beautiful' Why doesn't 
he come round to my 
place? Why does the sun 
go on shining? Why has 
Bruce Foxton got such 
nice hair (couldn't leave 
him out, could l' I I'm 
finished now Thank 
you 
Jam fan (female), The 
Headland', North- 
ampton. 

Wall right. That'll 
be t5 (for us, not you). 

JAM 

Regal 

Write Up 
IF QUEEN Victoria 
worked in your office 
I'm sure you'd give her 
the new wave reviews to 
write 

Plicwood Il IIII 

rill. 111.1111r11 
111111011111 Ell di INIIII EU 

IN 
II ME AM MIMI 

11 IN 
11111111111111111111111111111111 111 MIMI III 

1111111111111111111 1111111M111 

1.1111.1.111611.1111111 AMIN 
ill111111111111111.1111111111 

0 23 our's. Donald 
and Waller 

IS, ' band lea) 
7 Tasteful guitarist (4) 

They They had number of 
III mingle, In the early 
seventies., the biggest 
one being '.tulle Do I 
lose Me' IAA) 

Is Fie asst for .rim on 
July 3. IMO. never to 
resurface (5.31 

13 (hi original 'It'. Not 
The Spotlight' (St 

14 21 .romi Watford Fr 
chairman 15,4, 

17 Hess,, breathing hit 
matter (5,4) 

21 The Heade. were there 
and everywhere (41 

23 Sandy 
lain,. III 

IS David Eases single, 
group (Or country (7) 

26 See 37 Meat. 
20 Patti Smith told tn. 

shout Ills Ethiopia (51 

welt Down 
31 Lk down Reach Boys' 

108.3 So. I (2.2,0) 
32 LP tide for the heal o 

Jethro Tull (1,1) 
33 Seer! Arrant 
36 bowie label let 

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION 
A( ROSS: 1 Buffalo 
Springfield. N (ilr I like 
You. 10 Teaser. II Elsie 
Presley 14 Three Step. is 
Ilmat en 17 Ayers. IS 

IN Man. 20 Banjo. 21 
brown 22 Hill. 23 Loot 24 
'flow 26 Della. 27 Bob. 26 
HA. 00 John. SI Floe. 38 
Jack The. 34 Dan. 38 
Sutherland Mothers., 

DON., 1 Rigger Than 
Moth Of l'o. I Forever. 3 

All I See la You. 4 See. 3 

Tree Electric Band. 6 
Essex. 7 Derek And The 
Dominoes. 9 Yea II Rat 
Scabies 13 Elton. 15 
Pillow Talk. In Vanilla 
FUdge. 28 Mr. 27 Sloe. 29 
Teat. 30 J.H. 32 Jar. 
Tod. 

Ann Vernon, Sutton. 
The Royals have 

always been good nt 
waving. 

Barry s 

pregnant 
pieces? 
IF BARRY Cain thinks 
verbatim plagiarism 
from the works of such 
great literati as Edgar 
A Poe and Lord Byron 
is either clever or makes 
a good record review, he 
Is labouring under a 
gross misapprehension 
His review of the Sex 
PistOls' album was one 
of the most grotesquely 
(sic) pregnant pieces of 
literature it has been my 
misfortune to read. 

The nauseatingly pre- 
tentious gesture of 
trying to prove his 
Intellectuality by using 
these quotes, combined 
with the indescribably 
bad taste of associating 
these gentlemen with 
such groups was to me 
sickening 
Yours disrespectfully, 
Michael Howe, 
Edinburgh. 

All right sunshine, 
come down here and say 
that. 

Ecstatic 
Elton 
I AM one big Elton John 
freak (only one' - Ecil 
I was personally at the 

.concert on Thursday 

SEX PISTOLS 

ELTON JOHN 

last Let me tell you it 
was three fantastic 
hours of dandruff flying 
about, aching hands and 
feet from stomping and 
clapping . . 

I decided to watch It 
on TV on Monday night 
and it was the biggest 
load of s ---I've seen in all 
my life I would 
personally like to 
strangle the editor for 
producing the worst 
filming of a concert yet, 
it was worse than 
TOTE'. 

They didn't show the 
best part of the concert 
which was KW Dee 
singing 'Don't Go 
Breaking My Heart' 
plus Stevie Wonder who 
Joined In 'Bite Your 
Lip' Anybody who 
didn't go to the concert 
and watched it on TV 
must have thought It 
was the worst concert he 
had ever done. Believe 
me, It was not. 
Dave, Southend. 

Super 

Seconds! 
I JUST saw a band at 
the Thames Poly called 

Second Avenue who 

gig ever They were 
superb' But what I'd A. 
like to know where IS 

the recording contract. 
Why isn't the band up id, 
with Genesis. Queen. 
Yes' I know all the 
record companies aren't 
interested in anything 
other than new wave at 
the moment. Isn't there % 
someone who spots j. 
Instant talent and gives % 
(filar( like Second 
Avenue a break' If 
you'd been there to hear 

you'd know how 
criminal the injustices if.; 

of the music game can 

SI. While, Thane Poly. 
London, SE IS. 

of them. Have they tried 
Sorry, never heard 

for a contract? Have 5 
they given their list of % 
tour dater to the I pfront 
page? Are you a 

member of this band? 

Cheers 
PETER POWELL Is not 
a creep. Peter Powell % 
isn't even a patronising 
creep. Pete. It may % 
surprise you, in a very j, 
good DJ and will do % 
Radio One a power of 
good In the three and a % 
half years I have f.;;;;- 

listened to him on Luxy % 
he has always cheered 
me up and made me 
smile (makes me fall 5....; 

about in hysterics - 
Mailman) 

We met him a couple 
of times and have been % 
to a few of his live H.,* 
appearances He de- 
serves everything he * 
achieves Sheila Pro- % 
phet's interview with 
him was good but the j 
one she did with Eric 
Faulkner a few months 
back was even better 
belated congrats) Tell 

me. how do I get Les 

place' 
alone at his 

Anon. 
D'you really want 

to? 

Come back 
Alex 

WHAT DOES Alex 
Harvey think he's 
playing at by cancelling % 
his tour so suddenly' 
We've waited a year and % 
a half to see the band * 
play together again and % 
If he wants to retire why 
doesn't he wait until 
after the tour' Doesn't 
he realise we need him' 
Anyway, he's got to ,4 
come to Newcastle 
because I'm going to % 
marry him. I know he's 
married to Trudy, but I % 
don't mind sharing If 
she doesn't. But II I % 
can't marry Alex I'll (.1;;;. 

marry Johnny Rotten, 
but only If he dyes his 
hair black again. 
Loyal SAHB freak 
Newcastle. I 

PS I think Barry Cain i";?.:: 

writes stupid things 
what don't make sense % 

normal' 
can't he write 

Because he's not. 57 
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M ',of 19, 1977 

Lucky 
escape 
after 
all 

I'VE BEEN going out 
with a 15 -year Old girl 
far three weeks now and 
feel I love her She can 
be very seductive and 
one evening she came 
Ay to my house while my 
parents were out and 
asked me to make love 
In her Although I 
desperately wanted to. I 
couldn't get an erection 
and she finished with me 
there and then 

1 was feeling very 
depressed but when I 

went to bed later I 
managed to get an 
erection This is a very 
embarrassing situation 

V for me and I don't want 
In see my doctor about It 
as he knows my 
parents Please tell me 
a hat's wrong with me 
and what I can do about 

cireximstartees Chia was a number of girls but am probably just &swell. too shy to ask anyone If you had made lose out (bold you please there's a good chance advise me on what to that you'd both have say in a girl in order to had an even bigger get a dale I get on well shock if she'd become with my mates - but pregnant. So don't feel I must go out with a mourn for too long over girl soon your loot lose of three Neil, Chigwell weeks. and so you shalt. While your ![.Girl, 
may be extremely Slaking and and 
desirable and aurae. 
Use, she doesn't sound tIonships always In thevolyes a determined moat understanding 
sampette you're ever effort. Someone has to 

make the first move and 
Think about It - you finding a girlfriend Is no 
may have had a lucky exception to the general 
escape from a relation. rule. 
ship that doesn't seem to Even 

able to 
you've 

going for It In the first the plunge before. 
take base had too much 

ne 

I HAVE injured my nose 
there's always a first place. and it looks disfigured 

Stop beating your !tote and you're a big I've already considered 
brains out, everyone has boy now. You want a paying for it to be 
laughable experiences girlfriend, so get your reshaped by plastic 
and gets a boot in the courage together 

and surgery and wonder if 
ego sometime, but find her. No one else can you could give me any 
there'll be plenty more deft for you. 

It's a safe bet that would 
how much this 

girls in your life. 
Even so, when you while some of your get in touch with a 

have a good sexual mutes have steady plastic surgeon 
relationship with a girl, dates, others feel the Steve, Derby 
for your own protecdon same any as you do. The simplest way to 
as much as for your Why not arrange to go contact a surgeon who 
girlfriend', sake re. out together sometime': specialises In this area 
member to use a reliable You'll find it easier to of cosmetic surgery into 
form of contraception. meet and get to know go along to your family 

new people If you're in a doctor who can refer you 
Kenny, Aberdeen 

mind that It's a criminal gr°up' to a specialist who can 
It's worth bearing In 

OK. so your pride and If you already know a help, although he is not offence to have sexual confidence have been girl you like a Inc and obliged W. Intercourse with a girl slightly dented but there she's unattached too, host reputable plastic under 16 and using isn't much else wrong you're halfway there. surgeons won't accept COULD YOU please tell me how old his favourite singer is Does he have a reliable contraception with you. You're clearly can prevent the dual Just do some homework you a4 a patient without Emerson Lake and Palmer are, fan club' capable of having an and find out what a letter of introduction whether they're married and where M Lyon, London tragedy of an unwanted erection when you're interests you base in 
more relaxed. so you got pregnancy and double. common - maybe you 

from another doctor. they live 
list of 

they live. 
G Dale, Bradford. trouble with the law. what it takes ain't yea. both like horror movies specialists or send your Frankie was born in Bridgeton. 

Seems like your or disco sounds or want list of expert,. operating Keith Emerson is SS, Carl Palmer 27 Glasgow, on November 2. 1949 and grew 
girlfriend's unexpected Too to see a certain gig for in your area because and Greg Lake 30. Keith and Greg are to be 5ft 7In tall. He can't name a 
approach simply came instance. there is no official married but Carl Isn't. They all have favourite singer but among those who 
as a bit of a shock - you Once you know rough- register of plastic properties in various parts of the world spring to mind are Ray ('barb's. Bobby 
were excited, tense, ly what you're going to surgeons In this coon. and nowhere is home. Bland, Otis Redding and Solomon 
probably nervous too shy say, simply open your Burke. ...rankle doesn't hose a fan club \ 
and naturally couldn't mouth and say it. Even 

try. Burke. 
what can you do If PLEASE COULD you tell me when and but for information write to Chrysalis 

manage instant action 1 AM iv and have never if the words don't come your doctor refuses to where Frankie Miller was born. I'd Records, MiVical Oxford Street. London 
on demand. In the had a girlfriend I fancy out quite as you .. put you In touch with a also like to know how tall he is and who WI. 

Edited by SUSANNE GARRETT. 27 A 

Send your problems to Help, Record 1 
Mirror, 40 Long Acre. London WC2E 
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expected you'll have 'possible to contrail a '. 
broken down the bar- venereal disease from a 

sex . 

rier of shyness and rnrnthrr of your own \ 
may be pleasantly S. It' Impossible 
surprised al the re to diagnose exactly k 
sponse you get. *hal this rash could be 

Don't he too upset lilt from a letter alone you 
doesn't click the first MUST take qualified: 
time. The molted line medical adyire. There 
gets easier with prat- Is no way yeti ran rare 
the. Millions have done this rash yourself. 
It - so can you. But U If you don't want to 
you don't ask, it'll never consult your family 
happen. dema go along to the 

Nottingham Special 
Clinic. Perth Flame, ,,, 
Pawn Street. Soiling. '' 
ham (next to the 
General Hospital, A, 

The clinic. which \ 
deals with a range of 
genital conditions, will 
keep your visit In .\ 
complete confidence ; 

and you don't hese Is ; \ 
make an appointment. X 

Opening hours are 
Monday Friday, I. 
IL 30 am. Monday and 
Thursday .4 6.30 pm 
(lei. Nottingham 
Coss). 

New 
nose 

specialist? Visit another 
prOCUMener !V.& private 
patient and rare,- on 
from there. 

But before you make 
any move It's worth 
deriding whether you 
really need an oper 
Alton. Unless you're 
referred for an raper 
anon under the National 
Health Service land this 
only happens In extreme 
cases), cosmetic sur. 
gory is expensive. 
You'll have to pay 
anything between IMO 
and (400 for this 
operation - and once 
It's happened you can't 
go back. 

So take a good look at 
yourself In the mirror. 
Do you really need a 
new nose or doe your 
ego need a bit of a boost? 
Think about it. Maybes 
revamped image, new 
clothes and a change of 
hairstyle would not only 
do the trick but save you 
some bread ton. 

White 
rash 
FOR ROUGHLY four 
years now I've had 
white spots on my 
testicles and although I 
get no pain from that 
region of my body I am 
wondering what them 
spots mean 

I have never had 
sexual Intercourse with 
a girl as I have 
homosexual tendencies 
and have practised sex 
with a boy. Is it possible 
to contract venereal 
disease from a member 
of my own sex? Have 
you any idea what this 
rash could be' Is there 
any treatment I can 
take myself' 
David. Heanor 

although many people 
don't realise this it is 

FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your letters 
to Record Mirror. 40 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JT 
Please don't send a stamped addressed envelope as we 

can't answer your letters individually. 

STAR SNAPS BACK 
TIME IS TIGHT 

SOUL LIMBO 

BOOKER T & THE MG'S 

STAX 2001 

THEME FROM SHAFT 

DO YOUR THING 

ISAAC HAYES 
STAX2002 

JOHNNY TAYLOR 
STAX 2005 

Twelve classic soul tracks 
on six singles, six twofers. 

And these are only the 
beginning. 

Coming in January are 
albums from Albert King, The 

PRIVATE NUMBER 
MY BABY SPECIALIZES 

DO THE 

FUNKY CHICKEN/ 
THE BREAKDOWN PT. 1 

I'LL TAKE YOU THERE 

IF YOU'RE READY 

(Come Go With Me) 

Emotions and Fat Larry's Band. 

If you have any favourite 

Stax tracks that you would like like to 

see re-released, write to Stax, 

EMI Records Ltd., 9 Thayer 

Street, London WI. 
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STICK ONE ON 
BADGES THAT are silly, badges that are clever round badges, square badges, 
badges that are rude. We get 'em all the time. You can get most of them too. Record shops do a good sideline in 
badges. You can declare your allegiance 
to the group of your choice by advertising 
them on your lapel. We get lots sent in every week and thought you'd like to see 
the cream of our collection. 

The new idea is to have badges that 
light up when you close the pin - there 
are two here. One is for AC DC and the 
other is for Yachts. Some have a series 
which run in sequence, like the Stiff 
collection which reads "Sex . . . " "And 
Ian Dury" "and drugs . . . " "and rock . . 

" ''and roll . .". Or the two which were 
issued for the Jethro Tull album: "Too 
old to rock and roll . . . " . . too young 
to die". 

There are rare ones - like the 
enameled toff in the top hat and monocle 
which was issued at the release of the 
Faces' LP 'Ooh La La', or the American 
emblem of the Eagle which arrived when 
the Eagles were big. 

The Sex Pistols had- as big a hit with 
their badge of the Queen with a safety pin 
through her lip as they did with the 
'Anarchy' single. At the opposite end of 
the scale, Hughle Green retaliated with 
his 'Stand Up And Be Counted' badge (a 
real gem in badge circles, that). 

The Tom Robinson Band have their 
symbol of the clenched fist on their 
badge, while the Fabulous Poodles have a 
ridiculous pink poodle on theirs. There's 
a really flash (and rare) enamelled badge 
of a Hummingbird (from the band of the 
same name) which is surprisingly 
tasteful and only displays the name of the 
band on the back. 

Fun badges include the Muppets' Great 
Gonzo, Iggy's which is square, and Thin 
Lizzy who made a break through with 
their mirror badge (designed by a fan in 
Newcastle). Others, like those for Marc 
Bolan, have passed into history. It was 
unfortunate that on the day Bolan died, I 
was wearing a badge which proclaimed 'I 
Don't Care' - I was accosted by a Bolan 
fan on the underground, who took the 
message personally. 

If you think you've got a better 
collection - let us know! 

4i_ 

KEY TO BADGES 
1 ShakIn' Stevens and 

the Sunsets 
2 RadloStars 
3 Cor Baby That's 

Really Free 
4 The Saints 
5 Roy Wood 
6 Abbe 
7 Yachts 
8 The Eagles 
9 Ruts lour cartoon 

character) 
10 'Today Croydon - 
Tomorrow Bromley' 
11 Buzzcocks 

12 Hummingbird 
13 999 
14 Graham Parker 
BS Stranglers - 'No 
More Heroes' 
16 Ian Dury and 
17 Drugs & 
18 Rock & 
19 Roll 
20 Every Face Tells A 

, Story 
21 Help The Aged 
22 Jimmy I'ursey Is 
Innocent (Sham 691 
23 Big In Japan 

I 

24 The Lurkers 
25 Jefferson Airplane 
Loves You 
26 The Faces' Ooh La 
La' 
27 Snuff Rock 
28 The Great Gonzo 
29 Stand Up And Be 
Counted - Hughle 

Green 
30 Tom Robinson Band 
31 Vibrators 
32 Thin Lissy 
33 Ramones 
34 Van Morrison 
35 The Stranglers (1 
was a victim of the 
Stranglers) 
36 The Word Is Out' 
37 Kursaal Flyers 

38 Robin Trower 
39 The Pirates 
40 AC DC 
41 Rays Through Walls 
42 Fabulous Poodles 
43 Too Old To Rock and 
roll 
44 too young to die 
45 Off The Rails 
46 Every Day's A Holly 
Day 
47 Generation X 
48 Boomtown Rats 
49 Advertising shake 
well before use 
50 Advertising - eat 
within three days 
51 Advertising - snap 
crackle pop 
52 Advertising I'm 

advertising are you" 
53 Advertising - this 
space Is reserved for 
you 
54 Advertising all 
because the lady loves 
55 Ain't Mlsbehavin' 
58 Iggy Pop 
57 T Rex 
58 The Adverts (Gary 
Gilmour's Eyes) 
59 Alberto Y Lost 
Trios Paranoias 
60 Nils Lofgren 
61 Sex Pistols (God 
Save The Queen) 
92 Boomtown Rats 
63 The King Of Elflands 
Daughter 
64 I Don't Care 
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I4111 R ANIS was In nn 
mend to be inters Waled, 
winch was pnsiseG the 
reason he was In the 
CMS nifty-. It was the 
end of long day of 
inters leas and with 
three more left to do, he 
was considering paying 
off the last three 
Journalists Rut, alas, It 
didn't work. He had to 
talk. 

He pared the floor in 
pair of new Frye booth 
knicterbwrIkers and a 
sharp jacket and top. 
He anneal passed as an 
os regrow a version of 
Michael Jackson except 
the %nice was very much 
deeper. Rawls ea 
platted he had been 
hauled out of America 
for three weeks of 
promotional work to 
'introduce myself to the 
new market and re 
Introduce Myself to the 
old market - the people 
who knew me before 
You'll Never Find 
Another Love Like 
Mine'. 

"So far," he condo 
oed. "I've seen Bir- 
mingham with Basil 
Brush, I did the 
Moppets Show and 
Michael Parkinson's 

proems mnie. also 
done snore sessions for 
the BID' and 'Inter. 
national Cabaret'. 

"Tele, 1Ion work 
doesn't vary all that 
much between rain. 
tries. Obviously some 
American shows base 
nut ssly e budget but 
that's about the only 
difference. 

"You still do this 
contradictions action 
called 'hurry up and 
wait.' You rush to get to 
the studio and then you 
hang around all day.. 

"France is the worst. 
They don't do anything 
they don't want to do. 
They focus the cameras 
and you moss around 
between them. 

Here of course you start work and the second everything 
starts to go right the 
crew breaks for tea. 
This country is tea breaking Itself to 
death." 

Still, last year's 

outwits, success hasn't 
changed Rawls all that 
much. He reckons the 
pressure has increased 

300.000 per rent. Hut he 
stele stays at Honda) 
Inns and gets 
burgers and Rig likes in 
between shows. 

Onto again he Inc patient!) pares the 
floor. So what else is 
new' Well, he's given up drinking and heroine 
the pokeman for 
Budweiser beer. 

"My lob I. to attend 
miscellaneous funs 
bons" he note.. 

"The company fig 
need they'd taken 
enough Out of the 
communities, so now 
they're trying to put 
something back in. 
They're sponsoring all 
kinds oh:alai events. 

"I sing their theme 
song and do all their 

ads. Their slogan is: 
'When you've said Bud 
you've said It all.' So my 
new album is going lobe 
called 'When You've 
Heard Lou You've 
Heard It All'. But I 
think that will sound a 
little Immodest outside 
Budweiser country so 
the title will be different 

%thy with the beer 
permanent], on tap, ha 
Howls given up drink 
loge 

" 'Cause I was bacon 
log an alcoholic," he 
says somberly, Marine 
out of the office a Index. 
"Ever) time I turned 
around someone was 
putting a drink in my 
hand. 

"If you gel on a plane 
you get offered a drink. 
If you go to dinner you 
skit a club after the 
show. Every lime I 

looked down there was 
glass in my hand. I was 
becoming an alcoholic 
without even realising 
it. Sol quit." 

Next for Rawls Is to 
follow Harry Chapin, 
Nell Diamond, Barry 
Manliest and Diana 
Ross to the Broadway 
stage for a one man 
show Just before the 
American holiday of 
Thanksgly log. 

"I don't look at it as a 
challenge," he says in a 
monotone. "I've played 
everywhere In New 
York from the Village 

Gate to the Apollo to 
Lincoln Centre to Mall 
son Square harden. So 
this is just place I 
haven't played before. 
li's a biggie but the 
build up of a one man 
show is kind of silly. 

"%hal does a guy do 
when he does a concert? 

He does a one - man 
show then. The ticket 
prices go from f17 down 
and I'm not too worried 
about Christmas coming 
up. After Thanksgiving 
(the last week of 
November) New York. 
era start worrying about 
buying Christmas 
presents. 

"The biggest problem 
has been that the people 
organising the show 
seem to want to see me 
be anything but myself. 

"Let's face II, I'm a 
pop. jazz. folk and blues 
singer who is currently 
a soul singer. I'm gonna 
do a gospel medley anon 
be a showman. I liked 
Diana Ross's show. I 
want to have the same 
variety except I won't 
make the costume 
changes." 

`NEW YORK SHUFFLE' 

Rook reckon his 
latest album, which in 
Britain will he called 
'Lady Lose, will he 
nearly identical to his 
first album. Tradew 
Inds', a song that Rawls 
rut in 1975, was left off 
his previous albuom and 
tossed onto the Philly 
clean - up campaign 
album. Then Rod 
Stewart recorded it. 
Now it'll be on Rawls' 
next album. 

Other tracks include 
Not The Staying Kind' 
and 'One Life To Live'. 

"I agree with Eddie of 
the (Vila's." Rawls 
chimes in. "The guys al 
Philly are doing entirely 
too much. In addition to - 

their own artists they're 
doing a lot for CBS 
people like the Jack- 
son*. Box Scaggs and 
Johnny Mathias. 

"Gamble and Huff are 
very gifted but when 
you're supplying CBS 
with 35 per cent of their 
hits, of course your own 
label is going to suffer. 

2, 

"It takes away a lot of 
the impel and energy 
that should be going 
down al home in Phil!. 
What ran you dot" 

Kenny Gamble has 
this annoying habit of 
putting little message. 
about human rights on 
the hack of his artists' 
albums. For Ian Rawls' 
nest one he could male 
a pitch for Indian 
rights. No kidding. 

"I'm an honorary 
Indian Chief of the 
Seminole tribe," grins 
Rawls as he wraps up 
the quirk chat. 

"I met an Indian 
named Ho Tooke from 
an area called Big 
Medicine. The Semi 
notes are the only tribe 
That didn't sign the 
peace treaty with 
America. 

Technically it means 
they're still at war with 
America. So, I've put o 
rider In my contract. 
You brow how you can 
cancel a show 'cause of 
bad weather or Illness:' 
In my rider it says you 
can call off the show if 
there's a hostile Indian 
attack." 

I guess when you've 
said 'how' you've said it 
all. Uh. Lout ROBIN 
KATZ 
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Till: RUNAWAYS 
Haat/Dr rfinGth 
Odeon, London 
INSTANT CON- 

VERSION.as soon as Lila Ford hit that 
reaming riff and the 
hand crashed hard into 
Wasted' I saw how 
'rang I'd been 

wasn't expecting 
much, y 'see the first 
Runaways I'd long ago 
filed as a feeble Susi 
Qualm times -five 
scheme of Kim Fow ley' s 
q-owley being a kind of 
I'S Jonathan King with 
artistic pretensions) 

Then when Jackie Fox 
and Cherie Curry left 
this year and the 
revised line. up gave a 
tame performance on 
the Whistle Test, I'd 
assumed them to be all 
washed up But as I say. 
I was wrong 

The girls put on as 
slick and potent a rock 
Mora as you're likely to 
see Like most bands 
three days they aim to 
dispense short and 
sharp Molotov cocktails 
without a let up in pare 
nr a solo that needn't be 
there 

The Runaways' par- 
Ocular variant on the 
three -cord jukebox aes- 
thetic works admirably, 
powered along by Sandy 
West on drums and Joan 
.felt's coarse rhythm 

The material was a 
career cross-section, 
with liberal doses of 
The Runaways' and 

'Queens Of Noise', plus 
tasters for the upcoming 
'Malting For The 
Night'. 

My favourites were 
'Wasted'. 'Schooldaze' 

RUNAWAYS. unreal 

the new singlet. 
Queens Of Noise' Itself 

and a brazen version of 
'Wild Thing'. 

Only their pacing and 
dynamics were lacking 
at all. The closer 
'American Nights' is not 
the best climax possible 
and the odd change of 
pace might not go 
amiss 

But enough of this 
musicology. And sure 
enough. their visual 
appeal is transparent 
There's a fine tension 
between Lila and Joan 
Jett which mirrors their 
musical friction 

Lita's all sleek leath- 
ers, illegal legs and 
feline strut, the most 
sumptuously alluring of 
the four 

Joan's more back. 
alley raunchy, in New 
York urchin apparel. 
Her guitar playing. and 
throaty bellow of the 

voice reflect her appear- 
ance. while Lila spins 
audacious and taut 
hard -rock lead 

New, girl Vickie Blue 
keeps the proverbial low 
profile though sending 
out expert bass trem- 
ors And Sandy West 
hammers away with 
uncanny stamina and 
exactitude, even finding 
breath for a couple of 
lead vocals 

Joan's a good leader 
too She tells everyone 
to stand up at once in 
defiance of the security. 
which any rock 'n' roll 
band worth its stacks 
ought to do at a place 
like the Odeon staffed by 
killjoy bouncers And 
she tries so hard to be 
tough 

Mind you, they've got 
hearts of gold, as the 
tough but tender 'Wait 
For Me' shows They're 
nice girls (not one little 
defect), cheerleaders 

who want to be street 
temptresses - 'Queens 
of Noise Come and get 
It boys " 

The greatest woman 
in rock is Patti Smith 
simply because she's no 
more a female rocker 
than Dylan was a male 
singer, she's Just pure 
rock. 

The Runaways don't 
have that kind of 
transcendence and play 
up their bad girl Image 
In songs like 'Cherry 
Bomb' But that song's 
so gross and carica- 
tured that it's irresist- 
ible and made a great 
encore 

The Runaways are 
like Coke or Disney or 
The Fonz Like all great 
American trash prod- 
ucts they're so blatantly 
unreal, sanitised, rid- 
dled with market via- 
hint). artifice that they 
could never be offen- 
sive, because you could 
never be fooled by 
them Which is tran- 
scendence of a different 
order but just as 
complete. 

Besides, they play 
really fine escapist rock 
'n' roll There were a lot 
of punks in evidence 
which is a little odd 
since The Runaways are 
closer to a US Thin 
tizzy, tight commercial 
heavy metal rock, flash 
and posturing offset by 
street level panache. 

Mind you, 999 were the 
support act and loan 
Jett Is certainly a dead 
ringer for Gaye Advert 

And if I still haven't 
given you sufficient 
reason to see them, you 
must be female, no fun, 
or both 

JOHN KNIGHT 

SPLIT E NZ/THE CORTINAS 
Roundhouse, London 
SUNDAY NIGHT depression sets In as the working 
week once more draws nearer At the same time 
inside the Roundhouse a packed crowd are being 
treated to a true musical extravaganza. The 
Cornrow come on to lukewarm applause but leave 
after three well deserved encores The last time I 

saw them they were capable but somewhat average 
purveyors of punk. In the last four months they've 
changed considerably 

Their musical skills have developed enough to 
produce a far more disciplined attacking sound 
Jeremy Valentine has discarded his boiler suit In 
favour of his grandad's suit which Is baggy in all the 
right places 

Fits casual movements around the stage certainly 
are.. I dynamic but his large figure still remains the 
centre of attraction. In fact physically Jeremy is 
strangely reminiscent of Gary Glitter without the 
pretensions and with a far more powerful voice. 

heir 1 songs are unusually varied with 
independent and defiant pose standing out as the 
highlight of a highly promising set 

And new for something completely different The 

Split Enz musical variety act extraordinaire. From 
their picture they look like cold professional idiots. 
Professional yes but to call them cold idiots would be 
to underestimate their undeniable musical talent. 

Their ridiculous hairstyles have become 
somewhat modified so that now apart from the 
make-up they look almost normal Still, who wants 
to look normal' 

From the moment they appear onstage every one 
of the seven piece band portrays his own 
completely likeable character. Away from their 
disguises the music is unique diversity All their 
songs contain Indescribable charm ranging from 
the simplistic 'Charlie' to the keyboard complexities 
of 'The Great Divide' 

Dusing the encore the painfully shy Noel Cromhle 
steps up to perform his spoons solo, winning the 
hearts of everyone. 

The warmth of the band has transformed the 
crowded punters into a seething mass of swaying 
bodies who sing along in the final, almost music hall 
number 

A totally successful evening Unusual in the fact 
that both bands looked and played as though they 
were enjoying themselves as much as the audience 
PHILIP HALL 

FRUIT EATING 
HEARS 
Queen's Hotel, 
Margate 

THE FRUIT Eating 
Veers - misleading 

name Somehow implies 
a placid vegetarianism 
actually Il was derived 

an old Mates R&H 
bat It but. tat there be 
no 'Initiate, this group 
have a positively carat 
verous approach 

Before the gig the lads 
seemed harmless 

enough but, once on. 
stage, what a transfer. 
matte& Gary Croudace 
became a lumbering, 
bespectacled Yogi bear 
who laughed good 
naturedly while pump- 
ing out the sort of base 
that squashes your 
brain against the back 
of your head 

In great contrast 
Jerry Crozier, a franti- 
cally serious, frenzied 
guitarist assumed the 
proportions of a menac- 
ingly maniac grizzly. 
Then, completing the 

'odd trio' and baby bear 
of the three was Chris 
Crash who relentlessly 
thrashed around on his 
drums throughout the 
set 

The Bears performed 
Term versions of 'Twist 
And Shout', 'Walking 
The Dog' and 'Let's 
Dance' after which 
Gary shouted "Were 
You Dancing' No, you 
bloody weren't" al. 
though it was perhaps 
because the Queen's 
Hotel Hall was comfort. 

ably cosy, rather than 
spacious. 

All the Bears' own 
material was well above 
average Noteworthy 
songs were 'Disco Bop' 
and their single 'Chevy 
Heavy' which was 
repeated for the encore, 
Gary introduced with 
the words "You asked 
for It - be it on your own 
heads," and It was 

Goldllocks may have 
got the porridge but she 
missed some great 
entertainment. GA- 
RETH KERSHAW 

Well-defined Rainbow 
RAINBOW 
Rainbow, London 
THE TIN MAN, the Scarecrow. the 
Lion, a geezer with 'Ritchie Is God' 
embossed on his jacket and some 3000 
punters journeyed to London's Rainbow 
Theatre on Sunday night to pay homage 
to the Wizard In Black and his cohorts 

This was the band's third consecutive 
sell out night at the venue and It 
clicked If Ronnie James DIn had been 
a Scotsman and not a New Yorker he 
would surely have described the 
evening as 'magic' 

To start with there's the set, with that 
vast technicolour rainbow arching over 
the stage the back drop of the fairy 
castle later replaced by a rainbow in a 
clenched fist. The light show is brilliant - brilliant bright and brilliant 
technically. 

Then the audience, on their feet from 
the start, shaking heads, shouting. No. 
It wasn't a heavy metal hippie time 
warp - the majority of the punters 
were aged 15-18 

And there was the music loud, 
powerful rock passages Interspersed 
with more subtle passages from 
Blackmore's guitar, many of which 
were missed by the over - enthusiastic 
audience. 

The band struck form from the start 
with 'Kill The King' through 
'Mistreated' and 'Sixteenth Century 
Greensleeves' to the first high point of 
the night 'Catch The Rainbow' - at 
times melodic, at times menacingly 
violent 

A vocalist has to have some range 
and guts to match Blackmore and 
Powell, or rather to front them and 
Ronnie James Dio does it with supreme 
confidence. He has developed into an 
excellent frontman 

The high was maintained for 'Long 
Live Rock 'N' Roll' - a number to be on 

BLACKMORE powerful 

their next album out sometime In the 
year - spot lights dancing on the 
audience. clapalong time 'Man On 
The Silver Mountain' and the frantic 
head basher next to me bows low In 
worship . 'Still I'm Sad'. 

Cozy Powell's drum solo sets the 
place alight as his drum raiser rises 
high above the stage and ends in a 
blinding flash of white light 

They return for an encore and Ritchie 
delights the kids once again by 
systematically demolishing his guitar 
and squeezing from It all manner of 
weird and wonderful sounds . . 

Suddenly it's all over, the houselights 
go on and Judy Garland sings 
'Somewhere Over The Rainbow' and 
the kids depart, contented. As live 
shows go. Rainbow take a lot of 
beating. JIM EVANS 

THIN LIZZY 
Glasgow Apollo 
NEVER BEFORE in 
the history of rock 'n' 
roll has Glasgow re- 
sponded so intensely 

A week later they're 
still telling the one about 
the Scotsman, English- 
man, Irishman and 
American 

But it's no Joke Thin 
Lizzy for me and the 
7,000 who saw them over 
two nights at the 
Glasgow Apollo are this 
city's four Individual 
heroes for the present 

Take Brian Rob- 
ertson, the 'home' 
guitarist He had his 
fellow Glaswegians In 
the palm of his hand 
with some explosive 
playing. Scott Gorham 
has probably never felt 
so far from home.. 

But then there's the 
man who puts the punk 
Image to shame - tall, 
lean and nasty bassman 
Phil Lynott 

Support band Its this 
what they call new 
wave?) Radiators From 
Space were literally 
booed offstage. 

Their guitarist told 
the crowd in an 
aggravating English 
accent "This time last 
year we were In the 
audience. See If you can 
come up and do any 
better " 

The fact is, you don't 
say things like that to a 
Glaswegian audience 
II means you'll never 
crofts the border again 

So the punters heaved 
punk rock out the 
window and into the 
gutter where It belongs 
Because Glasgow (not 
London) is where the 
entertainers find their 
true worth. And the 
statement goes right 
back to the glorious 
days of the city's 
Alhambra Theatre 

It's the honest, down - 

to earth response that 
makes Thin Lissy such 
an exciting band to 
watch in action 

They kicked off with 
'Soldier Of Fortune' 
from the 'Bad Repute - 
lion' LP and never 
looked back 'Jail- 
break', :Emerald', 
'Warrior', 'Southband', 
'Dancing In The 
Moonlight', 'Johnny The 
Fox', 'Cowboy Song', 
'The Boys Are Back In 
Town', 'Don't Believe A 
Word', 'Bad Reputation' 
and 'The Rocker', they 
played them all. 

They played them 
with guts, with raw 
enthusiasm. They 
played them without 
frills And that's how 
Glasgow likes Its rock 
'n' roll. No blase ideas 
up here, thanks 

After the second 
number Thin Lizzy's 
energy felt like a drain 
reaction - increase the 
pace and response 
literally by the minute. 

Phil Lynott of course 
must relish Glasgow 
They love him He even 
fits in a spot for the few 
girls in the audience in a 
suggestive reflection 
from the spotlight on the 
chrome plate of his has. 
What I'm Trying to say 
Is. he gives the hosepipe 
anew dimension 

Despite the fact that 
Lynott was loaded with 
a cold his performance 
was Impeccable. Ac- 
cordingly his band 
followed suit 

Musically speaking, 
Lizzy are not particular- 
ly inventive, but it's the 
straightforward ap 
prach that makes them 
so Instantly enjoyable 
GORDON PATERSON 

DARTS 
Satellite City, Glas- 
gow 
FINALLY I made It to 
Glasgow's Satellite City 
(above the Apollo) to see 
nine -piece hand Darts 

Sure, they played 
their current hit 'Daddy 
Cool' but as far as the 
disco - orientated 
crowd were concerned It 
could have been 'Daddy 

Who?' I'm sure they 
were expecting the 
Honey M version. 

But let's not take 
anything away from a 
band who were there on 
Sunday for one solitary 
reason' to entertain 

And entertain they 
did Very well actually, 
but It's a pity they were 
booked Into such a 
desperate cattle mar- 
ket. It's been pulling 
them In off the streets in 
their thousands for 
years. The place goes 
back to the days of Joe 
Loss and World War II. 

Maybe you're asking 
if Darts were on target 
They were. 

But I wouldn't go so 
far as to say a 'treble 
20' How about a double 
18 for entertainment 
value? 

The band features 
eight guys and a 
scantily -clad leopard - 
skinned black lady Rita 
Ray whose thighs can 
wrap mine any day. 
Although I'm not sure if 
any of the crowd (age 
group 17.201 care much 

There are four vocal- 
ists; three guys and the 
aforementioned bit of 
real woman At one 
stage they reminded me 
of Deaf School visually 
but Darts have lots more 
going for them. 

The numbers were too 
similar to list 

One of the vocalists 
summed it up when 
Introducing 'Daddy 
Cool' "I hope it's worth 
it," he said. "Maybe It 
wasn't Thank you for 
putting it where it la, 
anyway " 

You can't be over. 
constructive about such 
a fun group but I 

enjoyed them And 
although I wouldn't pay 
to see them or buy the 
album Darts deserve 
success for their sheer 
innocence 

They're probably the 
beat party band in the 
world. GORDON PA- 
TERSON 
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()ARYL PALI. 
AND JOHN 
OATHS / ERIC 
CARMEN 
Los Angeles 

HALL and John 
'arrived' In Los 

neries last year as one 
the oldest best new 

hands in the business A 
gold records and 

concert, later Flail and 
(hates are back again 
with a new album 

-r- .,sots On A Back 
reel and a new stage 

The University of 
California's basketball 
stadium holds about 

aro people and an 
..-oust capacity crowd 
aria up John Oates in 

gold trousers is first on 
with backing 

.; Kenny Passarelli 
Roger Pope 

!rums. David Kent 
.7.1nestsers. Caleb 

lead guitar (yes, 
,e detected Elton 

..en's old band, now 
Hall and Oates' group 

they look like being 
permanent) and regular 

setae Dechant sax 
Daryl's waving en- 

rance a few minutes 
later only confirms the 

that he's really 
irontman of the duo 

The set Is launched 
with 'Don't Change', the 
more accessible opening 
track of the new album. 
featuring spine- chilling 
guitar work from Quaye 
and equally melting 
falsetto from Hall. 

In the US at least 
audiences at Hall and 

ales concerts are 
getting younger and 
more female (probably 
due to their AM Top 40 
success) and the second 
.umber. 'Rich Girl' 

elicits screams from 
some sections of the 
crowd, 

Oates and Quaye play 
their guitars In perfect 
sync The sound is like a 
well oiled machine, 

ith Daryl's smooth 
sweet voice corn- 
blernented by doo-wop 
from Oates 

Can't Stop The Music' 
from 'War Babies' leads 
straight into° new track 
Why Do Lovers Break 

Each Other's Hearts'. 
their latest single slowly 
nano ing up the charts on 
both sides of the 

Issue 
14, What You Want, Il What You Are' off 

'heir last album show. 
:.SeS Daryl's improvis, 
rig and fluid body 

movements. A very 
.,nimandlng lead sing- 
., he has the dr. 
,porming in their 

seat,. It's satin soul at 
finest and what It 

in spontaneity It 
more than makes up for 

conciseness and 
b.s lure . 

Another new number, 
John Oates' 'Empty 
mess', is reminiscent of 
IOcc. Oates sits croon- 
Ing on a stool centre 
stage No Val Ooonican. 
he throws the stool 
offstage at the end of the 
song (John told me he's 
already hit a policeman 
and two bouncers and 
they're only a week into 
the tour 

Hall's new number 
winged Bull' Is most 

unexpected, cosmic and 
Zeppelinesque. It prob 
ably comes over better 
live than on the album, 
helped by new and 
impressive light show, 
but doesn't rate among 
the best 

Back to normal on 
-Back Together Again', 
a solid pop sound 

A Right 

Pair Of 

Jokers 
featuring excellent sax 
from Charles Dechant. 
And then one of the 
highlights of a Hall and 
Oates show. 'I'm Just A 
Kid' from 'Abandoned 
Luncheonette' 

A wide-eyed street 
punk, John gets his fair 
share of the screams. 
But no, Daryl's taking 
over again with the 
showstopper, 'Sara 
Smile', 10 minutes of 
pure excellence. taut 
arrangements, con- 
trolled falsetto, acea- 
pella, so much better 
live. 

Fans will be pleased 
to hear that some of the 
shows on this tour will 
be recorded for a live 
album, due as the next 
release About time too 

The audience joins in 
with the 'smile' line. 
while Daryl tosses his 
hair and teases the 
girls. The song reaches 
Its climax to a standing 
ovation and the aud- 
hence stays on Its feet for 
much of the rest of the 
show 

The definitive version 
of 'She's Gone' is 
followed by 'Abandoned 
Luncheonette' Daryl 
drapes his arm across 
the mike. John sings 
doo-wop back-up and 
the final touch is 
Dechant's mouth- 
wateringly sleazy sax 

'Gino The Manager' 
leads straight Into 
'Room To Breathe'. 
breathtaking as Oates 
and Quaye play guitars 
chic to chic, and the duo 
exit to much applause. 

Two new numbers for 
the encore 'You Must 
Be Good For Something' 
and 'Bad Habits And 
Infections', for which 
Hall appears as Dr 
Kildare In a white coat. 

And for those who 
thought these guys 
didn't have a sense of 
humour, witness the 
final scene Dr Oates 
appears on stage with a 
three-foot syringe and a 

maniacal look on his 
face. to drag his 
colleague by the neck up 
the back steps and 
offstage 

I'm getting worried 
about John. Daryl says 
he broke his antique 
Egyptian necklace. Is 
this what he calls the 
'aggression' in their 
music? 

The crowd went 
bananas. 

Instead of the *dyer 
Used support act Net- 
work. a white - suited 
Eric Carmen did a good 
job of opening the show 
with his first LA 
appearance. 

Suffering from a bad 
sound system and 
awkward stage manner, 
he didn't really win over 
the audience till the hit 
'All By Myself'. The old 
Raspberry" hit 'Over- 
night Sensation' was 
good as was the Beach 
Boys' soundalthe single 
'Ready For Love' 

Carmen Is arguably 
better as a songwriter 
than a singer, live at 
least, and Andy Glbb, 
Olivia Newton - John 

and Shaun (Mouldy were 
In the audience, possibly 
in search of a new 
single 

SYLVIE SIMMONS 

FRANKIE MILL- 
ER 
Lanchester Poly, 
Coventry 

THE UNPREDIC- 
TABLE Scotsman Is 
back on the road again 
and both he and his new 
line up Full House are 
really blowing. Rarely 
will you see a band hit 
such a peak and such 
togetherness on the 
opening night of a tour 

The craggy voice Was 
powerful as ever. The 
hat and the waistcoat 
are still there And to 
remind you the band are 
now Paul Carrack, ex 
member of Ace, key- 
boards; BJ Wilson 
drums. Chrissie Stew- 
art bass; Micky Moody 
guitar, Chris Mercer 
saxophone, Martin Dro- 
ver trombone 

Each and every one 
adds something to the 
overall sound of the 
band Carrack seems so 
much more adaptable 
than even the talented 
Jim Hall ever was But 
the most notable and 
influential newcomer 
must be the horn 
section They make the 
House Full. 

The material features 
tracks off the last album 
Including John Lennon's' 
'Jealous Guy'. 'Be Good 
To Yourself and Down 
The Honkybonk' and 
some exciting new 
material. 'Can't Break 
Away', 'Ain't Cot No 
Money' and 'Tennessee 
Waltz' - all with the 
familiar Frankte Miller 
stamp but all sounding 
so solid and together 

The pace of the show 
is relentless After just 
two numbers. Frank le Is 
sweating like a pig and 
has to make frequent 
recourse to the towel. 
And hecklers beware, 
Mr Miller Is fine form 
with his banter - "Are 
you a boxer or were you 
born that way," 

Grand finale is a 
rousing, funky version 
of 'Higher And Higher'. 
Catch Full House if you 
ran - they're on fire 
JIM EVANS 

SHOWADDYWAD- 1 

DV 
Hammersmith 
Odeon, Lobdon 
THE RETURN of 
Showaddywaddy to a 5r.:. 

major London stage last 
week proved that their 

to concert hall Is now 
transition from cabaret 

satisfyingly complete. 
The brightly beguiled 

nine -piece group faced a 
sell-out crowd of eager 
fans - including a large 
proportion of young, -;,%; 

scarf- a aving converts ;5,.. 

And while they were .3: 
never particularly ad- 
venturous the band's 
affectionate blend of 
sanitised fifties rock 'n' 
roll and straightforward 
pop was enough to give 
them a heartening 5 
response "' 

ShOwaddywaddy's 
renditions of rockin' 
classics have caused 
more than one ardent 
Teddy Boy to froth into 
his light and bitter but 
for the most part their 
bright and lively :,;;. 

approach is sufficient to 
entertain, if not enthral. 

Theirs is a well - 
rehearsed show, epito- 
mising well -drilled club , 
routines without losing a 
quaint, almost almost ram - 
shackled boy -next-door .a5, 

amateurish charm that 
more than carries off 
any vocal and in- 
strumental deficiencies. 

True, there's no 
raunchy backbeat backbeat nor 
any of the super 5..; 

slickness of the flashy 5... - 
revivalists Yet the 
honest - to goodness 
shines through. A style 
of their own 

The hits and medleys 
were well-known and 
much applauded. With 
'When', 'Dancln' Party' 
or 'Heartbeat' perhaps 
the majority of the 
audience were unaware 
of the original versions 
as it was Showaddywad- 
dy and not a ghost of the 
past they had come to 
see 

Whatever they lack in 
'stars' or even stirring 
dynamism they make 
up for In workmanlike 
professionalism. 

As they say- "Content 
. 9! Entertainment 
value . . 10!!" And 
that makes them to- 
night's winners, ladles 
and gentlemen. JOHN 
SHEARLAW 

STATUS QUO 
Trentham Gardens, Stoke 
HAS IT been a long time, or what? 

No sooner had the finishing touches - not to 
mention ceiling alterations - been put to Quo's new, 
massive lighting rig than the denim army burst In 
for the action 

Literally Door didn't hold them 
The boys are back, no doubt about it The forest of 

forearms Is raised and clapping, the foot - stomping 
and delirious baying starts Immediately. The floor 
shakes and condensation drips down the windows. 

But this Is in a huge, 1.000 - packed together hall 
on a Sunday night In S toke . not the Marquee. 

Rock is, once again, ruled by the Status Quo. 
Behind the speakers delivering earthquake 

rumblings, the white curtains and the projected 
slides, it starts. The new opener -'Caroline' 

And from then on in . well, It's better than 
ever 

Andy Bows sits in on keyboards - doing the Blab 
bit throughout - and the set is longer and peeler 
than before 

In fact the new single theme tune gets one of the 
most riotous receptions of the evening while the 
'cooling down little bit' section, featuring a couple 
of slower songs from the new album, is a welcome 
success 

And none of the favourites has gone. Like 
'Roadhouse Blues', 'Don't Waste My Time', like, er, 
the one from whatsiUmame . Is It hot In 'ere or 
what? 

Different, one Louder and thicker Different, 
two. Barrages of lights bathing the crowd and the 
stage Yet everything we've been waiting fur for the 
pestle months since they've been away. 

Quo have bounced back with a freshness, 
excitement and enthusiasm that's going to surprise 
a lot of people. And with this huge tour only just 
starting . tithe biggest could well turn out to be 
the beat. JOHN SHEARLAW 

On Tour with THIN LIZZY 
November 

Si NEWCASTLE. Hatt 
21h113th GLASGOW. Apollo 

EDINBURGH. 
6th., 17th LIVERPOOL. Empire 
8th BRIDLINGTON. Spin 
9th OXFORD. alma 

21st... BRISTOL. Hall 
SHEFFIELD. Hall.. 

24th BRADFORD. ,-steles Hail 
25th . MANCHESTER. Free Crate Hill 
28th BRIGHTON. 
29th PORTSMOUTH. Guildhall 
-!,Itti BOURNEMOUTH. Winter Giniens 

December 
2:1,i BIRMINGHAM. Odeon 
4th WOVERHAMPTON. (dole- Hall 
5th LEICESTER. Montfort Hall 
7th SOUTHAMPTON. ;,itimont 

CARDIFF. Capitol 
LONDON Odeon 
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eel Centre (01-223 E134), - Drell Allen r Pelt" 
...:2 Brews, Robert Calvert, / .Rork Portal / 
.1..,3, LONDON, Bret/knock. 

Camden 161404 117211. ,-' / Melds / / / LONDON, Clay University, / Si John Street (SLEW ., ..- i III 1. Illeimel Clowns / ./ ' Rrysla !Loden / .,. LONDON, Dianfwans, Ca m - 
den Lock tOt-BIT 4697). / / The %nee Squad / / LONDON, Golden Lion. 

. Fulham (01.365 3142). ii 
The Breaks / 

..e- LONDON, Hammersmith .e. ...., Odeon 101.744 40111 ). The .... / Tubes 
/LONDON, Hammersmith. ., 

i "'' / Swan (01.748 1043,, ..,.. IMMer Jilin Bawd /. /' LONDON, Hope and .,. 
...", Anchor. Islington (01-359 
i.45101. (limos and the / Argonauts / / LONDON, Music Machine . /* Camden (01-312 04a 
tee'. ., Doe yid Allen's Planet / ../. Gang "/ / ....: LONDON, Pindar of ,.' / Wakefield. Grays Inn / / Road, Edge Baud .e. / ... LONDON, Red Cow, / ./. Hammersmith. Ramble ...- 
le'l LONDON, Rochester 

.' / / 
-' 

Castle, Stoke Newington 
I 01-2411 01911). Advent.. / / Ins I Maniacs ee 

Covent ' Garden (01-240 
, 

01 / Trader 
39611, Dire Straits / 

// .tt LONDON, Spooky Lady. 'i Temple Mille Lane, .. ..... Suburban Stud. i. /. 
LONDON, Stapleton Hall 

j. Tavern. Finsbury Park 
, I (11.272 210111.Charge it LONDON, Western Court- ., ties. London Street (01- / 274 133). Mickey /douse / Rork Bead / LONDON, Windsor Castle. /' Harrow Road (01-286 i. eel 1043). Katmandu 

./. 
...://11er_e:d r/r/ !, ...,; 

.., 

.6 November 17 .-. oi BARROW IN FURNESS, /. / Maxims (21134), Bethnal 

...e. BELFAST, Whale Hall 0/ 
( 45133,, Barbara Dick - /. ..." son ,' .e BIRKENHEAD. Mr Diet, / / '051-647 9329). Advert's- 

...4; Mg / ../ BIRMINGHAM, Rebecca', ... *" ( 021443 6'9511. ETC 4. 
;,:-.-. BOURNEMOUTH Town 
r, Hall 1220661. The 'Yachts / 

. BRADFORD. Princes Oh 
. 16415). Strife 

01 BRIGHTON. Sussex Lint-' 
versity. Old Refectory 

4 (6(681,. Darold Allen, .., 
...: Planet Gong 
:.%,,, BR [VTOL. Star And Stripes 
''..1% Club Yale, Flying 
..., Saucers ,.. 
,.17. CHELMSFORD, Chan. 

Cellar Hail (66$411), The 
5.... Enid 
.5.1 CHELMSFORD, CIILTz. 
...." /, ern (412601), The 

. 2.... COVENTRY. University of 
..3%, Warwick (20359). Cilia 
..'", DUNDEE, Curd Hall / 

(2231111/. Elide Brooks / 
:.1.1. LAST DER EH AM, Sun. 

shine Rooms. Eater 
::.- EDINBURGH, The Bull. ., 

..." Micky Mouse Band j I. 31.1 I R Grouchos, Ju. 
,4 lion Piper's All Mars 
....i., GR SEND, White Lima 
:),.., Rebel 
'..:.- HIGH VI YCOMBE . Nags 
..". Head (21 716,. Meanie 

Nose Band 
I Eft ESTER, ..12. Hal: / ...." ' 24 302 1, Rainbow ' 

;.:% KIngfish 

/ / / / / / / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / 

THE If 
ROCHESTE - 

141 1101116111MIG1011 
Mal Mill, 1114 

01.149 0191 

nisvoiwas, )911 

23 Pasestois 
it the Daptessiosi 
rifted hymn Ln . 

26 ILese less 
29 the kupsoes 
Whet Arles 
W Ilia Wasps 

SA 
Into 
In* 

. CI 

Emir 

Nee, 
lees 

IAN DONT Golden Lion. 
Fulham Broadway rot. 
092 38421, Grand Motel 
ONDON, Red Cow. 
Hammersmith, Riff Rail 

LONDON. Inn Club. Oxford 
Street 01-434 0913,, 
Danny Rio And The 
Eclipse Band 

LONDON, Marquee. Ward 
our Street 101437 agosi 
George Hatcher Rand 

LONDON, Hume Machine, 
Camden 01.387 0428 flirts Malaise Rind 

LONDON, Nashsille, Ken 
+melon (014113 4071, 
The Pereira 

LONDON, Rainbow, Fin- 
sbury Park (01-2133 31461. 
Chieftains 

LONDON, Red Cow 
Hammersmith, Wire 

LONDON, Rochester 
Castle 101.216 0198). 
Stoke Newington. Dr 
Presides' 

LONDON, Rock Garden. 
Covent Garden (01.240 
39611. Dovrisliners Seel 
Seedling Hard 

LONDON, Roundhouse. 
Chalk Farm (01-267 
2564). Adverb I Electric 
Chain i Alternative TV 

LONDON, Royalty Ball- 
room, Southgate (01486 
4112). Crazy Cavan 
The Rhythm Rockers 

LONDON, Windsor Castle. 
Harrow Road. Frank. 
enstein 

LOUGHBOROUGH, Toon 
Hall (31914), Colosseum 

MANCHESTER, Rafters 
Club 1061-236 9786), Ty!, 
Gang I The Only ones 

MIDDLESBROUGH, Pear- 
tration Club, The Dam- 
ord 

MORECAMBE, Inn on the 
Ray. Alhambra. Shabby 
Tiger 

NEWCASTLE, City Hall 
(20007), Graham Parker 
&The Rumour! Clover 

OXFORD, New Theatre 
14454,, Sandy Denny 

PLYMOUTH, Drake Club, 
Skintight 

ROMFORD, White Hart, 
Collier Row (41311), 
Cadillac 

RUGBY, Town Hall 
(77177 ), Third World 

SUTTON COLDFIELD, 
Dog Inn. Stage Fright 

SWANSEA, Circles. Sham 

SWANSEA, Nuts Club, 
British Lions 

THVNIDERSLEY, Bread & 
Cheese. Alligators 

WAKEFIELD. Unity Hall 
(M55). Radio Stars 

IS EST BROM WIC/I, Coach 
And Horses. Garbo 

fir r:LeL 

November 18 

ABERDEEN, Capitol 
(231451. Elkle Brooks 

ABERDEEN, The Univer- 
sity (57 2511, Little Bob 

ADDINGTON. Addington 
Hotel, Buster James 
Gang 

ASHFORD, Stanhope Hall. 
Headache 

BARNSTAPLE, Chequers 
Club (71794), Gene. 
Washington 

BELFAST, Queens Univer- 
sity (0232-45133i. After 
The Fire I 'lateens 

BIRMINGHAM, Barba - 
relies (021-643 9418). 
Adverts 

BIRMINGHAM, Hippo. 
drome (621.622 2576), 
Man Hull's Radiator 

RKIDLINGTON, Spa Pavi- 
lion (787255) Thin Ugly 

Radiator. From Spare 
intly701. The University 

21101, 'rankle Miller 
Band 

BROMLEY, Northover 
Whirlwind 

BURNLEY, Bank Hall. 
Wile 

CAMBRIDGE, Corn Ea- 
Charter (68767), The 
Damned 
it UIPl, Capitol (313161. 

sandy Denny 
CARDIFF, Top Rank 

(265301, Eater I The 
Monotones 

COVENTRY, Lanchester 
Polytechnic (241681. 
Screens 

COVENTRY, Market Tav- 
ern, Merlin 

OF Rill Bishop lonadale 
College Shame/ 

DUDLEY, J B 's (53597), 
Wilke John.. 

EDINBURGH, The Um. 
virally (031467 1290), 
Ql.a 

THERE S punk a plenty on the road this week as The Jam and the Damned 
start new tour, taking them through to mid December The Jam, fresh from 
spreading it about a bit Stateside. start their 23 -dater at Newcastle Mayfair 
Friday) play Leeds University (Saturday) and Liverpool Empire (Sunday, 
Meanwhile the Damned, forced to reschedule the opening dates of their British 

tour due to an acute drummer deficiency, now take off at Middlesbrough 
Penetration Club (Thursday). Other gigs this week Include Cambridge Corn 
Exchange (Friday, and Manchester Elizabethan Ballroom. Belle Vue. !Sunday!. 
Dave V and the gang are supported on all dates by young loud 'n' snotty New York 
puntks lees the Dead Boys.' 

An even younger. louder rind snottier time ran be had with Eater. Catch 'emit 
(UrdIff Tee Hank (Friday) and other assorted punk places 

If you're into politico rock howzabout grabbing yourself an earful of the Tom 
Robinson Band currently holding their own at selected campus venues. Stirling 
University (Friday), Glasgow University (Saturday, Dundee University 
Sunda) I and Edinburgh UM, ersity (Monday) 
Thin tizzy are still dishing out those mean licks. headlining at Liverpool 

Emptre (Wednesday). Bridlington Spa (Friday, and Bristol Colston Hall 
Monday I. 
The Doctor, make the rounds again at Doncaster Outlook (Monday, and David 

Knees is all set to wreak carnal havoc in the hearts of Innocent young gals when he 
'tarts his festive extravaganza at Aberdeen Capitol (Saturday I. 

As far as Imported sounds go you got Greg and (her Allman making it at 
Birmingham Hippodrome ,Saturday! and (Basra. Apollo (Sunday), and nets 
(are from six man reggae machine Third World. supported by Steel Pulse and Rico 
it London's Roundhouse (Saturday). 

Check out the listings for the best of the rest and don't forget to ring before you 

GLASGOW, The University 
(011-339 8855), Barbara 
Dickson 

GUILDFORD, Surrey Uni- 
versity '712811. John 
Marlyn 

HAMILTON, College of 
Education, The Darts 

LONDON, New Rosy 
Theatre 101-965 6946), 
Lulu! Dice Berry 

HARLOW, Technical Col- 
lege (22300), Simon 
Townshend Band 

HENDON, Middlesex Pol- 
ytechnic. Flying Aces 

HEYWOOD, Lanes, Seven 
Stars, Body 

LEICESTER, The Univer 
sity (50000), Muscles 

LINWOOD, flippers Inn, 
Chou Pahrot 

LIVERPOOL, Erie's (051- 
236 TRAIL Biazeocks 

LIVERPOOL, The Pol- 
ytechnic (051-236 2481). 
The Yachts 

LIVERPOOL, The Univer- 
sity ( 051-7 09 4741), 
British Lions 

I. LANDRINDOD WELLS, 
Grand Pavilion, XTC 

LONDON, Battersea Arts 
(entre, Lavender Hill. 
Grass Roots. 

LONDON, Birheck College. 
Motet St, Buster Crabbe 

LONDON, Brecknock, 
Camden (01-494 07221, 
Bone Idol 

LONDON, Central Pol- 
ytechnic, New Cavendish 
Street (01.636 62711, 
Electric Chairs I Al- 
ternative TV 

LONDON, Clouds, Brixton, 
Danny Ray And The 
Eclipse Band 

LONDON, Dingo alLs, Cam- 
den lock (01,267 4967). 
Window I LightnIng 
Raiders 

LONDON, Fulham 
Greyhound 101-385 0526 
Bullet 

LONDON, Hope And 
Anchor, Islington (01-359 
45101, Dire Straits 

LONDON, Jackson, Club, 
Mange tc, Charge 

LONDON. Kings College. 
The Strand 101-774 1773), 
Fabulous Poodles 

LONDON, Music Machine, 
Camden (01-387 04281, 
Resin°, i News 

LONDON, Nashville 
Rooms, Kensington ( 01. 
603 6071), The Pirates 

LONDON, Putney, Half 
Moon, John Spencer's 
Louts 

LONDON, Rainbow, Fin- 
sbury Park (01-2633141). 
Chieftains 

LONDON, Rock Garden, 
Covent Garden (01-240 
39611. Georgie Fame 
Rnebolx 

LONDON, Upstairs at 
Ronnie, (01-439 07.17., 
Ebony Steel Band 

LONDON, Rosy Club, Neal 
Street (01-836 MOIL The 
Tickets 

LONDON, Royal Albert 
Hall (01-589 11212), Linda 
Lewis I John Otway 

LONDON, Royalty Ball- 
room, Southgate (01.886 
41121, Foundations 

LONDON, London School 
of Economics (01-405 
48721, Users / Soft Boys 

LONDON, South Bank 
Polytechnic ( 01-261 
15251, 'Pyle Gang 

LONDON, Speakeasy, 
Margaret Street (01-580 
11810),30er! 

LONDON, Windsor Castle, 
Harrow Road (01-786 
10631, Scarecrow 

MANCHESTER, Rafters 
(061.236 9788). Third 
World 

MANCHESTER, The Uni 
versity, Oxford Road. 
Sias Marx 

MANCHESTER, Valen- 
tines Club, Jet Harris 
And The Diamonds 

MARGATE, High Cliff, 
Queens Hotel, Amaxorb. 
lades 

NEWCASTLE, Guildhall 
'21037), Hot Snao 
Scratch Band 

NEWCASTLE, Mayfair 
1231091. The Jam 

NEWCASTLE, Polytechnic 
(men, George Hatcher 
Band I Southbound 

NORWICH, Toppers 
126701), Gonzalez 

NOTTINGHAM, Gedling 
Miners Welfare, Strange 
Days 

NOTTINGHAM. The Uni- 
verse.), (55912). Mango 
Jerry 

SALFORD. The University 
/061-736 78111, Ian Gillen 
Band I Motorhead 

SCARBOROUGH, Pen- 
thouse' 632041, The Enid 

STAFFORD, Bingley Hall 
'58060i. Rainbow 
KingfIsh 

STIRLING, The University 
'3171), Tom Robinson 
Band I No Dire 

THATCH AMS, Hamilton,, 
Grand Hotel 

UXBRIDGE. Brunel Une 
versity (391251, Fairport 
Convention 

WEST RUNTON, Pavilion 
(2031, Shade' Stevens 
And The Sunsets 

WOKING, Albion, Alliga- 
tors 

WOLVERHAMPTON. 
Lafayette 1262951, Alan 
Hull's Radiator 

, 

eI*1- I Pe r r/ I / 

November 19 
ABERDEEN, Capitol 

(21145). David Essex 
RAGSHOT, Pantiles Club. 

Gent, Washington 
BIRMINGHAM, Barb, 

rellas (021 643 94131, The 
Adverts 

BIRMINGHAM. Hippo- 
drome (021 622 25761, 
Gregg &Cher Allman 

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 
(021,643 61011, Graham 
Parker & The Rumour I 

Clover 
BRADFORD, Slackside 

Club, Dawn. 
BRADFORD, The Univer- 

sity 13346), Frank'. 
Miller Band 

BRIGHTON, The Pelsteth. 
Me 189.11155), The Mess 
ora 

BRIGHTON, The Vault. 
811.3 

BRISTOL, Bamboo Club 
'47792). Eater , The 
Mometemes I The Ma- 
niacs 

BRISTOL. Granary Club 
128267 1. Grand Hotel 

BOLTON, Institute of 
Technology. Radio Mars 

BROMLEY, 
Caves 01-467 1274,, The 
MID / The Veleta The 
Horst 

CARDIFF, Capitol (313161. 
Status Quo 

CASTLE. HEDINGRAM, 
The Bell. The Crack 

COL(HESTER, University 
of Essex t114.4), John 
Merlyn 

COVENTRY, Market Tav- 
ern, Merlin 

CROYDON, YMCA. Well. 
eat>, Road, Weird Slater 

DIGRETH, Barrel Organ 
(021 643 0195). Brent 
Ford &The Nylons 

EDINBURGH, Henot Watt 
University 1031 229 
3574 little Bob Story 

EDINBURGH, Odeon '031 
667 38051, Barbara 
Dickson 

EDINBURGH, Usher Hall 
'031 229 76061. Elkle 
Brooks 

GLASGOW, The University 
(041 339 88551. Tom 
Robinson Band. Noble. 

GLASGOW, University of 
Strathclyde (041 552 
1270), China 

GUILDFORD, Technical 
College (670131). Sham 
69 

HULL, The University 
'42431 /. The Damned 

ILKLEY, likely College, 
Hancock, 

IPSWICH, Running Duck, 
Fracture 

LEEDS, F Club, Ace of 
Clubs (4601011, Mungo 
Jerry 

LEEDS, The University 
'39071). The Jam 

LEICESTER, The Univer- 
sity '50000). Alan Hull's 
Radiator 

LONDON, All Nations 
Club, Hackney, State 
Express 

LONDON, Brecknock, 
Camden (01494 9723), 
The Roll Ups 

LONDON, College of 
Further Education. Eal- 
ing.Se 

LONDON, 'knew ills, Cam- 
den Lock '01-267 4967), 
Salt / Warren Harry 

LONDON, Hope & Anchor, 
Islington '01-359 4510). 
The Yachts 

LONDON, Imperial Col- 
lege, Prince Consort 
Road (01-589 82361. XTC 

LONDON, Jolly Farmers. 
Islington, Rushour 

LONDON. Music Machine, 
Camden '01-397 04281. 
Heavy Metal Kids I 

French Connection 
LONDON, Nashville Ken. 

sington .01-603 60711, 
Gonzalez 

LONDON, New Rosy 
Theatre, Hariesden, 
Freddie & The Dreamers 

LONDON, Rochester 
Castle, Stoke Newington, 
'01-249 5198). Dead 
Fingers Talk 

LONDON, Rock Garden. 
Covent Garden (01.240 
3961). Georgie Fame I 

Rockets 
LONDON, Roundhouse. 

Chalk Farm (01-267 
25641. Steel Pulse/ Third 
World 

LONDON, Star & Garter. 
Lower Richmond Road, 
Moon Spirit 

LONDON, Swan. Ham- 
mersmith (ONTO 1013). 
Lesser Known Tunisians 

LONDON. Upstairs at 
Ronnie,. Frith Street 
'01-439 0747), Ebony 
Steel Band 

LONDON, Windsor Castle, 
Harrow Road 101-286 
10631, Amatorbiades 

MANCHESTER, Free 
Trade Hall '061 831 
79431, Steve Gibbons I 

Bethnal 
MANCHESTER, The Pol- 

ytechnic (061 273 19611. 
Pacific Eardrum 

MANCHESTER, The Uni 
versity '061 236 9114), 
Gordon Giltrap Band 

MARGATE, High Cliff, 
Queens Hotel. Clay.. 
The Argonauts 

MIDDLESBROUGH, Tees- 
side Polytechnic 

244174), The Enid 
NEWTON AYCLIFFE, 

Even wood Working 
Men's Club, Ronnie 
Storm it Ttyphoons 

NORTHAMPTON, County 
Cricket Club (341111). 
Fabulous Pewee' 

NORWICH, °University Of 
East Anglia '520661. 
Colosseum 11 

NOTTINGHAM, The 
ratl 155912. Fairport 

foneentlon 
OXFORD, New Twee, 

144514 , Thin LIM 
Radiators from Spate 

PETERROROVGH. Twin' 
club. Does/horpe. Tr. 

P e I74c1j 
The Pol 

Target Club 
,, Ballet 

SHEFFIELD, Bishop Otter 
College. irony Hear's; 
Lion 

SHEFFIELD, The Univer- 
sity 240741. Burlesque 

ST ALBANS, The Pioneer, 
Whirlwind 

ST ALBANS, Civic Centre 
461061, Spat Eu 

TONYPANDY, Naval 
Club, The Stokes 

WIGAN, Casino. Station 
Road '43501 Quartz 

WOLVERHAMPTON, The 
Polytechnic '203271.19B- 
ko Johnson 

YORK, College of Ripon & 
St John. Penetration 

YORK, The University 
56128 ). Boys of the 

lough 

November 20 
ACCRINGTON, Lakeland 

Lounge. Flying Aces 
BATLEY, Variety Club 

275228). The Drifters 
BRACKNELL, Arts Centre 

27272), Flexion! 
Colston Hall 

(291769). Sandy Deasy 
CARDIFF, Capitol (31316), 

Status Quo 
CARLISLE, Coach House. 

Dawn weaver 
CHELMSFORD, City Tav- 

ern 14126011. Lesser 
Known Tunisians 

CROYDON, Fairfield Halls 
(01-688 9291 ), Graham 
Parker & The Ru. 
moue, Clover 

CROYDON, Greyhound. 
Burlesque 

DUMFRIES, Bell Castle 
Hotel. The Darts 

DUNDEE, The University 
t23181,, Tom Robinson 
Band/ No Dice 

EDINBURGH, Usher Hall 
(031.229 76071, David 
Essex 

GLASGOW, Apollo (041-332 
60551. Gregg & Cher 
Allman 

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, 
Pavilion 164451 I, Frank. 
le Miller Band 

HIGH WYCOMBE, Nags 
Head 121759, Stag Marx 

IPSWICH, Kingfisher, 
Fracture 

LINCOLN, Theatre Royal 
125555). Steve Gib- 
bons/ Bethnal 

LIVERPOOL, Allinsons 
0 1-9 7 8 7 442 ) The 

Brothers 
LIVERPOOL, Empire 051- 

709 1555), The Jam 
LONDON. Bret knock, 

Camden (01-494 NEIL 
Scarecrow 

LONDON, Green Man, 
Great Portland Street, 
Southern Cross 

LONDON, Jolly Farmer, 
Islington. Amtorblades 

LONDON, Marquee, Ward- 
our Street (01-137 68031, 
Busacocks 

LONDON, Nashville. Ken. 
sington 101-603 6071). 
Radio Stars 

LONDON. Pindar of 
Wakefield. Grays Inn 
Road, The Makers 

LONDON, Rochester 
Castle, Stoke Newington 
(01-2490198). The Crabs 

LONDON, Rock Garden, 
Covent Garden (01-240 
3961). The Depressions 

LONDON, Roundhouse, 
Chalk Farm (01-267 
4564), Pat T 
Band/ Trapexe 

LONDON, Shaw Theatre, 
Euston Road «11-318 
1394 ), Redbrass 

LONDON, Victoria Palace 
t 01-634 1317 / Colosseum 
IT 

LONDON, Windsor Castle. 
Harrow Road (01.266 
IOU I. Tonight 

MANCHESTER, Apollo 
Theatre 1081-273 1112), 
Rainbow' 

MANCHESTER, Elizabe- 
than Ballroom, Belle Vue 
061-223 13311, The 

Damned 
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 ANCIIESTER, Royal les 
cheese Theatre (04111131 
911331. fed Cage 

NEWBRIDGE, Institute 
(lob The Sluitas 

Notion's' Theatre Royal 
222057. Sins Pelee 

NOTTINGHAM, Kahn 
256515 Eater/The 

Illsooteses 
OXFORD, New Theatre 

465441. Chieftains 'Intel, Costham Bowl 
12347 Ales Heir. 

Radiator 
SHEFFIELD, Top Rank 

219271. The Enid 
STAFFORD, Top of the 

424441.wnnn Wilk* 
Johnson 

Sl NDI RI. AND, Empire 
- -; Barbara Dick. 

le tRRENL TO% Lion Ho - 
Fines Aires 

w MOTLEY RAY. Res 
Cinema. Strange Dart 

ts Ot VERNA P TON, 
lafayette '215235 
Iris 

fti" 

November 21 
Al 1F.SBC RV. Kings Head 

'150 . 'sir brim. 
it Kilometres 

BARROW N FURNESS, 
Civic Hall ;21 250 7 nye 
Hand Reel 

RST1 FY. Varlet) Club 
';223, The Drifters 

BIRMINGHAM. Drake's 
-_ Stage Fright 

BIRMINGHAM, Good 
Hope Club. Gar- 
bo I ells laid Heroes 

BIRMINGHAM, Top Rank 
Suite. Dale End 1021.236 
'.226i. The Damned 

BIRMINGHAM, Town Hall 
021.23623b), China 

BLACKPOOL, Je skin sous 
Club f292031. Trapeze 

ROURNEMOUTH, Winter 
Gardens (26116), Gra- 
ham Parker & The 
Rumour, Clover 

BRISTOL, Colston Hall 
.2917681, Thin 1,11. 

ta Radiators from Spare 

CANTER RUIN,', Reeked 
Claudollege. Reeler lames 

CANT"; R IL R Untie, 
04dsay 

Kent 1152 341. The 
, Ones 

CHEITPR FIELD, Shout- 
der of Mutton Inn, stomp 
Jerry I Shytrals 

(LEE THOR PF Lifeboat 
Hotel. Dagslassd 

COVENTRY, City Centre 
Club (31120). Resale 
Storm& The Typhoons 

CROYDON. Fairfield Hails 
(0141.11 92917 Barbara 
Dicker 

DONCASTER, Outlook 
The Doc- 

tors The Perm 
EDINBURGH, The Uni- 

versity 1031-677 12901 
Tom Robinson Read I No 
Dice 

EDINBURGH, Usher Hall 
(031.2297607 tUrlab Heep 

ee 

GLASGOW, Apollo I041-333 
110351, David Eases 

HIGH MACON REe Town 
Hall 12111001. Electric 
Choirs( AlterasUye TV lisp. RPOOL, Allinson, 
.051-125 7442). The 
Brothers 

all'ERPOOL. Empire 1051 - 

Tile 13351. Alessi Broth - 

erg 
I HER POOL, Fetes (051- 

236 70811, Third World 
LONDON, Brecknock, 

Camden 101-494 9723), 
Mother Superior 

LONDON, Ding:. alts Cam- 
den Lock 101-267 49671, Medium Wave 
BandISlipstream Live 
Wire (Audition Night) 

LONDON, Half Moon. 
Putney, Stefan Pressman 

t2e 
THURSDAY' 
BBC 1 -Top Of The Pops 17.10-7.40): Jimmy Saville OBE 
presents a shock insight into what the punters are buying 
nowadays Yawn' Ever tried watching with the sound 
turned -off Folks with power cuts can receive this prog in 
glorious ANTIimuleast 
FRIDAY 
BBC 2 - Jack Jones (9.009. 451 The singer 1?) of whom 
Col Smitterton - Frobisher once said "Pardon?" JJ 
croons on undeterred. Guests this week are Sarah 
Vaughan and Bruce Johnston Pray for a black -out 
SATURDAY 
BBC 2 -Sight And Sound In Concert It 31-7.311: Gracing 
the small screen to enrich the quality of our brief punk - 

saturated lives are Supertramp, gigging at London's 
Queen Mary College. 
LWT - So It Goes (IL WI. Olt am): It certainly does. This 
week The Jam jam from Manchester Electric Circus and 
there's film of prehistoric waver Muddy Waters recorded 
at the New Victoria, and Poly Styrene of X - Ray Spex 
speculates in the studio 
SUNDAY 
Grenada - So It Goes (10.44.11.151: Same trip as LWT. 
Sunday 
TUESDAY 
BBC 2 - Old Grey Whistle Test (11.25 -IL 051, Southside 
Johnny and the Asbury Dukes produce sounds to make 
you think, and bomber Bob does the usual links. Plus reels 
of illm clips. 

NEWHAM AUDIO 
PRISM a NOW RANGE OF 

DISCO EQUIPMENT 
(nilA BROCHURE 

Dept 23 
52 ROMFORO ROAD 

LONDON E15 

The new 
MAVERICK 
Stereo Disco . 

t ONION, Hope & Anchor. 
Islington 101.339 15101, 
Puncture 

LONDON, 100 (lob, Oxford 
Street 101.636 09331, 
nazism 

LONDON, imperial Col. 
lege, Prince Consort 
Road 101.559 2963 r, 
Martin Shispace 

LONDON, Kensington, 
Russell Gardens 101.603 
32451, Landscape 

LONDON, Marquee, Ward. 
our Street (01-437 6603). 
Runner ks 

LONDON, Music Machine. 
Camden (01-387 0428i. 
little Acre 

LONDON, Nashville, Ken 
singtun 101-603 6071', 
The Shakes. The Pleasers 

LONDON, North East 
Polytechnic, Nigel Mar - 
Lin Jones 

LONDON, Rainbow. Flo. 
sbury Park 101,26311401. 
Jolla Marlyn 

LONDON, Rochester 
Castle, Stoke Newington 
1 01-24 9 01911). Tools 

LONDON, Rock Garden, 
Covent Garden 101.240 
3961 i, Hoer! 

leg I lairs at 
Ronnles, Frith Street 
(01-4390747/. Axes 

LONDON, Vortex, Creek. 
en, Wardour Street (01- 
734 45161. The Depres- 
si.s/ The Tickets 

LONDON, Windsor Castle, 
Harrow Road 101-286 
1063/, Slipstream 

MANCHESTER, Apollo, 
Yrdwick i061-273 1112), 
Rainbow KIngfIsh 

MIDDLESBROUGH, Rock 
Garden. Covent Garden 
i 2419951. Wilke Johnson 

WEDNESDAY 
Capital Radio - Mike Allen III. 00.2. 00 ens Somewhere 
here amid the plethora of sounds of struggling insomniacs 
there's an interview with guitar man Hank Marvin 
giving u'all the hot poop on his new elect. 
THURSDAY 
Radio Luxembourg - Emperor Rosko (10.00-11.00): Big 
It's second show direct from Los Angeles focuses on the 
best and the rest of what's going down Stateside 
FRIDAY 
Radio Clyde -Rumple 'n' Roll (7. 30.9.00): Features The 
Jam, Novo, Gordon Glltrap Band. and classical freaks 
Walter Carlos and Tennis Markopoulos 1 A Greek) 
SATURDAY 
Radio One - Sight And Sound In Concert 16 30-7 301. Fill 
your head with the sound of Supertramp recorded at 
London's salubrious Queen Mary College. last Thursday 
SUNDAY 
CAPITAL Radio -Hullabaloo/4 00onwards Maggie 'n' 
tile gang engage In live interviews with Stella Parton 
(sister of Dolly) and Sailor, fresh from some archetypal 
red light district somewhere 
Kittle One - Elvis Presley Story 15. 00-6. 00): Part 96, in 
which a svelte, sylph - like Elvis continues to set the 
hearts of nations a flutter Better believe it' 
Radio Luxembourg - Medium Wave Rands (6.30.7.301: 
Good ol Aunti Loop has finally Jumped headlong onto the 
new wave bandwagon - macho sounds, tour dates and 
vinyl goodies. 

ROLL YOUR OWN CABINETS? 
ADAM HALL (RM) 
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PLYMOUTH, Castaways 
(431771. &RIO Class 

SUTTON COLDFIELD, 
Good (lope. Garbo 

SWINDON, Affair 1106701. 
The Monotones 

November 22 
BATLEY, Variety Club 

14722791. The Dalliers 
BIRMINGHAM, Barrel Or' 

can Slender Loris 
BIRMINGHAM, Bartle - 

relies 10214143 94139, Electric 
Chairs( Aneroid... TV 

BIRMINGHAM, Odeon 
(021-643 6101), Status 

S0 
CAChMBRIDGE. Blimps. 

Dog & Pheasant. The 
Storms 

CARDIFF, Capitol (313111), 
RaintrowlICInglish 

CARDIFF, Top Rank 
126538), The Jam 

COVENTRY. Locarno 
1245701, The Damned 

EXETER, The University 
1779111. Graham Parker 
& The Rumour/ Clover 

GAINSBOROUGH, Yar- 
boro Hotel, Dag shoed - 

GLASGOW Apollo (041-332 
6055). Urfa& Heep 

GLASGOW, Tiffany's (041- 
332 0992), Little Bob 
Story 

HIGH WYCOSIBE, New- 
lands Club, The Octagon. 
Eater/ The Monotones 

HUDDERSFIELD, 
Ivanhoe 41336), The 
Doctors 

KEIGHLY, Nickers Club, 
Tom R oblates 
Band) Dawnwever 

LEEDS, F Club, Ace of 
Clubs (4601011. The 
'Newell The Terms 

LEEDS, Queens wood So- 
cial Club, Mungo Jerry 

LEICESTER, De Montfort 
Hall (22850), Alan Price 

LIVERPOOL, Allinson, 
1051-928 7442), The 
Brothers 

LONDON. Breekneeli, 
Camden ;plot". NM), 
Jerry Emile Bond 

LONDON. Dinrceidls. Cite je 
den Loch 101217 41E71, 0, 
Steel Pulse 

LONDON, Hope Ascher. ,121.:' 

Islington 101-E9 4510), 
Stragglers " =nave Club. Oxford 42 
Street (01-3411 04311). Tele tf: 
Gang 

LONDON, Mink Machine 
Camden (MTV SUL 
Strider 

LONDON, NeshvIlle, Ken- 
stngton lei -103 0071 j 

LONDON, Roekter 
Castle, Stoke Nroingron 
High Street (0124901981 Si; 
The Wasps 

Rock Garden. 
Covent Garden 101-34O e"" 

39 it I , Pieties. 
'keNL LONDON, t,. Speakeasy. 
Margaret Street 101.510 ----- 

11810).Wldriwiad 
LONDON, Tramened, 

Woolwich (014135 33711, 
Jackle Lento... Happy 
Days/Sicker 

LONDON, Upstairs at Ij 
Ronnie.. Frith Street 
101-430 0747 Nona 
IAStrOnseat 

LONDON, Windsor Castle, 
Harrow Road 101-215 

MAN), Astra 
CHESTER. Apollo 

1061.273 1112). Gregg & 
Cher Allman 

MANCHESTER, The eel- 
4 technic 1061-273 1964 

Shinto Johnson 
NEWCASTLE, City Hall 

(20007). Sieve Gibbous 
Band/ &Huai 
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(63127i. The Enid Ij 

PORTSMOUTH, GuddhaU 
124355), Jasper Carroll 

SUNDERLAND, Empire :51 

173274/. David Essex 
WOKINGHAM, King of 1"'" 
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WOLVERHAMPTON, 

Lafayette 120951, The 
Depressions rj 
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Country flub The Darts 1..4 
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THE AMAZING 
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Featuring his Single "From Here To Eternity". Album OASLP 501 Single OASIS 1 

.6011410.--.4471M 

MUNICH MACHINE ROBERTA KELLY 

"Munich Machine" "Zodiac Lady" 
Album OASLP 502 Album OASLP 503 

Single:"Get On The Funk Train" OASIS 2 Single: "Zodiacs" OASIS 3 

OASIS vP J.4 
Markeled by cpm GTO RECORDS LTD 

available at your local record shop now .., i,43.44. tat 
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L4 BELLE EPOQUE 

, 

.. 

, 
... . , .. . 

LP 'doe Ups. A Time' 
Casablanca CALD 5003). 
Probably the best bets for 
Britain from this four - ... 2 sided gay fairytale coo - 
reps, the more predictably 
Giorgio - type electronic 
tracks of which just aren't 
up to 'I Feel Love'. Half the 
16 songs are useable -the 

22 makings of a better single 
2 Album' 

HOT CHOCOLATE: 'PM 
2 lour lave In Me' (RAE 12 
2 RAE Ugh Spacer semi 

slow throbber with long 
intro. l2 -inched but maybe 
not commercially. 
CONFUNK SHUN: 'Flys' 

i). 'Mercury 11175111). Huge 
lankily chugging chanter. 
now finally out here 
CRUSADERS: 'Pat 

fel, Where Yon West It' (ABC 
ARE 12013). Truly classic 
old jam funk (caper on a 

21 'Plus Four' 12in EP 
GRAHAM PARKER AND .. THE RUMOUR: New 
York Shuffle' (Vertigo 
geSSiM). Terrific frantic 
fast piledriver. 
STEPHANIE DE SYKES: 
'Year Baby Is A Lady' 
(../ Dill DJS I16111. Great 

1,1% slinkily solid slow* from 
the voice behind so many 
Euro- disco hits. 
BOZ SCAGGS: 'Hollywood' 
(CBS 5113111. Sweetly 
soulful slow disco Mugger. 
GIBSON BROTHERS: 
'Chine To America' (Pol. 
yd or 20$11193111. Gruffly 
Jaunty simple Euro- smash 
with a last Real Thing 
flavour, out at last on 12In 
HOMO SAPIENS: 'Dose,' 
(Coatempo CS 21271. 
Eliciting Italian in - 

.0: *entente! galloper. so 
much better than the 

.2.'" 
side 
dreary slow phonetic 'A' 

CATS 'N'' JAMMER KIDS: 
Drum (Ebony EYE 

P.' 3. via RCAI. Bohannonish 
Now pop drum thumper. 
bit dated but could be big 

2 MICHAEL HOLLIDAY: 
2- 'The Norway Train' (EMI 

2722). Classic kiddie - and 
party! - fiat in 'Nellie The 
Elephant' style :; 

LA BELLE. EPOQUE: 
'Disco Sound' (LP 'Miss 
Broadway' Harvest SHSP 
411741. Even better than the 
12in version. this side- long 
continuous medley cuts up 
'Black Is Black' between 
several other tunes, all 
with the same sound, so 
that the song as a separate 
track just doesn't exist! 
BOB MARLEY AND THE 
WAILERS: 'Jamming' (Is- 
land W1P Nil). Superbly 
sensuous reggae, proved 
with the passage of time to 
be the 'Exodus' LP's best 
track. 
RITE SCHOOL: 'Do You 
Speak French?' (Ensign 
ENT II). Infectiously silly 
French lesson with a fast 
hustle beat, already un 
grand . comment 
s 'a poetic 'hit, 
DONNA SUMMER: 'Ru- 
moor Has / 'I lave You 

PIPKINS: 'Gimme Dat 
Ding' (Air CRS 2118). Well 
- timed silly charleston fun 
from 1970 
RAY O'SUNSIIINE: 'Hap- 
py Party Time' (ALL 281, 
via Al Stores, 0140390421. 
Jolly pub - type piano 
medley 
YVONNE BAKER: 'You 
Didn't Say A Word' I 
BOBBY PARIS: 'Night 
Owl' (London MU 11553). 
James Bond - ash northern 
stormer from '66 and a 

great '63 flier -wow! 
SILVER CONVENTION: 
'The Boys From Liverpool' 
(Magnet HAG loll). 
Evidently the first Eu- 
robeatle medley, out on 
import for ages, it's a 

typically shrill hustler. 
EASTBOUND EX- 
PRESSWAY: 'Cloudburst' 
(Contempt, CS 2122). 
Sparse bass and strings 
led Eddie Henderson - type 
tempo instrumental from 
Ian Levine. 
PLEASURE: 'Let's Dance' 
(Fantasy FTC 1111. Good 
funky DJ intro, flip of the 
trickily jiggling 'Let Me Be 
The One . 

AV LEVY: 'Mg Bad John' 
(FMK,' 6016591). Freaky 
fast odd electronic revamp 
of Jimmy Dean's oldie, 
same instrumentally as 
flip 

RS: 'Star - 
fighter I To StarfIghMr 
(Magnet HAG 1171. Twee 
little space romper with 
radio voices and a seasonal 
sting. 
GEORGE McCRAE: 'Kiss 
Me (The Way I like B)' 
(TB TER 41115, via CBS). 
Uh - huh, ith - huh, it's the 
same old song. 
CARL DOUGLAS: 'Ras 
Rack' (Pye 7N Mell). Pop 

- slanted stomper with 
northern fans. 
MILTON WRIGHT AND 
THE TERRA SHIRMA 
STRINGS: 'The Galley,/ 
Reboot To Yoe' (Grapevine 
GRP let via RCA). 
Specialist northern in- 
strumental/ vocal sides. 

MIKE POST: 'The Rock- 
ford Files' (MGM 
21111521). Disjointed TV 
theme with northern and 
possible MoR appeal. 
MINK DeVILLE: 'Cadillac 
Walk' (Caplet CL 15952). 
Great sleazy swamp 
rocker. 
SOUTIISIDE JOHNNY 
AND THE ASBURY 
JUKES. 'The Fever' (Epic 
EPIC 5117). Sultry stool, - 
cher and an amazing sound 
effects flip 
CLODAGH RODGERS: 
'Save (Polydor 
2511141. Reissued almost 
Fleetwood Mac - style cool 
pop goodie 
LINDA ROPOITADT: 'It's 
So Esy' 1 Asylum K 
MOO). Yet nother Buddy 
Holly song gets her AOR 
(Adult Orientated Radio) 
formula. 

_,,-%";" 

Full of 
EVERYONE KNOWS about Northern Soul and some say that there's such a thing as Southern Soul -but how many have noticed there may also be Eastern Soul! 

Since I started compiling the expanded Disco Charts for RECORD MIRROR and Music Week, I've noticed a very definite trend for certain funky - type sounds to happen especially in London and the South east and up in the north - east 
Many of them also get action between 

these areas, in East Anglia and up through the East Midlands. Is this merely a coincidence' 
Several record company promotion people 

have confirmed that they too have noticed 
this pattern of response to certain of their releases. 

While the rest of the country's discos tend 
to feature the more obvious pop material the 
Jocks up the eastern sire of the country certainly seem to be a lot funkier in their 
tastes 

There are of course many exceptions 
elsewhere, in Liverpool especially But of those who contribute charts the funkiest DJs 
would appear to be from the east! 

Current sounds that could be called 
Eastern Soul include Roy Ayers Ubiquity 
'Running Away' (Polydor). Le Pimple - 
mousse 'Get Your Boom Boom Around The 
Room' (Barclay), Village People 'San 

by !AMES HAMILTON 

Eastern 
promise? 

Francisco' I DJ hi ). Fantastic Four 'I Got To 
Have Your Love' (Atlantic). Earth Wind 
And Fire 'Serpentine Fire' (CBS), Lenny 
Williams 'Choosing You' (ABC LP), Diana 
Ross 'Your Love Is So Good For Me' 

Motown LP) and even Rose Royce 'It 
Makes You Feel Like Dancing' (Whitfield 
LP i. 

Another whose high disco chart placing 
has been almost entirely due to the south and 
north east is Eddie Henderson 'Say You 
Will' (Capitol) which never had a single 
mention from any DJ west of Nottingham! 

All this is not to malign DJs from 
elsewhere; rather, it questions why tastes 
up the eastern side of Britain should be so 
similar . and so different. 

North versus south is a geographical 
division that can be explained by sheer 
distance, but this is a less tomcat frontier. 

Well, what do you make of it' Whether DJ 
or disco dancer, let me know what you 
think 

And if you're an outraged funky DJ 
from the west, you've only yourself to blame 
for the imbalance caused by your not 
sending in your weekly chart! 

TREVOR JOHN (real surname, Hughes) runs his Redeye 
Roadshow from Wedoesileld (Wolverhampton 738002), 
playing a wide range of music which Includes reggae, 
rock, punk, anis country as well as the more normal range 
of sounds. Here's his rockabilly bop chart, a trend that's 
now catching on in his area 

I TONGUE-TIED JILL, Mimi Fella Southern Sound 
2 RED HOT, Billy Lee Riley (Tart y EP 
3 ROCKABILLY BOOGIE, Johnny Burette Trio Coral 

4 THAT'S ALL RIGHT (MAMA), Elvis Presley RCA 
5 LOUISIANA MAN, PJ Proby 

6 GORY DOORY, Roy Ortison 
Liberty 

1111' Sun 
7 YOU AND I ARE THROUGH, Buddy & Rob Coral 
8 BULLMOOSE, Bobby Darin Atlantic 
9 HEY SHERIFF, Rusty and Doug Hickory II YOUR GRAVY TRAIN, Danny James Southern Sound 

CAFE CREME 
'Unlimited Citations' 
(Harvest / Bimbo 12 in) 
heath. - medleys Steve 
Wiggins (Barry), Roger 
Stanton (Cardiff), Pete 
Hallett (Petersfleld); 
Grace Jones 'La Vie En 
Rose' (Island) parlays 
Mike Dow (Soho Spats), 
Capuchin° (Bromley); 
Laurent Wonky 'Rocked- 
lection' (RCA) frogs 
Mlk Kasey (Hastings), 
Jay Jay Sewers (Dairy 
Hotel De Croft), John 
Stirling (Glasgow Sav- 
oy) . . Amanda Lear 
'Blood And Honey' 
(Artois 121n) husks 

WEDNESDAY I ill the big 
DJ 77 competition hits 
london's Sundown in the 
Charing Cross Road and 
next Wednesday (23) 
reaches Southampton's 
Top Rank, THURSDAY 
(Ill Ric Simon's at Hurley 
WM Club near Tamworth 
and dotal° play Norwich 
Cromwell., moving on 
FRIDAY (IS) to March 
Crornwells,, while 
Bournemouth's Village has 
a Dubonnet party with a 

Paris trip as prize, 
SATURDAY (19) Robbie 
Vincent funks Southgate's 

Chris Minis (Exeter), 
Jonny King (Bristol 
Scamps): Munich 
Machine 'Get On The 
Funk Train' (Oasis LP) 
chugs Alan Donald 
(Rothesay Royal), Gor- 
don Drummond (Gila 
gow White Elephant). 

Royalty and Jason West's 
films and fun find 
Cambridge Corn Ex- 
change; TUESDAY 1221 - 

all London DJs are invited 
to a LODJ meeting at 7pm 
in the Ski Club, Ill Eaton 
Square Regular gigs 
include Bob Cheek at 
Carlton Colville's packed 
Ilediey House on Thurs- 
days, Greg Davis at 
Watford's New Penny on 
Wed / Sat I Sundays and 
the Rubbish Roadshow at 
London's Park Royal lintel 
on Sunday 

MIX MASTER 
TOM EVANS (Snaggy NCR ) has a rousing party medley 
of oldies. He sepias Sylvia 'Y Viva Espana' Into her 
'Haste La Vista' (Sweet) anti) the second chorus, then Into 
George Raker Self/elm Talons gamma' (Warners). Joe 
lass March Of The Cads' (NIP LP), the upterspo bit of Li 
Pigeon 'Mouldy Old Dough' (Deems), Cliff Pilchard 'Do 
You Rama Dame,' (Columbia) up to ImImmeotal break, 
['hobby Checker 'Dolmas' Party' (lard.), cross fading 

at the detain Into his 'Ices Twist Again'. Shalt get 'em 
goad! 

PUNK 
ALERT 
PAUL SECCOMBE (Rus- 
Wigton 60901 is planning a 
punk disco tour of Sussex in 
the new year - good luck, 
mate( - and wants to hear 
from anyone who can help 
him fix up enough dates to 
make it worth his while 

lf would - be promoters 
don't mind what the 
neighbours think and are 
prepared to leave town in a 
hurry, drop him a line at 37 
Arlington Crescent, East 
Preston, Sussex. He also 
needs some punk bands to 
join the tour Sussex 
beware! 

UK Disco T o p m5, rilir.), 

CONTINUING the I -notation. from page two 

21 45 FT111711,Conhink.hon 
22 28 YOU'RF. IN MY HEART. Rod 

2.1 14 DUS1C, Brick 
24 25 ONLY THE STRONG 

25 19 IT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCING. :::: 

28 - DIFT;CIRTsfy'rePARTY.Showaddywaddy 
Arista ,,,t".: 

21127 41 GET YOUR BOOM 
ROOM, Le Pamplemousse 

29 II HOLD TIGHT / TURN THE 

Village People 

AROUND, Vicki Sue Robinson FICA 121n 

30 2.14 SAN FRANCISCO / IN 

..... 

0:11 

31 20 BLACK BETTY, Ram Jam 
32 38 SERPENTINE FIRE, Earth Wind and Fire ."3.; 

33 39 THE FUNK SURGEON / SAY YOU WILL, / il 
- lEndAdie TEHHenAttimerson. 

Ensign 1,5 
I BELIEVE YOU, Dorothy Moore MS .....! 

....' 

..., 

..--' 

..--' 

..."'"' 

..--4 

34 
35 18 FROM HERE TO ETERNITY, Giorgio 

Oasis 
TURN TO STONE, Electric Light 
Orchestra Jet 

37 - DO YOU SPEAK FRENCH, Nile School 

36 

311 - 
39 49 LOVE OF MI LIFE, Doolcys GTO 
40 31 I GOT TO HAVE YOUR LOVE, Fantastic 

Four Allende 
41 32 I'VE FOUND LOVE, Love And Mimeo 

Barclay 
42 42 SHE'S NOT THERE, Santana CBS 
43 - WE PLAY REGGAE, In Crowd Cactus 
44 29 VIRGINIA PLAIN, Rosy Music Polydor 
45 47 HOW LONG. JJ Barnes ( on1empo :..,e 

48 50 KEEP IT UP, Olympic Runner" RCA 12in I 

47 - EGYPTIAN REGGAE, Jonathan Richman 
Ileserkley 

4N 27 BACK IN LOVE AGAIN, LTD ARM 
49 - SHOPPING BABY, DD Sound Mercury 
50 48 ITS ECSTASY, Barry White 20th Century 

HOT VINYL' 
FAT MAN Graham Canter (Mayfair GuMsers) had Steele 
Wonder guesting in his DJ booth the other night, with 
Smokey Robinson and the Four Tops Joining Stevie lo a 
jam on stage! Ills current hot import tips are Mandrill .1..? 

Susie Caesar' I Funky Monkey (Arista 1.P), Brass 
Construction 'We' I 'Celebrate' LP), Billy Preston 
'Wide Stride' I AWN 'B' side), Fatback 'Master Booty' 
(Spring), David Oliver 'Ms' (Mercury LP) and Ray 
Charles 'I Can See Clearly Now' ( Atlantic LP) 

INVITES 
YOU TO 

No 1 disc jockey of the following Top Mink Suites 

Sundown Discotheque . 157 Charing Cross Road 
London WC2 November 16th, 1977 

Banister Road . Southampton 

Tramps Discotheque, Brighton (Final) 

November 23rd, 1977 

November 30th, 1977 

SUPPORT THE DJ'S AT THE ABOVE 

TOP RANK SUITES 

Book your tickets now for El - or get them on the 
night. Just fill in this coupon, send a stamped 

addressed envelope - please. 

a 

To 
Sound Relations, 12 York Way, 

London N1 9AA. 

Please send me ..... . tickets at 

e1 each, for 'MUSIC WEEK' 'di 77' 

at Top Rank Suite. 

I enclose *cheque/PO for 
made payable to 'Sound Relations' 

NAME 
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FREE AND EASY 

DISCO DEN 
57 HIGH STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 

OLD TOWN, HERTS HP1 3AF 
Tel. 0442) 59659 

DISCO CONSC LES 
Limo SA.asoon moo Ample.. 1. SormAors 
DJ Gamma Saam4NA 
Amos. ADS 
Aroma WAWA moon Samma 
"yoga YDS Dow. S.*" Deco Cmek 
DJ Jo.. Mom, 

PA 
11.mo PA UM 44 
Ohms PA MP SPAWN., 
5...ftlipo YUAN, loan 
GAMMA Moo Van IP.. FAY. PA Mhos 
IlAmo ACT Mon. 
WY, Aim 
M 6 14 NSA MB 
14 IA Bowe 
Mb M23413C 
41111441213C 
Mb 114111400114o 

6 14 I 1511 
Mb Melkdro 
Yaws PA TM Mum Ammiltier Mb non 
Mame 2 4 Cis.. 
DJ PGMAoPA441 
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WHEELS, CASSETTES I. DYNAGRAPTI SETS IN 

STOCK 

SECONDHAND DEPT. & HIRE SERVICE 

MAIL ORDER, HP, DELIVERY IT SKURICOR 

10% D(POSC', UP TO TWO TEARS TO PAT 

Mobile Discos 
MUSIC MACHINE Once - nest 31.5 6773 Why. 
shin 
CAROLINE ROAD 
SHOW. - DI 521 am. 
SHORT disco 
- 0c2230®7. 
Oil IV WHOM& - Ring 
Jeff on01 0602. 
ROUNDS INCREDIBLE. - Rea 3108 
SOUNDS INCRP:1111119:. - 1914 INS 
SOU NMI INCREDIBLE. - 604 31014 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. 
-8042108. 
SOU NOR INCREDIBLE. - 1104 31011 
SOILINDB INCREDIBLE. - SO4 3108 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. - 804 3106 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. - 8043104 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. - ROI 3106 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. - 804 3106 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. - ROI 3106 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE. 
- tint 3108 
DAVIDJANMEN. - Tel. 
699 4010 
ANDY T Conglomeration 
Roadshow. - 01-657 7540. 
DISOITICHEQUF-S - 0- 
965 25..M 2991 
M. L DISCS) Roadshow, 
top sounds, light show, 
any area - 01 597 4142 
ALIS DISCO. - To book 
ring 027 974889 or 01-772 
0130. 

WHITE. RABBIT - 
Kineton, Works (0926) 
840171, anytime, any- 
where. 
STEVE DAY - 01-524 
4976. 

Disco Angles 

CUSTOM MOOG jingles. - I. J ( RIAD ). 2, 
Massacre Road, Wishaw, 
Strathclyde, Scotland 
CUSTOM JINGLES, with 
flanging. Send script and 
(15 for 8 jingles -8 words 
each (special offer) to: - 
Dol fin Recordings. 13. 
Bowmans Road, Dart. 
ford, Kent. 

511 JINGLER, studio, 
quality, al down to earth 
prima, made verbally for 
you the disco or radio DJ 
cassette f.2 75, 3% IPS Ol, 
7% II'S 1.3 75 (all above 
prices Include pip) 
Nester note we only use 
TDK or Sony recording 
tape. - PO or cheques In 
DJ Jingle Co, /12. 
Eastwood Avenue. Shaw - 
lands, Glasgow. 

Soaping* 
SONGWRITERS - 
YOUR song recorded 
professionally at lowest 
rates - 061 7970632 
HOLLYWOOD COM- 
PANY needs lyrics for 
new songs, all types 
wanted, free details - 
Musical Services. 1305/R. 
North Highland. Holly- 
wood, California. 90028. 
I ISA 

Penfriends 

ROSETTA STONE com- 
panion wanted, to see 
them December 3rd. - 
Frances. 297 Lewis Trust 
Flats, Amhurst Road, 
Hackney, London, EA 
2JB. 
PETER POWELL fans 
wanted for pen pals. Also 
fans living in London. 
Molds area who'll accom- 
pany me to his gigs. - 
Box No 1292. 

Sound Equipment 

SUPPLYING RECORDS 
for jukeboxes? Try a 
rotary record cutter, 
clinks all records. Money 
back guarantee if not 
completely satisfied. 
Price 115. CWO - COD 
extra_ - Mr Bicknell. 19, 
Duneview Road, Braun. 
ton, N Devon. Tel. 0271 
812 793. 

For Hire 

DISCO EQUIPMENT, 
PA systems, sound to 
light units, reasonable 
rates. - Newham Audio 
Services_ 01-534 4064. 

Special Notice 

LESLIE MeREowN, 
happy birthday for the 
12th Loving you - 
Susan, Lynne, Ann. 
Holden, Preston 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Les- 
lie. You give us love 
fever. Neva atop rollin' 
cos we buy you. - Chris. 
Pam. S Wales. 
RAY STILES: Happy 
birthday, love you for- 
ever, Watford was great! 
Love and kisses - Terry 

FU No. 24 
00694017 
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STIL4111111811 
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Roger Squirt* 
breired sent ups onesil men holphl and eon 
oneeet.t.. disco esoneern 4448.1.1,7 

generous allowances trade-in 

TRADE IN YOUR OLD DISCO -FOR A BRAND 
NEW 1977 Roger Squires DISCO SYSTEM 

lots of new models in stock easy terms over 1 or 2 years 
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III 

BRAND NEW Swiss MINIBIN ONLY 199 
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STURDY RECORD CASES PROJECTOR 
I., ISIS 

11SSI 

"HI -STANDS' 

eery stable entered.. 
In Nimbi of 7 lust 
scone 11111C11ASI 

SS OFF OMIT 09 
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owe !RAWL COS'S 

HAVE YOU GOT OUR LATEST 
104 PAGE DISCO 
CATALOGUE? 
1977 78 Edition now 
evadable loony new 
duce products banned 
tort now colour section 
in, latest caste 01 
wheels and t 

FREE to. 
established DJ's 
(enclose your card 
or letterhead) 
OR SEND Cl (POST FRU I 

LONDON 
Mall MOO ones SPIN 
176 Junction Road N 19 10,1r. 
Tramming 01472 74 74 

444 ow Limo ol 

Opolor-Rot 

COD SERVICE 

BRISTOL 
SOUR MINI S Y6Cu Calla 
125 Church Rood Redhckl 

EXPORT DESPATCH CONTACT OUR BARNET HO DIRECT 

MANCHESTER 
BOGIE SWIM S DISCO UPON 
261 Duanowle 3 

Telephone 061 831 11,15 
re. AAA. 

Op.. Two -Sal Into 646705 

MAIL ORDERS AND "01 
AOC( R mogul Man 111101111. 
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Park "load Barnet 
telephone. 01 441 1919 
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lain! 104 page Disco Catalogue 

amens.: 

RAY STILES. Happy 
birthday. See you at 
Oldham - love Sharon 
MARC SOLAR, Heaven 
Is hot babe, even. 'Tana. 
Gloria, get well soon - 
love Alastair 
MARTY KRISTIAN. I 
love you - Julie. 
Birmingham. 
MARC POLAR. You 
were my Main Man and 
Precious Star. No words 
ran describe my loss so 
far 'lave you. - Gilt. 
LES Mehl FAWN. Have a 
happy birthday. "The 
way I feel tonight I love 
you" love and kisses - 
Caroline Donald, Port- 
smouth 
LES MeiLEOWN. Happy 
birthday We love you 
Please tour Britain scam. 
Keep on mann' forever. - 
Love Jill and Bev, 
Bristol. 
1.9:41J F: McKeown, hap- 
py birthday - Lynn, 
Birmingham 

ELTON. CHINA. 
Ray snd Stevie 
Thanks for the 
concert, Wembl 
November 3rd We 
let the sun go down ale 
you. Mon. We Wine you 
all - Jo and wens', 
Forewarn zoos 
LOVE AFFAIR. cos- 
gratulatIon on your 
fantastic lour 77, -Ever- 
lasting love-. - From 
Lyn and Lots. 
LESLIE M elLEOW 
Happy birthday and all 
the best for the future. 
Inc to you - Julie and 
Anne London 
STEVE WORTH. Happy 
111th birthday. Love on 
ya! - Valentine. 

LEE mear.owN. Happy 
birthday I.ove you 
always. - Jackie. Hunt 
Merlon. mar 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Lee. I love you. - Jean 
=mom. 

DISCOLAND 01-690-5488 
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The ICE Age is here 
Now in stock the new range of 
professional discotheque equipment 

from ICE 
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Onto (193 
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033 
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(133 
(171 

5135-: 
(146 
(108-, 
C118 

Oleo. ...elude VAT - PX Welter. 
Border Card armor - NP amid,/ 

Cask Discount Got. 

Station Productions 
(Entertainments) Limited 

178 Chesterfield Road 
Ashford, Middlesex 
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Personal 

I'M A bored sexy guy' 
Are you a hared sexy 
girl- Like to start 
writing? Photo please 
lose Dave Box No. 
1?.94 
INneric ADANT DEMO - 

(SUITS(' party interest- 
ed' Advertise here 
LONELY CHAP 1 351 
looking for single girl. 
friend Slim. middle 
twenties. - Box No. 

YOUNG MAN. M. shy 
and quiet requires girl far 
friendship. Surrey area. 
- Box No 1291 
LONELY' GIRL seeks 
male. M 36. South Eng- 
land. sincere friendship. 
-Box No. 1290 
AMATEUR DJ. 23. quite 
attractive. looking for 
girlfriend. 19.21, for a 
sincere relationship and 
to help run a mobile 
disco. Photo appreciated 
:tooth Bucks area - Box 
Nn 12119 
GIRL FL seeks young 
man for friendship. St 
Helens Merseyside 
areas. looks unimpor- 
tint. - Box No. 1288. 
GUY, 53, nice girt, 20's 
Herts. - Box No. 1289. 
TWO GUYS require 
loving girlfriends out 
every night. Clubs, 
entertaining also Scandi 
.iavian au pair. - Box 
No. 1225. 
FUN LOVING but sincere 
lonely guy. 19. desires 
beautiful chick, 18 or 19, 
for steady relationship. 
North Ayrshire. - Box 
No 1284. 
sill' LONELY. Girl- 
friend required for 
handsome lad, age 18-21. 
- Phone 48009 Staffs 
area. after 6 pm. 
%MING MAN. 23. seeks 
pleasant girlfriend. - 101 
Cigar Avenue, SurbilOn. 
Surrey. ET59JS. 
BEAUTIFUL SOUL - 
M ATM In USA. Canada. 
Britain. West Indies. 
,ants your friendship 
and correspondence. 
Send age. SAE for details 
,, Soulmates. 93 Regents 
Park Road, London NWL 
BEE GEES fans wanted 
for penfrlends. SAE. 

Fans Club, 10 
Charlton Road. Tetbury. 

Ill VORCED. LONELY. 
bored, need friends' 
)Quil find hundreds to 
leisure nines. (RN 381. 
Chorley. Lancs. (sop 
rort nightly. pay after 
no -riving 14). 

BATING CON- 
FINDENTIAL offers the 
most comprehensive in- 
troducUcm service avail- 
able for all ages 
riatIonwide. - Free 
details, Dating COn- 
felential (Dept RD). 44 
Earls Court Road, Lan. 
ion. W8. 
JANE SCOTT for genuine 
friends, intruductions 
Posit* sex, with sincerity 
and thoughtfulness. De - 
tails free - Stamp to Jane 
Scott, 3:RM. North Street, 
quadrant, Brighton. Sus 

FIN I SGS. 
1107 EI.INC PART- 
NERS. Select your own 
partners and penfriends 
from our photo catalogue 

For FREIE sample 
photos SAE All. PO Box 
Hayward. Heath, Sus - 

rOR IN IRAN 
i iputur Dating 

. Aar Darrher Lamer. I 
teem ,a,i_ 
.144 serve kw Jaws 

..drew Seed Mai lee 
ferietworr old kiwi. 

I Desame' Sept OM) 
73 Mania Orel. Lamar II el Tel 41437 6543 

WORLDWIDE PEN- FRIEND service - SAE details 39a !lathe/neigh 
Road, Ruislip Manor. 
Middlesex 
OVER 1113 Unattached' 
Meet new friends through 
Sue Carr's Countrywide 
Friendship Agency. Free brochure - Somerset 
Villa. Harrogate. Tel. 042 
4176.15 anytime 
UNUSUAL PEN FRIENDS. exciting. dif- ferent! Highly corn prehensive services available. Continental 
and other departments. - For brochures and SAE (Ries). PO Box 54. Rugby, Warwickshire. 
HOW TO get girlfriends. 
what to say, how to overcome shyness, how to date any girl you fancy. - SAE for FREE details, 
Dept RM. 38 Abbeydale. 
Winterbourne, Bristol. 
STEVE., 28, would like to meet quiet girl 16.19. for genuine relationship, in- terests include popular 
music, discos, cinema, 
sport Photo please if possible when writing. 
There must be a lonely 
girl out there! - Box No. 
1273. 
BORED, OVER- 
WORKED. underpaid? 
Send SAE for free details 
about excitement, short 
hours and big money. I 
started with L3 capital_ - 
Please write to Michael 
Dunne. 97 Southwood 
Road, Dunstable, Beds 
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, 
from all continents want 
correspondence, friend- 
ship marriage. Sample 
photos free! Hermes, 
Verlag, Vox 110600 SP. 
Berlin 11, Germany. 

For Sale 

BADGES FOR your 
collection. Black Sab- 
bath, Bowie. Status Quo, 
Led Zeppelin, Cockney 
Rebel, Rod Stewart. Alex 
Harvey. Bad Co. Wings. 
Be Bop. Santana. lOcc. 
Deep Purple, Genesis. 
Yes. Dr Hook, Dr 
Feelgood, Fleep. Wish- 
bone Ash. Strawbs, ELF% 
Rosy, and new badges in 
Sex Pistols. The Jam, The 
Clash, and Stranglers 
20p each plus SAE. - 
Send to Julie Williams. 7 
(ndy Street. London E3 
2LH. Love and Peaces. 
BADGES: JAM, Dam- 
ned. Vibrators. Pistols, 
Adverts. Stranglers. 
Boomtowns, Hendrix. 
Presley. Kiss, Sabbath, 
Quo, Rush. 25p post free 
plus many more. Also 
scarves, programmes, 
patches. - Badge Co. , 59 
Piccadilly, Manchester. 
°mous noirmrturron 
NOW AVAILABLE - 
YES AT WEMBLEY. 
GABRIEL, NEW KISS, 
NEW zErrict.IN, 
FLEE. rw000s. ELP. 
EAGLES - also Black - 
more. Purple. Queen. 
Genesis. Floyd. Bowie. 
(Atty. Stewart. tiler, 
Ronstadt. Wings. Stones. 
Manzanera, ETC. Essex, 
Ferry, Harley, SAHB. 
Patti. Tull, Who and 
many more. - Send SAE 
for for catalogue and 
proofs listing Interests to 
Dick Wallis Photography. 
159 Hamilton Road, 
London 5E27 9SW. 
PERSONALISED BADG- 
ES. 254in diameter, 
waterproof from only 10p 
each for MO. - Send SAE 
and 25p PO for price list 
and sample to. M 

Nickson. 167 Seabank 
Road. Wallasey, Mersey- 
side. 
B ALLOONS. AItMO 
LUTP.I.Y unbeatable 
prices - Lists SAE. 
Delphian Supplies 1RM1. 

PUNK T-SHIRTS. "De stray" red on white. "Filth", black on white with nasty illustration, 
small, medium, large, (2 
plus 25p P&P. - Stuart 
Reynolds, 38A Thornhill 
Road, Restrict/. Brig- 
house. Yorkshire. 
BANDS ARTISTS photo- graphs B&W I0' x 12". - 
Send SAE for details and requests to FIJI. 46 Regency Square. Bright- 
on. Sussex. 
FOUR GARY Glitter tickets. Second row. Rainbow, 51 Edison 
Road, Welling, Kent. 
N ME's 1857.1975; Rock 
file t; RM Charts 1970- 
1977: Story of Pop (26 
issues): Blues and Soul 
1974-19/77; offers. Many 
other books, charts and 
mags. - SAE for list; 
Phil, 37 Dennett House, 
Winnall, Winchester, 
Hants 
GLITTER, ROSS ETTA 
photos. - SAE Irene 
Willey, 16 Hedgetree 
Croft. C Wood, Wham 37. 

Records For Sale 

MUSICASSETTES, SE- 
LECTIONS from Top 5D. 
30 per cent discount_ 10p 
for lists. - Colne 
Cassettes, Wakes Color, 
Colchester. 006 2AL. 
OLDIES. '59-77, private 
collection. Sae. - Dave, 
23. Lyndhurst Road, 
Chesham. Bucks. 
BILEIO'S FOR oldies. Sae 
list singles from 1960-1969. 
reasonable prices. - 26, 
Parsonage Road. East- 
bourne, Sussex. 
ELVIS RECORDS, rare 
items. Sae lists. - Ron, 
10, Maitland Road, 
Russells Hall, Dudley, W. 
Midlands 
GENESIS, SECONDS 
OUT T-shirt, posters, etc. 
Send sae to. - Geoff 
Parkyn, II, Jameson 
Lodge. 58. Shepherds Hill, 
London N6 5RW. 
BUDDY HOLLY, Cliff, 
Elvis, Shadows, etc. 45s. 
LPs. - Phone 66770 
(Rye). 
BRAND NEW oldies, only 
top titles, soul, pop, etc. 
15p for list - A. J. 
Records, PO Box 44, E2 
6NF. 
LARGE SELECTION ex - 
juke box records. Sae 
lists. - 47, Chelmsford 
Street, Weymouth, Dor- 
set. 
CUFF / ELVIS oldies, 
cuttings. Sae for details. - Bob ISM). 3, 
Kingsmead Road South, 
Oxton, Birkenhead, Mer- 
seyside. 
P;LVIS' CHRISTMAS al- 
burn. original, other rare 
Elvis albums. vgc. 
Offers Sae. - Box No. 
1287. 

ELVIS SALE of the 
century, 1000e of records, 
etc. available In the 
largest Elvis auction and 
set sale ever held Large 
sae to- - Elvis Auction, 
34, Narborough Road. 
Leicester 
NEW ER.CMARTsingles. 
used singles, golden 
oldies, new and used 
albums. Send large sae 
for free complete list 

S tIti Pickard 
Records, 20, Michigan 
Avenue, Manor Park, 
London. E12 WM 
TUMBLEWEED CON. 
NI)X7TION for oldies. re- 
issues, Imports, deletions, rarities, etc. - 5 
(Basement) Plcton Place, 
WI. Tues Sat 
AVAILABLE NOW, our 
latest list of pop oldies. 
1956-1975. Send 10p plus 
large sae. - F. L. Moore 
(Records) Ltd, 167a, 
Dunstable Road, Luton, 
Beds. 
PUNK SINGLES. 59p. 
lasts - 24, Bispham 
Close. Bury. 
PASTBLASTERS! AL- 
WAYS 10008 of rock, soul. 
pop, Tamils_ - Sae 24. 
Southwalk, Middleton, 
Sussex. 
RECORD FINDING 
service, those you want 
and can't find, thousands 
in stock - will get if not, 
any artists, any record, 
just lot down those you 
need and send with sae - Don. 137, Southend 
Road, Wickford, Essex 
CHIA RTBUSTING OLD - 
185:1 rock, Mania. pop, 
'57-'77. buy some, get 
some free. Large sae. 92, 
Dutton Lane, Eastleigh, 
Hampshire. 
GOLDEN OLDIES ga- 
lore. ex -Jukebox records 
from 12'6p, hundreds of 
hits, most major stars 
Sae for lists. - Dept HR, 
82, Vandyke Street, 
Liverpool, L8ORT 
CHARTRUSTERSI 
GOLDEN oldies avail- 
able, '56-111. a must for 
collectors, a godsend for 
DJs. - Sae fluttery, 
86/87, Western Road, 
Hove, Brighton. Callers 
welcome_ 
SECONDHAND BUT 
guaranteed thousands In 
stock, prices from only 
15p each, send 20p for list 
to: - Dave Banks, 223, 
North Williamshorpe 
Road, North Wingfield, 
Chesterfield. 
COLLECTOR'S ACC. 
TIONS. sales, now recog- 
nised as the best monthly 
list. Sac brings next 
collector's dream from: - 6, Wendover Drive, 
Frimley, Surrey. 

1.17 PROM 20p. 45s from 
5p Large sae - 
Thomson, 24, Beaufort 
Avenue. Blackpool, 

Records Wonted 

DAVID SOUL records 
from 1967. - Janette, 11. 

Whitemoor Road. Ke 
nilworth, Warwickshire. 
111(111 CH AAAAA 
David Rose, vgc only. 
good price - Gareth 
Bramley, 34, Lynton 
Gardens, Arnold, Not- 
tingham 
OLIVIA NEWTON - 
JOHN. Decca single plus 
Tomorrow singles - 
Martin Wheatley. Flat 3, 
45. Canterbury Grove, 
West Norwood, SETT 
ONX. 
ALL YOUR unwanted 45s 
and LPs bought or part 
exchanged for new 
records, large collections 
urgently required. Sae. 
- F. L. Moore Records 
Ltd. 197a, Dunstable 
Road, Luton, Bed- 
fordshire_ 
BILLY FURY, "We Want 
Billy", Bobby RydeU 
"Forget Him" and "Bye 
Bye Birdie". LPs, all 
Gene McDaniels albums 
and Cliff Richard EP& - 
Write to: Norman, 52, 
Mansfield Hill, Ching - 
ford. E4. 

Musical Services 

LYRICS WANTED by 
music publishing house - II, St Albans Avenue, 
London W4. 
SONGWRITER MAGA- 
ZINES free from: - 
International Song. 
writers' Association 
IRM1, Limerick, Ireland. 

Stuations Vacant 

17 -YEAR -Otis unexpe- 
rienced Elvis soundalike 
requires work_ - David 
Parry, 76, Eastville 
Avenue, Ithyl, N. Wales. 

Fan Clubs 

MUD FANS. Info, sae: - 
Lesley. 30, Wedmore 
Vale, Bristol 3. 
GENESIS: Send sac to: - Geoff Parkyn, 11, 
Jameson Lodge, 58, 
Shepherds Hill, London. 
N6 5R W. 
THE JAM Club. Sae for 
details to: - Nicky 
Weller, 44, Balmoral 
Drive. Maybury Estate. 
Woking, Surrey. 
CARPENTERS FAN 
Club. - PO Box 104A. 
Cambridge 

.1agic k3ss 
BARCELONA £27 

ALICANTE £34 
PLUS WORLD WIDE ECONOMY TRAVEL 

Contact MAGIC SUS. 66 Shaftesbury Avenue. 
London. WI Tel 01 439 8471 

T. REX APPRECIA- 
TION Society. Sae for 
details b - Dave and 
!nave. 148. Wennington 
Road, Southport, Mersey- 
side. PR9 7A1e. or f I for a 
year's membership 
Thane 

Wonted 

BASKIN I COPPER 
FIELD singles. "Long 
And Winding Road", and 

Never See 'The Sun". 
Mecca. vgc, also Rubettes 
tour programmes, con- 
cert photos and tapes. - 
Eva Gladstone, 5, Petite 
Road. Dagenham. Essex. 
CONCERT PHOTOS, pies 
or anything on Barbara 
Dickson. Will pay your 
price. Urgent - Box No. 
1283. 
RECORD MIRRORS re- 
quired In good condition. 
from before June, 1975. - 
G. Jones, 286, Colchester 
Road. Ipswich. Suffolk. 
Tel. Ipswich 78103. 
CILIA BLACK cuttings. 
newsletters, records, etc. - D. Holgate. 4. High 
Elms Lane, Garstom, 
Watford 
DR 1100K concert photos 
especially Liverpool Em- 
pire, tour programmes, T- 
shirt, pen pals. 
ANYTHING ON T. REX, 
Bolan, songbooks, pic- 
tures, posters, etc. - 
Write to Robert Hutton, 2. 
Roe -stand Place, Bishop - 
ton. Renfiewshire, Scot- 
land. 
TAPE RECORDINGS of 
Pick Of The Pops, good 
prices paid. - 25, 
Fontwell Close, Rusting- 
ton, Sussex. 

Vocalists Wanted 

Viper wants Someone 
with a Bite to 
their Voice 

Omsk Pre/ erred) 
Phone Amersliani 

(07403)7641 
Tape *esters well be dealt meta 

DJ Studios 
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Collectors Item 
An exact copy of the last Val & Testmeol of 

ELVIS PRESLEY 
This thirteen page document is full. true and 
exact copy of the last Will Et Testament of ELVIS 
PRESLEY The original document was signed by 
Elvis on 3rd March 1977 only a few months 
before his death. Witnessing his signature were 
his girlfriend Ginger Alden and friends Ann Smith 
and Charles Hodge. These signatures appear on 
page 12 of the document. 
A limited number of these rare and valued 

documents are available at (2 50 each 
To ZIFWORTH LTD . 68 OLD BROMPTON ROAD. 
LONDON SW7 
Please forward copies ol the last We 0 
Testament of ELVIS PRESLEY at 12_50 each 
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NEXT WEEK: Special report on Erich von Daniken's latest book 'Was God An Aardvark?' 
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Epic 
ABC 

Motown 
A&M 
CBS 

Capitol 
RCA 

Oasis 
CBS 

7 LE SPANK. Le Pam plemousse 
8 BLOCK PARTY. Anthony White 
9 SAN FRANCISCO, Village People 

10 WHAT I DID FOR LOVE, Grace Jones 
11 IT'S ECSTASY, Barry White 
12 CAN'T YOU FEEL IT, Michele 
13 KING OF Chocolat's 
14 RUNNING AWAY, Roy Ayers Ubiquity 
15 COCOMOTION, El Coco 
16 YOU'VE GOT MAGIC, Rice & Beans Orchestra 
17 MANHATTAN LOVE SONG, King Errison 
18 YOUR LOVE IS SO GOOD FOR ME. Diana Ross 
19 HEY YOU SHOULD BE DANCING, Gene Farrow 

BACK IN LOVE AGAIN, LTD 

Record 64 -,or. November 1,1 37, 

Mirror 
UK SOUL 

1 3 I BELIEVE YOU. Dorothy Moore 
2 2 SHOO 000 FU FU OOH, Lenny Williams 
3 1 8RICKHPUSE. The Commodores 
4 - BACK IN LOVE AGAIN, LTD 
5 4 BEST OF MY LOVE. The Emotions 
6 5 SAY YOU WILL, Eddie Henderson 
7 7 STAR WARS. Meco 
8 11 FROM MERE TO ETERNITY, °rotate 
9 8 GOIN' PLACES. The Jackson* 

10 13 MY LOVE IS ALL FOR YOU, Demeter Williams CBS 
11 10 IT'S ECSTACY, Barry White 20th Century 
12 19 GREATEST LOVE OF ALL. George Benson Arista 
13 - I WILL. Ruby Winters Creole 
14 12 DON'T LET ME BE. Santa Esmeralda Philips 
15 9 NOT BACK IN LOVE BY MONDAY, Millie Jackson 

Spring 
1E 6 RIGHT ON TIME. Brothers Johnson A EtM 

14 DO YOUR DANCE, Rose Royce Whitfield 
's 18 GET YOUR BOOM BOOM, Le ParnplemousseBerkeley 

23 BELFAST, Barley M Atlantic 
I LOVE YOU, Donna Summer Pye 

YESTERYEAR 
Years Ago t17 November 19621 

LOVESICK BLUES, 
LET'S DANCE. 
SWISS MAID, 
TELSTAR, 
VENUS IN BLUE JEANS, 
BOBBY'S GIRL, 
LOCO -MOTION, 
RAMBLIN ROSE, 
SHERRY. 
SHEILA. 

Frank (field 
Chris Monte, 
Del Shannon 

The Tornados 
Mark Wynter 

Susan Maughan 
Little Eva 

Nat 'King' Cole 
The Four Seasons 

Tommy Roe 

Years Ago Its November, 19671 
BABY NOW THAT I'VE FOUND YOU. The Foundations 
MASSACHUSETTS, The Bee Gees 
AUTUMN ALMANAC. The Kinks 
ZABADAK, Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, Mick Er Tich 
LAST WALTZ, Engelbeit Humperdinck 
LOVE IS ALL AROUND, The Troggs 
SAN FRANCISCAN NIGHTS, Eric Burdon And The 

Animals 
THERE IS A MOUNTAIN, Donovan 

3 LET THE HEARTACHES BEGIN. Long John Baldry 
I CAN SEE FOR MILES, The Who 

Years Ago 118 November, 19721 
CLAIR, 
MY DING A LING, 
DONNA, 
LOOP DI LOVE. 
MOULDY OLD DOUGH, 
WHY, 
CRAZY HORSES, 
CROCODILE ROCK, 
LET'S DANCE, 
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU. 

Gilbert O'Sullivan 
Chuck Berry 

lOcc 
Shag 

Lieutenant Pigeon 
Donny Osmond 

The Osmonds 
Elton John 

Chris Montez 
The Stylistics 

As the American charts did not arrive at the rime of 
grime fn press we have had to reprint last week's. 

Normal terrier will he returned next week 

US SINGLES 
1 1 YOU UGHT UP MY LIFE Debby Boone Warner /Curt 
2 3 BOOGIE NIGHTS. Heatwave 

3 2 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER. Carly Simon Elektrs 

4 6 ITS ECSTASY Barry Wilds 20th Cent,. 
S 8 DONT IT MAKE MY BROWN EYES BLUE. Crystal Gayle United 

Arles 
6 7 I FEEL LOVE. Donna Summer Casablanca 

7 9 BABY. WHAT A BIG SURPRISE. Chicago [dumb, 
8 10 HEAVEN ON THE 7TH FLOOR, Paul Nicholas RSO 

9 11 HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE. Brie Gees RSO 

10 13 WE'RE ALL ALONE, Rita Coolidge ABM 

11 16 BLUE BAYOU. Linda Rommel Asylum 

12 14 JUST REMEMBER I LOVE YOU Firefall Atlantic 

13 4 THAT'S ROCK 'N' ROLL, Shaun Cassidy Warner /Curls 

14 5 BRICKHOUSE. Commodores Motown 

15 12 ST AR WARS TITLE THEME. Meco Casablancai 

16 18 HELP IS ON THE WAY, Little River Band 

17 30 YOU MAKE LOVIN' FUN, Fleetwood Mac Warner Bros 

18 19 DO YOU WANNA GET FUNKY WITH ME Peter Brown Drisi 

19 21 DUSIC. Bnck Bang 

20 22 WE JUST DISAGREE, Dave Mason Columbia 

21 17 COLD AS ICE Foreigner Aslant 

22 Zi IT S SO EASY, Linda Florists& Asylum 

n 25 SEND IN THE CLOWNS, Judy Collins Debt, 

24 28 DAYBREAK. Barry Mandan Arista 

25 26 ISN'T IT TIME. Balms 'Chrysalis 

26 32 COME SAIL AWAY Styx ADM 

27 15 KEEP IT COMM' LOVE. K C Et The Sunshine Band r. 

28 23 SHE DID IT, Eric Carmen Aram 

29 33 MY FAIR SHARE, Seals 6 Croft Warner Bros 

30 35 SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY, Paul Simon Columbia 

31 34 I GO CRAZY. Paul Davis Bang 

32 36 YOUR SMILING FACE. James Taylor Columbia 

33 20 THE KING IS GONE. Ronnie McDowell Scorpion 

34 39 GONE TOO FAR England Dan Er John Ford Coley Big Tree 

35 42 BACK IN LOVE AGAIN LTD ABM 

36 40 CALUNG OCCUPANTS. Carpenters A&M 

37 49 HERE YOU COME AGAIN, Dolly Parton RCA 

38 38 

39 24 

THUNDER IN MY HEART. Leo Sayer Warner Bros 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED Peter Frampton ADM 

40 44 SWINGTOWN. Steve Miller Capitol 

41 46 SHE'S NOT THERE. Santana Columbia 

42 47 BABY COME BACK, Player 

43 45 FAIR GAME, Crosby. Sobs b Nash 

44 93 YOU CAN'T TURN ME OFF, High Inergy 

45 SENTIMENTAL LADY, Bob Welch 

46 THE WAY I FEEL TONIGHT. Bay City Rollers 

47 DRAW THE LINE, Aerosmith 

48 27 SWAYIN' TO THE MUSIC, Johnny Rivers 

49 31 SURFIN' USA. Leif Garrett 

50 43 ON AND ON Stephen Bishop 

RSO 

Atlantic 

Gordy 

Copilot 

Arista 

Columbia 

Big Tree 

Atlantic 

ABC 

US DISCO 
DANCE, DANCE, DANCE, Chic Atlantic 112 -in) 

2 GIRL DON'T MAKE ME WAIT, Pattie Brooks Casablanca (LP) 

3 I GOT TO HAVE YOUR LOVE, Fantastic Four Westbound (LP/12-in) 
4 NATIVE NEW YORKER, Odyssey RCA (IvP) 

5 DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD, Santa Esmeralda Casablanca ILPI 
6 COSMIC WIND, Mike Theodore Orchestra 

Westbound ILPI 
AVI (12 -in) 

Salsoul 112 -in) 
Casablanca ILPI 

Island (LP) 
20th Century 112 -in / LPI 

West End ILPI 
Salsoul (LP) 
Polydor (LP) 

AVI ILPI 
TK (12 -in) 

Westbound ILP) 
Motown ILPI 

United Artists 112 -in) 
A&M (LP/12-in) 

ALBUMS 
1 RUMOURS Fleetwood Mac Werner RIOS 

1 2 SIMPLE DREAMS. Linda Roma, &Alum 

3 3 AJA. Steely Dee ABC 

4 4 FOREIGNER 

5 5 LOVE YOU LIVE. Roiling Stones Mallow Stories 

6 7 CHICAGO XI, Chicago Columbia 

7 9 ELVIS IN CONCERT. Dens May, RCA 

8 10 SONGS FOR SOMEONE YOU LOVE, Barry Wilde 20th Coss, 

9 6 ANYTIME ANYWHERE. Rita Coolidge ADM 

10 22 POINT OF NO RETURN. Kansas Creme, 

11 12 IN FULL BLOOM. Rose Royce Vidi, 

12 14 TOO HOT TO HANDLE Heatwave 

13 13 I ROBOT Alan Parsons Project 

14 16 LET'S GET SMALL Stare Martin Warner A'<>: 

15 8 SHAUN CASSIDY Warne' 

16 11 LIVE. Foghat 

17 15 MOODY BLUE, elms Presley FICA 

18 20 BRICK Bar 

19 23 YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE. Soundtrack Ant', 

20 24 WE MUST BELIEVE IN MAGIC, Crystal Gayle United a- -. 

21 19 STAR WARS SOUNDTRACK 

22 17 LIVIN' ON THE FAULT LINE, Doable Brothers Warner Eh, 

23 27 BOSTON Er 

24 28 BABY. IT'S ME, (Nana Ross Motto.', 

N k YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE Derby Boone Warm - 
26 29 GREATEST HITS VOLUME II Elton John MCA 

27 47 FRENCH KISS. Bob Welch Cat, 

28 32 IN CITY DREAMS, Robin Time, 
29 41 MOONFLOWER Santana C,' 

30 35 JT. James Taylor Cs. 

31 31 RIGHT ON TIME, Brothers Johnson 

32 42 CSN, Crests, Stills Er Nash gamic 

33 - THE STRANGER. Billy Joel °lumbar 
34 - LIVE. Commodores 

35 36 ENIGMATIC OCEAN, Jean Luc Panty AI 

36 25 LIVE Barry Mane,. Aist 

37 38 THUNDER IN MY HEART, Leo Sayer Warner Bros 

38 - GREATEST HITS. Obis Newton John MCA 

39 37 COMMODORES Motown. 

40 40 SPY WHO LOVED ME/SOUNDTRACK United Addis 
41 18 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY. Donna Summer Casablanca 

42 26 THE GRAND ILLUSION Styx A WM 

43 21 CAT SCRATCH FEVER, Ted Nugent Epic 

44 - REJOICE. Emotions Columbia 

45 30 STAR WARS Et OTHER GALACTIC FUNK. Meco Wien mum 

46 48 LUNA SEA, Firefall Atlantic 

47 33 A FAREWELL TO KINGS. Rush Mercury 

48 - LITTLE CRIMINALS, Randy Newman Werner BIOS 

49 50 SOMETHING TO LOVE L T D ABM 

50 STREET SURVIVORS. Lynyrd Sknenrd MCA 

STAR CHOICE 

WALTER LURE of The Heartbreakers 

1 ONE TRACK MINDS, The Heartbreaker. 
2 SOMETHING ELSE, Eddie Cochran 
3 BEN, Michael Jackson 
4 STOP STOP, The Moody Blues 
5 HOLIDAYS IN THE SUN. The See Pistols 
6 DO THE MOUSE. Supt' Solos 
7 HE S A REBEL. Cryotals 
8 I SOLD MY HEART TO THE JUNK MAN. Patti 

Lanes and The Bluebells 
9 LEADER OF THE PACK Shawl LoO 

10 PSYCHOTIC REACTION Count Etat 

US SOUL 
1 I BACK IN LOVE AGAIN. L T D AbM 

2 2 IT'S ECSTASY. Bony Whne 20th Century 
3 7 SERPENTINE FIRE Earth. Weld Et Fire 

Columbia 
4 3 DUSIC. Beck Bang 

5 El YOU CANT TURN ME OFF. High Inergs 
Gordy 

6 5 IF YOURE NOT BACK IN LOVE BY 

MONDAY milk Jackson Spring 
7 6 DO YOU DANCE. Roes Royce Whitfield 
8 10 T ASK MY NEIGHBOURS Emotions 

Columbia 

9 4 SHAKE IT WELL. Dramatics ABC 

10 15 GOIN' PLACES. Jackson Epic 

I I 11 BOOGIE NIGHTS. HeanArrto Epic 

12 16 IF IT DON T FIT DON'T FORCE Attlee 
Pane's. Shad. li 

13 9 STAR WARS THEME. Mks, 1.41Mnreurn 

14 13 DO WANNA GET FUNKY WITH ME. 

Peter Brown Delve 

15 19 SEND IT. Ashford 6 Sins:soon Mamma area 
to 12 BRICK HOUSE. commodores Molten 

18 JUST FOR YOUR LOVE. Memphis Horns 
PGA 

If - SOMEBODY'S GOTTA WIN, CaerB8 
Jahn 

19 17 like. LOVE_ Donne Summer CM111007M 

20 30 RUNNING AWAy, Roy lnen, Wenn,* 
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